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ABSTRACT
A case study of four public artists uncovered how the artists’ lived experiences and
awareness of cultural memory influenced their creation of commemorative artwork for
the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. The study involves how the professional and cultural
experiences of two White artists and two Native American artists living or working in the
Missouri River Valley in North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana influenced their art.
Professional factors influencing the artists included education, involvement with the
Lewis and Clark bicentennial, work space, and connections to arts communities. Cultural
factors influencing artists were family relationships and ethnic, political, gender, and
religious identification. Artists played two roles, as journeyers and as leaders. Artists
first understood the creative process as an expedition, where the path to the finished
artwork is not always clear with the potential to alter their beliefs and practices. Artists
also understood their role as leaders in transforming the viewer’s understanding of
commemorative events. The findings are useful in valuing the complexity of the artist’s
life, the leadership role artists play in interpreting controversial events, and the challenges
of maintaining an authentic creative voice in today’s society.
Keywords: Cultural memory, Lewis and Clark bicentennial, leadership, life story,
Native American, place studies, visual arts
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CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION
My study concerned the artists and artwork created for the 200-year anniversary
of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. My interest stemmed from my appreciation of
family history and geography and my work as a museum curator, public historian, quilt
artist, and writer.
The Lewis and Clark expedition, also known as the Corps of Discovery, held a
prominent role in the American imagination. It represented a heroic journey against
seemingly impossible odds, and opened the wilderness to civilization. This view, curated
and maintained by the dominant culture, held for over 150 years. But as the 200-year
anniversary approached, event organizers understood the need for multiple cultural
perspective and voices. A brief description of bicentennial preparation and events
follows.
Bicentennial Preparation and Events
The official bicentennial events began in 2004 and ended in September 2006, 200
years after Meriwether Lewis and William Clark returned to St. Louis, Missouri. Many
cultural groups and historic sites along the trail plan offered Lewis and Clark
programming through the rest of the decade. Official preparation for the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial began in 1994. The first exhibitions and events were announced in the late
1990s. From the beginning the bicentennial events were closely linked to the visual arts.
Several exhibitions specifically featured new artwork created for the bicentennial.
The Tacoma (WA) Art Museum exhibited Lewis and Clark Territory: Contemporary
Artists Revisit Race, Place and Memory, and included the work of White and Native
American artists. The Thomas Jefferson Foundation (VA) collaborated with the Peabody
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Museum at Harvard (MA) to recreate the museum’s original Indian Hall, using artwork
created by contemporary Indian artists.
Many significant events and commissioned works raised public awareness of the
expedition over several years, introducing controversy over the importance and meaning
of this event in American history.
Conflicting Cultural Perspectives and Commemorative Events
My study of the Lewis and Clark expedition raised my awareness of the differing
perspectives and emotions concerning the expedition. I discovered conflicting
perspectives of history and experience from Euro-American and Native American people
and artists about the Lewis and Clark expedition might lead to controversy over
programming, including official events and commissioned art. People participate in
commemorative events for many reasons, and the choice is spurred by the individual and
collective cultural history of the participant.
For example, the Columbian Quincentenary in 1992 produced both Native
American protest and participation (Axtell, 1995). Americans of European descent also
participated in Quincentenary events, but their participation was more celebratory than
protesting. According to Agnes Heller (2001) “Cultural memory constructs and
maintains identity. As long as a group of people maintains and cultivates a common
cultural memory, the group continues to exist” (p. 1031). Cultural memory “is embodied
in objectivations that store meaning in a concentrated manner: meaning to be shared” (p.
1031). These can include the written word, artwork, monuments, buildings, festivals and
ceremonies.
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A familiar example of such artwork is Emmanuel Leutze’s painting, George
Washington Crossing the Delaware. Most Americans recognize this work of the brave
Washington, standing in his boat as it is rowed across a dark, stormy Delaware River on
Christmas Eve. The painting is meant to inspire patriotism, a sense of oneness between
the viewer and Washington (Barratt, 2014). Leutze, a German immigrant, painted this
artwork in 1851, during a tumultuous decade with disputes over the importance of a
national identity and states’ rights (Barratt, 2014).
Another primary aspect of cultural memory involves the connection to places
“where a significant or unique event has taken place, or to places where a significant
event is regularly replayed” (Heller, 2001, p. 1031). Individuals participate and access
cultural memory through their identification with a larger group. Individuals also possess
a life story influenced by cultural memory, and in turn, the life story influences the visual
representation of cultural memory (Heller, 2001).
History, place and culture influenced the production of art commemorating
several historical events. I became interested in how cultural knowledge and memory
(including conflicting views) affected the artwork surrounding the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial exhibitions.
Problem Statement, Purpose, and Significance of the Study
How do cultural memory and life experiences influence the artwork of public
artists participating in the Lewis and Clark bicentennial exhibitions?
The Lewis and Clark bicentennial provided an excellent opportunity to study the
intersection of life-story, cultural memory, and art. Bringing together artists of Native
American and European American backgrounds with differing cultural memories, the
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bicentennial allowed artists to acknowledge, celebrate and sometimes protest the United
States purchase and exploration of the Louisiana Territory. Because the Louisiana
Purchase ultimately led to the expansion of the United States across the North American
continent, paving the way for subjugation of native people as well as increasing
opportunities for immigrants from the world’s nations, conflicting views and public
response to the bicentennial surrounded the events (Fresonke & Spence, 2004; Josephy,
2006; Slaughter, 2003).
My study was an opportunity to open the world of the artist to a larger audience
and provide insight into the fields of art and history. Very little in-depth academic
research has been conducted on the role an artist’s life story plays in creating artwork for
commemorative historical events, particularly in the Americas. I found only one article
from this perspective, which featured the work of two Haitian-American artists in context
with their cultural experiences (Philogene, 2004). Rock Hushka (2004) edited the
Tacoma Art Center’s catalogue featuring Lewis and Clark artwork along with a brief
discussion of the artist’s cultural background. One study described the role
commemorative art plays in creating a national public identity (Carroll, 2005). A fourth
article described the national context surrounding the creation of Lewis and Clark
memorial art from the 1800s to 2002 (Uecker, 2002).
My study explored three important aspects of commemorative art creation: (1) the
complexity of the process, (2) the controversial nature of the commemorative event, and
(3) the individual’s struggle to maintain his or her voice. Beginning with the first aspect,
the work of the “practicing artist” is complex. Often thought of as “soft” or “nice” work,
many people do not look at the creation of art as work at all, but a pleasant hobby instead.
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However, the world of the artist dealing with the collision of cultural values and
expectations can be anything but nice. It is fraught with issues of identity for the artist
and the consumer, cultural and economic power struggle and frustrations in the ability or
lack thereof to share an artistic vision with the viewing public.
Secondly, a commemorative event like the Lewis and Clark bicentennial is
controversial for some people and shrouded in myth and heroics for others. Some
American Indians felt the commemorative events serve as another example of White
privilege and control, while for others the events gave them a voice they thought they had
lost (Fresonke & Spence, 2004; Josephy, 2006). While some Americans of northern
European descent viewed the bicentennial as an occasion for pride and celebration, others
feel less pride because of a need for redemption (Fresonke & Spence, 2004). I examined
these viewpoints in my study. Finally we tend to look at family history as just a matter
of biology or genealogy, often ignoring the cultural and social implications of family
stories, whether true or mythological. I uncovered the importance of the impact of
community and family culture and traditions on the individual’s struggle to maintain his
or her artistic voice.
The purpose of my study was to understand and describe how cultural memory
and life experiences influence the artwork of the participants in the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial Exhibition. This complex question required delving into the artist’s personal
life on several levels. To conduct this study I considered how personal beliefs and
experiences support the artist in creating art. Next, I considered how the artist uses
community based historical viewpoint and myth in creating commemorative art. Finally
I applied this research to understand how art may serve as a visual representation of both
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cultural memory and personal experience as it specifically related to commemorative art
of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
Overview of the Chapters
A review of scholarly literature in chapter two provides background on six topics:
(1) history and context concerning the Lewis and Clark expedition, (2) the intersection of
memory and art, (3) artwork and interpretations the Lewis and Clark bicentennial events,
(4) the frontier, manifest destiny and Native spirituality, (5) cultural memory, and (6)
Joseph Campell’s hero’s jouney theory. Chapter three is the methodology for the study.
Chapters four through seven are case study chapters in the following order: chapter four
Tom Neary, chapter five Linda Whitney, chapter six Sandy Swallow, and chapter seven
Monte Yellowbird. The studies are analyzed in chapter eight through the lens of
Campbell’s (1973) hero’s journey. In chapter nine I summarize the study, consider the
implications for both artists and audience, and make recommendations for further
research.
Definition of Terms
I offer definitions of the terms used in my study below:
Art: Human creation designed for both beauty and communication. For this study I refer
to visual arts, such as painting, sculpture, fiber, and metalwork.
Artist: Visual art creator.
Cultural Memory: The information passed through generations within a community to
ensure continuation of the groups’ belief systems and traditions. It consists of several
levels of memory: individual, family, community, and societal. Scholars also use the
terms collective or public memory (Casey, 2004; Coser, 1992).
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Euro-American: Person raised within the United States whose ancestors came primarily
from European countries. This is a self-identification category.
Frontier: The edge of Euro-American settlement.
Indian: Person raised within the United States whose ancestors are primarily the
indigenous people of North America. The term is in common use, sometimes used
interchangeably with the terms Native American, Native, or Indigenous. The United
States has established legal criteria for tribal affiliation, which will not be used in this
study. Individual self-identification as tribal members will be used.
Lewis and Clark Expedition: Commissioned by President Thomas Jefferson and the
United States Congress, led by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. Officially known
as The Corps of Discovery (Ambrose, 1996; DeVoto, 1953; Duncan & Burns, 2004).
Lewis and Clark Expedition bicentennial: The events and activities commemorating
the Lewis and Clark Expedition, held primarily nationwide from 2003-2006.
Lewis and Clark Trail: A common term for the water and land routes used by the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. Also a federally recognized national historic trail under the
auspices of the National Park Service (Fifer & Soderberg, 2001).
Life Story: The events and self-interpretation of one’s lived experiences.
Louisiana Purchase: The region purchased from France by the United States in 1803.
This included 800,000 square miles of land west of the Mississippi River, a territory
found within the present day states of Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Minnesota west of the Mississippi River, northern Kansas,
Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado east of the Rocky Mountains, and Louisiana west of
the Mississippi River excluding the city of New Orleans.
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Manifest Destiny: Belief in the continental expansion of the United States as both
inevitable and divinely ordained. Although not coined until the 1840s, it is commonly
used to describe most exploration and settlement activities west of the Mississippi River
(Turner, 1996).
Mythology: Story rooted in actual events, which has achieved heroic or larger than life
status (Campbell, 1973).
Performance Art: Art based in a dramatic medium, such as recitation, theatrical
production, or musical presentation.
Social Memory: Also known as societal or social recollection. The type of memory
developing in families and communities with a shared historical and cultural background.
Spirituality: A belief system and activities relating to the soul. Commonly defined as
religious practices, but may include moral and ethical codes.
Visual Art: Art perceived through sight, such as painting, sculpture, textiles,
photography, and metal work.
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CHAPTER 2—LITERATURE REVIEW
How do cultural memory and life experiences influence the artwork of public
artists participating in the Lewis and Clark bicentennial exhibitions? To answer this
question, I conducted a review of literature relevant to historical viewpoints and creative
expression of commemorative events. I identified four topics (1) history and context
concerning the Lewis and Clark expedition, (2) the intersection of memory and art, (3)
artwork and interpretations of the Expedition bicentennial events, and (4) beliefs
associated with the frontier, manifest destiny (Encarta, 2007), and Native spirituality. I
then describe two theories to analyze my data (1) cultural memory to understand how
memories are formed and maintained and (2) the hero’s journey to explain the challenges
commemorative artists face.
In the next section I describe the historical works representing the commonly
accepted historical knowledge of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
Historical Framework for the Lewis and Clark Expedition
Traditional Historical Perspectives
An understanding of the expedition and its role in conquering indigenous people
while paving the way for Euro-American continental expansion was essesntial to
appreciate the areas of tension in my study. Due to the bicentennial, a large amount of
research became available for both historians and members of the general public.
Famous voices included Stephen Ambrose, Dayton Duncan and Ken Burns, and Bernard
DeVoto.
Ambrose’s Undaunted Courage (1996), a classic resource read by scholars and
lay readers, provided a comprehensive study of the entire expedition. Ambrose offered
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significant background about the politically prominent players, including Thomas
Jefferson, Meriwether Lewis, and William Clark. Ambrose served as an advisor for
another widely read and accepted general survey of the Expedition written by Duncan
and Burns (2004), Lewis and Clark: An Illustrated History. This book served as a
companion to a Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) documentary about the explorers.
Ambrose (1996) portrayed Jefferson as a savvy politician and curious scientist.
Jefferson appointed Lewis, his trusted advisor and secretary, as leader of the Corps of
Discovery. The Corps had a three-pronged mission: (1) find an all water route to the
Pacific via the Missouri River, (2) develop relationships with the Indians living along the
river, and (3) complete a scientific survey of the land, plants and animals along the way
(Ambrose, 1996). The first two activities confirmed the United States as a world-class
political power (Ambrose, 1996). The last activity appealed to Jefferson’s personal
interests and thirst for knowledge (Ambrose, 1996; Duncan & Burns, 2004; Fenelon &
Defender-Wilson, 2004).
Lewis’s significant military experience and analytical mind were assets in
understanding the risks involved in frontier exploration as well as the political
ramifications of the mission’s success (Ambrose, 1996). Ambrose (1996) showed the
symbiotic relationship between Lewis and Clark. Lewis selected Clark as his co-captain
because Clark possessed the leadership skills he lacked, had excellent backwoods and
water travel experience, and was a competent land surveyor. Their mutual respect bred
mutual trust, the key to a successful expedition.
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Before beginning the narrative of the actual expedition, Ambrose (1996)
established the Corps of Discovery in context with other exploration activities, looking at
motive for discovery. He summed up the responsibilities dictated to the exhibition:
Taken all together, the instructions represented a culmination and a triumph of the
American Enlightenment. The expedition authorized by the popularly elected
Congress would combine scientific, commercial, and agricultural concerns with
geographical discovery and nation-building. All the pillars of Enlightenment
thought, summed up with the phrase ‘useful knowledge,’ were gathering in the
instructions (p. 81).
The Indian, Jefferson believed, was a “noble savage,” who differed only from White
people in the lack of civilization and appropriate religious beliefs (Ambrose, 1996;
Fenelon & Defender-Wilson, 2004). The expedition would serve as a first attempt to
bring civilization to the Indians, which in turn would assimilate them into American
society and government (Ambrose, 1996).
Duncan and Burns (2004) set the historical aspects of the Corps in context with
present day American thought. First, they described the results of a 1984 survey of
professional historians conducted by American Heritage magazine (1984). The survey
asked the historians to name the one event in American history they would most like to
witness. The Lewis and Clark expedition topped the list, with other major events a
distant second. Duncan and Burns also described the significant changes to the Missouri
river and surrounding landscape due to the accouterments of civilization: power lines,
dams, and agriculture. The real river no longer looks like the river of the American
imagination (Duncan & Burns, 2004; Fifer & Soderberg, 2003).
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The Lewis and Clark Journals have been edited and published many times by
DeVoto (1953), Thwaites (1969), Bakeless (2002), and Moulton (2002). In their entirety,
the journals encompass 13 volumes and provide an exhaustive day-to-day description of
the journey, scientific discoveries, and personal interactions. However, several editors
produced one and two-volume abridged editions, featuring the highlights of the
expedition. Two commonly used abridgements are DeVoto’s (1953) and Moulton’s
(2002) editions.
The journals highlighted two important events, serving as the source of much
mythology related to the Corps. The first event was the reunion of Sacagewea and her
brother Cameahwait (Devoto, 1953; Moulton, 2002). Biddle, an expedition member and
editor of the 1814 book History of the Expedition under the Commands of Lewis and
Clark, entered the following passage for Saturday, August 17 1805:
Sacajawea was sent for; she came into the tent, sat down, and was beginning to
interpret, when in the person of Cameahwait she recognized her brother; she
instantly jumped up, and embraced him, throwing over him her blanket and
weeping profusely; the chief was himself moved, though not in the same degree
(as cited in DeVoto, 1953, p. 203).
The second event was a hostile encounter with the Blackfeet at the Marias River.
While early popular fiction portrayed the Corps of Discovery as an isolated group of
White men facing the elements and hostile Indians, in truth almost all Native peoples
along the route aided the explorers (Ambrose, 1996; Duncan & Burns, 2004; Slaughter,
2003). In fact the expedition would not have survived without this help. However, there
were a few hostile encounters. One journal entry described one event resulting in the
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death of an Indian (DeVoto, 1953). This event occurred near the Marias River, which
Lewis and a small company explored along the return trip. Lewis and Clark separated at
the area around Three Forks, MT; Lewis followed the Missouri and Clark followed the
Yellowstone. A small group of Blackfeet, whom Lewis described as warriors, joined the
company for the night. In the morning Lewis’ men left their weapons unsecured
(DeVoto, 1953). According to the journal, one of the Indians took a gun and ran off. In
the ensuing chase, a member of the company, Field, stabbed the Indian to death, Another
Indian was also shot. This rattled the men, and they quickly set off down river.
Ambrose (1996) wrote, “The journals of Lewis and Clark provided the
introduction to and serve as the model for all subsequent writing on the American West”
(p. 395). Authors continued to write about Lewis and Clark as heroic adventurers well
into the twentieth century. However, renewed interest in cultural studies and the
approaching Lewis and Clark bicentennial offered opportunities for previously silenced
Native American voices. I explore some of these writings in the next section.
Changing Attitudes about Lewis and Clark
As the bicentennial commissions around the country developed their activities,
the emphasis shifted regarding the dominant influence of the Corps of Discovery. A new
body of literature featured the perspective of Native Americans as well as those of EuroAmerican descent (Josephy, 2006). It also stressed that this event was a commemoration,
not a celebration. While the Corps of Discovery “opened” the West for travel and
settlement, it also signaled the destruction of Native American communities (Fenelon &
Defender-Wilson, 2004; Fresonke & Spence, 2004; Josephy, 2006; Slaughter, 2003).
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Imagery associated with the Corps of Discovery often emphasized positive views
of the explorers, while encouraging negative views of native people (Fresonke & Spence,
2004). For White people “racism, imperialism and industrialism …shaped their culture
and in the process, their ideas about Lewis and Clark” (p. 171). This greatly influenced
White and Indian relationships for many generations. During the 1904-06 Lewis and
Clark centennial celebration, the expedition was portrayed as a magnificent conquest over
an empty and savage land, the very essence of manifest destiny. Lewis and Clark were
the story’s heroes (Fresonke & Spence, 2004).
Fenelon and Defender-Wilson (2004) described how White-influenced imagery of
Native people informed negative relationships between the two in the 21st Century.
Employing a Native point of view they critiqued the prevalent use of imagery portraying
Native people as uncivilized, minimally organized people “needing” to be discovered in a
land one European government purchased from another. They also addressed imagery
depicting either idealized or negative views of Native women, particularly images and
language that treated women as property. Specifically, Fenelon and Defender-Wilson
(2004) cited the image of Sakakawea (sic) as a Shoshone child, captured by Hidatsa,
purchased by a trader, and ultimately saved by Lewis and Clark. All of these concepts,
associated with European colonialism, denied “American Indians and native nations
agency and their own perspective in world history” (Fenelon & Defender-Wilson, 2004,
p. 99).
As the bicentennial approached, the historical view of the expedition changed.
Slaughter (2003) offered perspectives of those who accompanied the two famous
explorers, sharing differences in viewpoint between the explorers and the Indians they
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met along the way. Fresonke and Spence (2004) published an anthology of essays by
historians, lawyers, doctors, and educators examining the expedition and its effects on
American cultural from many new scholarly perspectives. Shortly before his death, noted
Indian historian Alvin Josephy Jr. (2006) edited the only set of essays written exclusively
by American Indian authors. In Lewis and Clark through Indian Eyes (2006), American
Indian authors shared personal thoughts regarding the expedition’s continuing effect on
Indian culture.
Slaughter (2003) used research by Ambrose, DeVoto, Duncan and Burns in a new
way. In Exploring Lewis and Clark, Slaughter moved beyond strict historical research to
explore how humans process information, looking at the divergence between White and
Indian Cultures during the 19th century. Because these cultures understood and expressed
information in different ways, numerous misunderstandings developed. Mistrust
developed between the two cultures and lasted for many generations. White people
viewed Indians as uncivilized and untruthful (Fenelon & Defender-Wilson, 2004). The
Indians held a similar view of White people. Slaughter’s (2003) goal was not to advocate
one perspective over another, but to show it was possible to conduct new investigations
into the Lewis and Clark story. Slaughter argued three key information processing
differences led to misunderstanding and mistrust between the explorers and Native
people. These included (1) the definition of native origins, (2) cultural sense of time and
place, and (3) how to travel from one place to the next.
American Indian origins, particulary the physical path Indians or their ancestors
took to reach their current location, greatly interested the explorers (Slaughter, 2003).
Lewis and Clark questioned tribal leaders, seeking the historical path to the tribe’s
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present homeland (Slaughter, 2003). The Indians recounted either their tribe’s creation
story or stated they have always been here (Conner, 2006; Slaughter, 2003). The
explorers could not interpret this within the intellectual theories of the 1800s.
The Indians also could not understand the explorers’ concept of time and place
(Ambrose 1996; Slaughter, 2003). They failed to grasp the American political need to
reach a site “first”, before the British or French. To the Indians, the site, already known
by all local tribes, could not be claimed first (Conner, 2006).
Finally, the practical issue of travel was confusing (Slaughter, 2003). The
explorers wanted accurate travel distances and conditions. They considered travel in
Western terms of miles and wanted details about weather, physical terrain, and potential
travel obstacles. Indians spoke of travel in terms of numbers of days, which might prove
inaccurate depending on the travel conditions. In addition, many Native people had a
different sense of courtesy than White people (Slaughter, 2003). Slaughter (2003) noted
traditional Mandan courtesy dictated the Mandan tell a questioner whatever they think the
person wanted to hear. If the explorers asked if the river ahead was smooth, the Mandan
stated that it was so, even if the river might be un-navigable. This accounted for
numerous misconceptions and led the expedition members to view the Indians as naïve,
perhaps childlike, or lacking honesty - attitudes that still prevail among some people to
this day (Slaughter, 2003).
The Lewis and Clark Expedition significantly affected American cultural beliefs
between 1806 and today (Fresonke & Spence, 2004). The 1904-06 centennial
celebrations portrayed the expedition as a magnificent conquest, the very essence of
manifest destiny, and the leaders as the heroes of this saga. The 2004-06 bicentennial
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recognized past views of the expedition were simplistic: that the world had changed and
so must interpretation of this event. Fresonke and Spence (2004) edited a collection of
essays to offset what John Spencer called the “racism, imperialism and industrialism that
shaped their culture and in the process, their ideas about Lewis and Clark” (p. 171).
Numerous reasons account for the change in the historical view of the Lewis and
Clark events, much of which may be rooted in the political and societal changes after the
1960s. For example, a growing concern for the environment created a focus on the use or
misuse of natural resources (Gulliford, 2004; Spence, 2004). The civil rights and
American Indian movements caused Americans to confront their ideas on race, and
history of subjugation (Spencer, 2004). The Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commission,
involving representatives of both Indian and Euro-American descent, chose a logo design
depicting changing attitudes and values (Spencer, 2004). The design included the natural
environment, a compass, a Native American Medicine wheel, and eagle feathers tipped in
blood, to acknowledge environmental stewardship, peaceful cooperation between the
expedition members and the tribes, and the actions of colonists leading to the near
destruction of the Indians (Spencer, 2004). The message for the future appeared in the
logo images: care for the natural world and respect all cultures.
Only one book exclusively presented the Native American perspective of Lewis
and Clark’s effects on Native people. In Lewis and Clark through Indian Eyes (2006),
Josephy asked each author to write a personal essay on the following question: “What
impact, good or bad, intermediate or long-range did the Indians experience from the
Lewis and Clark expedition?” (p. xviii).
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Many essayists described the loss of culture (Baker, 2006; Conner, 2006;
Momaday, 2006; & Trahant, 2006). Trahant (2006) specifically described small-pox,
(not brought directly by the Corps of Discovery) as a Euro-American disease. Entire
bands of Indians died from smallpox. The result was the loss of the traditions and rituals
entrusted to the band, and loss of the physical territory on which they lived (Trahant,
2006). Connor, Director of the Tamástslikt Cultural Center, lamented the “tunnel vision”
of many of their visitors. The Center personnel objected to those solely interested in the
few days Lewis and Clark spent in the area, not in the centuries old cultural milieu they
entered (Conner, 2006). Connor noted this practice continued to support misconceptions
held by White people regarding Indian culture.
Baker (2006), a Mandan-Hidatsa, described the re-ordering of Sakawea’s (sic) life
story, which in Baker’s tradition maintained that Sakawea’s was always a member of the
Mandan-Hidatsa tribe, never a Shoshone as Lewis and Clark claimed. Momaday (2006)
wrote through poetry, giving voice to the Indians along the river, summing up a voyage
after which all would change for both American and Indian, and affirming it as a vision
quest containing both good and bad. These contemporary Native scholars re-examined
the impact of the expedition, described its destructive effect on Native communities, and
encouraged cultural respect. This revision may influence attitudes of current and future
generations, causing a shift in cultural memory. Understanding this shift may be revealed
in many ways, including creative activity. Visual artists create lasting artwork to
illustrate their views and influence society. The next section considers how artists
express cultural memory through their work.
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The Intersection of Memory and Visual Art
In the last decade the body of literature examining the role of cultural memory in
the creation of art grew significantly. Taylor (2003) and McNally (2000) explored the
role cultural conflict played in memory and art, and the ways in which performing artists
used their craft to interpret this conflict. Taylor (2003) described how modern day
performance artists used gestures, spoken word, dance and song to share and influence
memories throughout the western hemisphere. McNally (2000) studied the historic
Ojibwe community, which merged traditional song practices with enforced Christian
hymns to create a new art form in the late 19th century. Taylor (2003) and McNally’s
(2000) methods could shed light on the study of visual artists.
Philogene (2004) and Carroll (2005) examined the role the visual arts played in
cultural memory. Philogene (2004) explored the art of a displaced ethnic group, Haitian
Americans with experiences similar to Native Americans. Carroll (2005) provided a
brief history of public memorial art in light of the search for 9/11 memorial art.
Philogene (2004) studied the work of two Haitian American artists, printmaker Reyjin
Leys and painter Vladimir Cybil. Philogene (2004) illustrated how diasporic identity and
the history of migration, forced or voluntary, influenced much of Haitian cultural
memory, identity, and art. Memory represents “culture, but culture is also reflected in the
material world of artifacts and folklores, symbols and histories, and the ephemeral world
of myths and dreams, all of which reflect and reproduce the culture” (p. 92).
Leys invoked the diasporic memory through collage style prints (Philogene,
2004). Layers of printed text, color, graphics, and other memorabilia represent layers of
historical memory, and make social and political statements. Leys’ print Boat People:
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Three Passages, uses layers of historic engravings to represent the slave trade, the
exploration of the Americas, and eventual migration of Haitian people. Cybil relied on
his personal memory as a bi-cultural Haitian to create three-dimensional paintings
(Philogene, 2004). For Cybil, Haitian cultural memory involved creating and crossing
cultural boundaries. He embellished his paintings with wood, metal, plastic, and beads.
The assortment of materials represented the variety of cultural experiences.
Memorial art created in response to 9/11 illustrates the importance of creating a
public memory of a widely-shared public tragedy (Carroll, 2005). Public memorial art
recollects the past, creates a cultural identity, and ensures future generations will preserve
the ethics and morals it represents (Carroll, 2005). This places the role of art in the same
context as the cultural or collective memory discussions of Halbwachs (Coser, 1992),
Heller (2001), and Assman (1995). Carroll claimed art itself is “fundamental to the
reproduction of culture and society” (p. 5). No culture can effectively communicate
values without the support of art.
Art challenges the socially-constructed meaning of events and experiences long
preserved in social memory (Carroll, 2005). It facilitates the emergence of other
viewpoints and interpretations, while at the same time sustaining cultural identity.
Memorial or commemorative art is particularly effective as it focuses viewers on specific
events or people. In the next section I examine cultural memory as expressed through
artwork related specifically to the Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
Lewis and Clark Art and the Intersection of Memory
I located only two items that specifically examined Lewis and Clark bicentennialrelated art, and its relationship to cultural memory. Jeffrey Uecker (2002) surveyed over
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400 Lewis and Clark works created between 1890 and 2001, including those created for
both the Lewis and Clark Centennial and bicentennial. Hushka (2004) edited the exhibit
catalogue for Lewis and Clark: Contemporary Artists Revisit Race, Place and Memory,
an exhibit at the Tacoma (WA) Art Museum. This catalogue featured pictures of the
exhibit along with essays by both artists and historians.
Artwork and imagery of the viewer’s time period influences public understanding
of Lewis and Clark (Uecker, 2002). During the 19th and part of the 20th century, Lewis
and Clark artwork portrayed the expedition as conquering heroes entering an unknown
wilderness, opening the way for settlement (Uecker, 2002). The bronze sculpture,
Coming of the White Man, was unveiled for the Centennial in 1905 (Uecker, 2002). It
depicted two Native Americans staring in anticipation at the route of the White explorers,
ostensibly bringing civilization with them. Cooper created the statue Sacajawea for the
Centennial (Brooks, 2004). Cooper portrayed her as a romantic heroine with a baby
strapped to her back and pointing towards the west, leading the way for the explorers.
The 20th century woman’s suffrage movement influenced Cooper’s portrayal of
Sacajawea (Brooks, 2004; Uecker, 2002). The movement’s strong female leadership
inspired a dual view of women as both maternal and powerful.
The 21st century sculpture project Confluences, created by Vietnam Veterans
Memorial artist Maya Lin, represents current views of Lewis and Clark (Uecker, 2002).
The four-piece project placed sculptures at the confluences of the major western rivers
traversed by the expedition, the Willamette, Clearwater, Snake, and Columbia. The
sculptures represented healing between two cultures, de-emphasizing the roles of power
and civilization (Uecker, 2002). The sculptures also encouraged environmental
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awareness and care. Uecker identified a key aspect of public artwork; artworks serve as
“the artistic mirror of its own era’s perspective, values and symbols. In fact, they tell
more about the time and place in which they were created than about the event itself” (p.
454). Artwork, Uecker argued, represents its time and place, and at the same time,
influences the attitudes of both concurrent and subsequent generations.
An important component of cultural memory and artwork is an association with a
particular place. Heller (2001) noted location is an important component of cultural
memory. Hushka (2004) found the Lewis and Clark artwork notable for its association
with the Louisiana Purchase in general, and specifically the Missouri River Valley and
the Pacific Northwest. The landscape Lewis and Clark entered, water, plains, and
mountains, played an important role in the progress of the Corps of Discovery,
influencing artists today. Also, place can be thought of in social terms (Hushka, 2004).
Place plays an important role, beginning with personal space, expanding to family or
group space, and ultimately space associated with nations, and national boundaries
(Hushka, 2004). The Indian’s personal and family space sometimes crossed the national
boundaries of the 19th century United States, an arbitrary construct to those with family
on both the American and British sides of the boundaries.
The Corps of Discovery represented a collision of race and culture (Josephy,
2006; Slaughter, 2003; Uecker, 2001). Hushka (2004) showed how art reflected this. He
cited Native Nickels, the work of photographer Ron Cawaken, which juxtaposes the
Indian head front and buffalo back of a vintage nickel. Cawaken demonstrated the
American government first viewed the Indians in a romantic light, something threatened
with possible extinction (Hushka, 2004). Yet at the same time, the nickel was considered
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“small change,” so the government must have low regard for the Indian, a second view
promoting their oppression.
Art traditions may be passed down through families, resulting in “many
generations of collective memories distilled in their works” (Hushka, 2004, p. 17). The
art traditions create a dialogue about the dependent relationship between place, race, and
memory (Hushka, 2004). One aspect cannot be examined without discussing the other
two. Contemporary art exhibits a “surprising synchronicity” among issues of current day
artists and Lewis and Clark, including “the use of land for profit, race relations,
documentation of fact and reconsideration of historical documents” (p. 24).
The artwork of the early 1900s depicted conquering White heroes, while artwork
of the late 1900s and early 2000s represented trans-cultural values, such as cultural
healing and environmental awareness or conflicting needs posed by the collision of race
and culture (Uecker, 2002). When artists invoke cultural memory, they retrieve deepseated traditions and belief systems passed through generations. In the next section I
describe two traditions influencing White and Native artists.
Literature of the Frontier, Manifest Destiny, and Native Spirituality
To place the Lewis and Clark bicentennial in context with the lives and belief
systems of artists, I next address the concepts of the frontier, manifest destiny (Encarta,
2007), and Native spirituality.
Frederick Jackson Turner’s Frontier Thesis and Manifest Destiny
Turner’s (1996) classic scholarship described the role of the frontier in American
thought. He recognized two dimensions of “frontier,” which is both a specific place, and
a social attitude, sentiments echoed by Heller (2001) and Hushka (2004). The Frontier in
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American History, a series of articles published at the turn of the 20th Century supported
this thesis. Turner specifically included the Louisiana Territory and Lewis and Clark
expedition in the discussion of manifest destiny. The definition of manifest destiny has
two aspects, political and spiritual (Encarta, 2007). The political aspect stated the United
States had the right to conquer and civilize the west. The spiritual or religious facet
promoted the idea that God directly granted this right (Encarta, 2007).
Writing shortly after the United States Superintendent of Census declared the
western frontier dead, Turner (1996) concisely summed up continental expansion in the
first few sentences: “American history has been in a large degree the history of the
colonization of the Great West. The existence of an area of free land, its continuous
recession, and the advance of American settlement westward, explain American
development” (p. 1). At the edge of colonization then is the frontier, a “meeting point
between savagery and civilization” (p. 3). The explorer and settler’s arrival turned
savagery into civilization.
The Louisiana Purchase, often described as a constitutional turning point, marked
the first time the government participated in such high scale land acquisition practices
(Appel, 2004; Turner, 1996). The United States needed this land as the country already
extended to the Mississippi River. It had essentially run out of frontier, the place of
opportunity. In 1845, newspapers linked the Lewis and Clark expedition to manifest
destiny as the United States sought to determine a permanent northern boundary in the
Pacific Northwest (Spencer, 2004).
The frontier defined and created a uniquely American people: pragmatic,
exuberant, restless individuals with a strong association with material rewards (Turner,
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1996). Turner described the Lewis and Clark expedition as an extension of the North
American trade network, a replication of the military advancement used east of the
Mississippi, and the explorers as trend setters, employing for the first time use of Indian
guides, a model for future exploration and military activity in the west. Turner
summarized ideas about the western frontier “The Western man believed in the manifest
destiny of his country…It was the Western demands that brought about the purchase of
Louisiana…The West caught the vision of the nation’s continental destiny” (p. 213).
Turner’s work and the theory of manifest destiny was part of 20th century
education and research, influencing attitudes of present day populations (Fresonke &
Spence, 2004). “Civilizing” the west brought White explorers and settlers into contact
and conflict with Native spiritual traditions. I describe one Native author’s theories on
the results of this conflict.
Native Spirituality and Conflict with Science and History
Halbwachs (Coser, 1992) claimed that to know a people requires an
understanding of their religions:
The ancient histories of peoples, as it is lived in their traditions, is entirely
permeated with religious ideas. But we can also say of every religion that it
reproduces in more or less symbolic forms the history of migrations and fusions
of races and tribes, of great events, wars, establishments, discoveries and reforms
that we can find at the origin of the societies that practice them. (p. 84)
Religion serves as an organizing point for Native Americans and a source of conflict
with invading cultures (Deloria, 1997). Significant studies about Native American
religions exist by both Indians and non-Indians. Deloria (1997), one of the most
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prominent Indian writers, served as a leading historian and educator during the American
Indian movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Deloria (1997) used his experience to write
about the tensions between Native people and Europeans. Later works looked
specifically at the conflict between Native American spirituality and European ideologies
of science and history. Deloria’s work emphasized the rift between Native American and
European beliefs and cultures. A life-long activist, Deloria used writing to call for
respect and collaboration between both cultures.
Indian assimilation into American culture in the areas of science, religion and
social behavior played an important part of Indian-White relationships (Deloria, 1997;
Wilson, 1998). However the disparity of the two cultures was very real and noticeable.
This disparity “defined the terms of the conflict between the indigenous peoples and the
invaders for more than 500 years and they remain potent, because they provide the
definition of what civilized society should be” (Deloria, 1997, p. 3) and left Indians on
the wrong side of civilization.
European scientific method disregarded Native stories about origins, migration,
and the natural environment as unreliable and lacking authenticity. Native tradition
viewed stories as exact portrayals of actual events, therefore history (Deloria, 1997).
Scientists discounted the Indian tradition as non-historical, compromising the Indian
sense of identity (Wilson, 1998). This created a power struggle in which one group
became the dominant society, ensuring their legitimacy as the source of information for
all societies (Deloria, 1997; Heller, 2001). Deloria named racism in academia as one
stumbling block to an integration of traditions and method. Deloria argued racism played
out as a suspicion of non-Western information and peoples, perhaps the result of the
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different way in which Native people and scientists observe the world. Native people
viewed the earth as personal, subjective and changing, where scientists observed it in
isolation and objectively (Deloria, 1997; Kidwell & Nabokov, 1998). Indians observed
as participants, while scientists observed through detachment.
Some attempts to reconcile oral traditions of indigenous people with European
scientific and historic theories existd, but they were rudimentary (Deloria1997; Wilson,
1998). “Corrective measures must be taken to eliminate scientific misconceptions about
Indians, their culture, and their past” (Deloria, 1997, p. 44). Deloria encouraged a
renewed and continuing effort to correlate Indian tradition with known scientific and
historical events. The conflicting views of White settlers and manifest destiny and Native
American spirituality must be reconciled to increase respect for Indian knowledge.
Summary and Gap in the Literature
Two narratives developed surrounding the Lewis and Clark bicentennial:
traditional historical perspective and non-traditional or changing attitudes about Lewis
and Clark. The traditional perspectives, written by the dominant White culture, included
comprehensive and survey studies of the expedition, as well as numerous editions of the
Lewis and Clark Journals. Non-traditional narratives offered Native American
perspectives regarding the expedition’s effect on land and culture, shifting the line of
discourse from celebration to commemoration. An emerging body of literature examined
the relationship between memory and art, both performing and visual. Artists challenged
socially constructed narratives of conflict and displacement by focusing viewers on
specific events or people. Two authors, Uecker (2002) and Hushka (2004) delved into the
intersection of memory and visual arts for the bicentennial, one through a survey of
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public art created between 1890 and 2001, the other through an exhibit catalogue of early
bicentennial art featuring the role of race and place. Artists retrieve deep-seated
traditions and belief systems. Traditions that challenge White and Native artists are the
White concept of frontiers and manifest destiny, and the Native spirituality conflict with
Western views of science.
While there is a growing body of literature on cultural memory and the visual
arts, few studies associated cultural memory with the controversial nature of
commemorative art from both Native and White perspectives. Philogene (2004) explored
cultural memory and visual arts from the perspective of a displaced ethnic group. Hushka
(2004) introduced the differing perspectives of race in creating commemorative art, but
did not offer the totality of each artist’s cultural memory and life experiences as the
impetus and control for creative activity.
The literature indicated that artists rely on cultural memory in creating
commemorative work (Carroll, 2005). Cultural memory develops through social
relationships and is essential to maintaining group identity (Coser, 1992). These concepts
play an important part of the conceptual framework for my study. Creating
commemorative artwork is risky, often forcing the artist into unknown territory.
Campbell’s (1973) hero theory depicts the challenges associated with the creative
process. I describe culrual memory and hero theory in the next section.
Analytical Theory
Cultural Memory
Cultural memory develops from collective memory or public memory (Assman,
1995). Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945) produced the classic research on collective
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memory (Coser, 1992). Halbwachs was raised in Paris, studied and taught in Germany,
France and the United States. A friend of Emile Durkheim, Halbwachs employed
Durkheim’s sociological research theories. Most of Halbwachs’s research was conducted
in Germany and France between the two world wars, a time of rising collective cultural
awareness in Germany that paralleled the rise of the Nazi Party. Branded an enemy of
the state, Halbwachs was executed at the Buchenwald concentration camp in 1945.
Halbwachs’s works were initially published in French, so Lewis Coser’s 1992 translation
of his important works, Maurice Halbwachs on Collective Memory, serves as the primary
source for his writing.
In 2004 Casey reaffirmed and expanded Halbwachs’ collective memory in his
article “Public Memory in Place and Time.” Assman (1995) and Heller (2001) also
wrote about collective memory, situating their work on its role in creating civil society.
Each scholar conducted their research during periods of rising nationalism. Halbwachs
worked in Germany prior to World War II (Coser, 1992). Assman (1995) conducted
research after the reunification of Germany. Heller (2001) conducted research as nations
struggled to maintain identity in the face of international immigrations due to war, famine
and religious persecution. Casey’s (2004) research reflected a post 9/11 world. The rise
of nationalism may have added urgency to their research, perhaps to explain shifting
attitudes on identity.
Halbwachs and Casey agreed memory begins with the individual, but differed
regarding how the individual processes memory (Casey, 2004). Halbwachs believed
individuals process memory predominantly by recalling events (Coser, 1992). Casey
(2004) stated that individuals also remember how to perform tasks and use memory to
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create relationships between people and events. Casey (2004) argued the individual
remembers “whole environmental complexes, auras, and worlds (and how these are
given)”(p. 20).
Individuals remember through contact with others, engaging in the activity of
reminiscing (Assman, 1995; Casey, 2004; Coser, 1992; Heller, 2001). They maintain
their sense of identity through their memories acquired in society. We “recall, recognize
and localize” (Coser, 1992, p. 38) memories through our interactions with family and
friends. Because memories are shared throughout our social network, they are
continually reshaped, influenced by the perspectives of the group. “Society from time to
time obligates people not just to reproduce in thought previous events of their lives, but
also to touch them up, to shorten them, or to complete them” (p. 51). Discourse served
an essential role in maintaining memory (Coser, 1992). Once discourse began, the
individual memory connected to the opinions of others, creating a collective memory. A
shared or collective memory emerged with a new set of rules.
The first level of collective memory is social memory, allowing small groups to
develop a group identity (Casey, 2004; Coser, 1992). The acquisition of social memory
occurred during the process of sharing memories. Shared memories took place in three
ways: having a shared history with an individual or family, having a common place in
which the events took place, and the ability to communicate with each other through
words, pictures, music, or other forms of communication (Casey, 2004).
Halbwachs’ interest was family memory, an individual’s first collective group
(Coser, 1992). Casey acknowledged the role of kinship ties in developing social
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memory, but expanded these relationships to include other groups with similar histories.
These groups included neighbors, friends, or people involved in similar activities.
Social recollection, created through an exchange of information from each
individual group member, played several important roles (Coser, 1992). Through
exchange the social group created a common story of the past, centering specifically on
the relationship in which the recollection developed. This emerging story created
common bonds (Casey, 2004; Coser, 1992). These bonds supported people wishing to
be part of the group, and restrained them when they broke away from the group. Casey
(2004) noted that in developing social group memory, it was not important that the
individual have direct knowledge of the event being remembered, it was enough to know
someone who experienced it.
Halbwachs discovered family structure limited family recollection, especially
how we learned to perceive “family” (Coser, 1992). For example, in cultures established
along matrilineal lines, the stories and bonds of the family were rooted in the mother’s
traditions and bloodlines. There may be little knowledge of, or even contact with the
father’s family and traditions. Stories would only be passed from mother to daughter to
ensure their preservation within the family. Memories therefore maintained group
identity as “models, examples and elements of teaching. They express the general
attitude of the group; they not only reproduce its history but also define its nature and its
qualities and weaknesses” (Coser, 1992, p. 59).
As an extension of the social relationships beyond the family to the larger
community, family memory or recollection supported people in two ways. It provided a
frame of reference with which to filter the recollections of society, and it gave them an
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opportunity to consider themselves from the society’s point of view, ultimately
combining elements of both family memory and what Halbwachs referred to as societal
memory (Coser, 1992). Objects and events became internal landmarks in the
construction of societal memory. People identified these landmarks in two ways: through
their chronological appearance or the names and meanings assigned to them by the group.
Society’s collective memory also worked in two ways: as a reference exclusively to past
events and as foundation for activities and decisions based on the reality of the present
(Coser, 1992).
Casey (2004) described collective memory differently. While social or societal
collective memory for Halbwachs required something in common, shared experiences,
family or location, collective memory formed “severally” (p. 23). It was “a conjoint
remembrance of a certain event, no matter where those who remember are located or how
otherwise they are unrelated to each other” (p. 23). Collective memory was “distributed
over a given population or set of places…. It is formed spontaneously and involuntarily,
and its raison d’etre is a convergent on a given topic: typically an event but also a
thought, a person, a nation” (p. 24). For example, a collective memory might be a variety
of people remembering where they were when they learned of attacks on September 11,
2001.
Public memory, a fourth type of memory, brought people together in the same
way as collective memory, as they recalled an event, person, or place (Casey, 2004). But
it merged the relatively passive process of memory with action, something to ensure that
the event is remembered in the future (Casey, 2004). Public memory depended on the
availability of a place or intellectual space in which to conduct the process of public
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memory. Place was particularly important to cultural memory. Events happened
somewhere. Place, whether real or mythological, must be distinct and identifiable
(Heller, 2001). Monuments, museums, performance, books, and magazines all played a
role in creating place and space (Assman, 1995; Casey, 2004). Assman called these
activities “figures of memory” (p. 129). Heller (2001) considered these the products of
civil society, which was the domain of the institutions of government, school, and social
organizations.
Assman (1995) and Heller (2001) emphasized the importance of institutions in
maintaining and communicating memory. Assman believed institutions operated under
an obligation to use memories to communicate the group’s values and differences.
Collective memory was:
reflexive in three ways: [1] practice reflexive in that it interprets common
practice in terms through proverbs, maxims…rituals, [2] self-reflexive in that it
draws on itself to explain, distinguish, reinterpret, criticize, censure, surpass, and
receive hypoleptically… and [3] reflexive of its own image insofar as it reflects
the self-image of the group through a preoccupation with its own social system
(Assman, 1995, pp.130-132).
Governments, which encompass physical territory, were the keepers of cultural memory
(Heller, 2001), and therefore under the obligations described by Assman (1995). In doing
so, governments enlisted help from educators, writers, and artists to teach the
government’s form of cultural memory. The arts were essential activities in reproducing
government managed cultural memory, serving as the means to immortalize events
within society.
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Heller (2001) noted creating a cultural memory was essential to the continuation
of the group. As long as these memories were maintained, the group continued to exist.
However, if the memory was lost, the group disappeared. “[T]he very life or decay of a
people, does not depend on the biological survival of an ethnic group, but on the survival
of shared cultural memory” (p. 1032). Public cultural memory was most accessible to
members of ethnic groups, as they still maintained remnants of their cultural memory
(Heller, 2001). When invoked, public memory brought to life other forgotten memories,
which combined with new stories of the group, and merged with the stories and cultural
expressions of the group.
Casey (2004) warned public memory carried a risk. “‘Public’ signifies out in the
open…where discussion with others is possible…but also where one is exposed and
vulnerable, where one’s limitations and fallibility are all too apparent” (p. 25). Because it
is held in the open, and affected by the process of dialogue, memory was therefore not
constant, but continually revised by the participants. Participants often depended on
public memory to create new ideas and relationships (Casey, 2004). Casey described two
ways in which public memory is revised: either because the participants have discovered
deceitful memories or the significance to society of a particular memory changes.
Public memory was particularly vulnerable to revolution; new regimes created the
public memory that best serves their agenda. If a repressive government controlled every
aspect of cultural memory, it became an abusive, or deceitful organization (Casey, 2004;
Heller, 2001). Groups with memories in opposition to the regime possessed “an
alternative memory, a countermemory” (Heller, 2001, p. 1036). Yet at the same time
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Heller acknowledged governments must exclude some group memories if the government
needed the support of their citizens in maintaining power.
Halbwachs established cultural memory as a function of social relationships,
originating within the family and extending to the larger community as new social
networks (Coser, 1992). Recent scholarship by Assman (1995), Casey (2004) and Heller
(2001) explored the role cultural memory played in establishing group identity, and
methods social groups and governments employed in maintaining and influencing their
identity. In the next section I describe Campbell’s (1973) theory of the hero’s journey
and how it reflects real-life adventure.
Joseph Campbell and the Hero’s Journey
Joseph Campbell, one of the world’s foremost scholars of mythology, examined
the hero myth across cultures. In Hero with a Thousand Faces, Campbell (1973) laid out
the archetypical hero myth, which seemed to cut across all traditional cultures and
extended into present day epics. Campbell believed myths inspired real life activity and
thought, and described its power:
[M]yth is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible energies of the
cosmos pour into human cultural manifestation. Religions, philosophies, arts, the
social forms of primitive and historic man, prime discoveries in science and
technology, the very dreams that blister sleep, boil up from the basic, magic ring
of myth. (p. 3)
The basic structure of myth began with a call to adventure, which may be “some high
historical undertaking” (Campbell, 1973, p. 51), given to the hero by some type of higher
authority, deity, or human. This interaction foreshadowed the hero’s relationships with
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both supernatural and natural forces. Supernatural forces may include deities, magical
objects, or mystical locations (Encarta, 2008). The supernatural involved those things
outside the realm of the hero’s previously known “natural” world. Natural forces
included phenomena already understood by the hero: physical terrain, weather, people,
and places.
To begin the journey, the hero must move away from his traditional, known world
into an unknown, and possibly dangerous, but definitely exciting world (Campbell,
1973). At the start of the journey he or she received a physical, possibly magical charm
to protect him or her from potentially hostile forces. A set of companions joined the hero
early in the journey, assisting the traveler throughout the journey. A guide, human or
deity, also joined the hero and steered him or her towards the journey’s true purpose.
Throughout the journey the hero crossed a series of thresholds, which may be events or
mystical locations.
Campbell (1973) described these as zones of “magnified power,” beyond which
lurked unknown forces, which may be beneficial or dangerous. The hero must survive a
series of trials at each thresholds. Upon the hero’s return, the hero experienced a change
or rebirth, and realized the unknown world in which the hero entered was simply an
extension of the known world, thus the supernatural became the natural. Campbell
believed that no one survived such a journey unchanged.
Fresonke and Spence (2004) compared the Lewis and Clark expedition to a
bedtime story:
Indeed, the Lewis and Clark expedition might be likened to a favorite national
children’s bedtime story-which like young children, Americans insist on hearing
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over and over. The physicality of the expedition generally receives the most
attention, with Lewis and Clark and wild nature set up as antagonists in a classic
tale of adversity and triumph. (p. 19)
Fresonke and Spence likened the expedition experiences to an epic story or hero myth.
The heroism of Lewis and Clark, invoked by Ambrose (1996), Duncan and Burns (2004)
and Josephy (2006), perpetuated the heroic myth of the conquering heroes.
Heroic behavior included a journey into the unknown, a set of trials, and a new
understanding of the unknown world (Campbell, 1973). While the hero was often
assumed to be an individual or small group of individuals, nations also engage in heroic
behavior.
Summary
Studying artwork in terms of cultural memory and life story is a complex process.
Memory and life story must be understood within the context of accepted historic
documentation, lived cultural practice, and the mystical or sacred tradition of the groups
involved. While significant research is available about how memories are formed,
understanding how memory influences and is influenced by artwork is a new area of
scholarship. I found specific research on art and memory for the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial in just two short documents, Uecker (2002) and Hushka (2004). These were
limited to brief discussions of both art and artist. Classic works on myth, manifest
destiny (Encarta, 2007), and native spirituality illuminate deep, abiding traditions of
culture, explaining both common and differing viewpoints among White and Native
people. I used the results of my review of literature to identify scholarly studies related
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to my research question, support the potential of my study to contribute to knowledge,
and also guide my selection of research methods. I describe research methods next.
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CHAPTER 3—METHODOLOGY
The world of the artist is complex and diverse; the role of life and cultural
experiences in creating art cannot be measured using quantitative methodology due to the
subjective and personal nature of artist’s experience and its expression in his or her work.
Artwork reflects the uniqueness of each individual, and is fluid, changing throughout
one’s lifetime and life stage. Only through a qualitative approach, which acknowledges
diversity and the personal, interpretative experiences of artists, can their world be opened
to others.
Researcher Experience and Bias
My interest in this topic stemmed from my personal appreciation of family history
and geography as well as my career experiences as a museum curator, public historian,
quilt artist, and writer.
I specifically selected the Lewis and Clark bicentennial as the research focus for
personal reasons. My mother descended from the same Clark family who raised William
Clark, the famous explorer credited with opening up the western United States to White
settlement. My great-grandparents were South Dakota homesteaders, and I long held a
strong affinity for the landscapes of the west and particularly the Missouri River valley.
In Summer 2004 my husband, son, father, mother, and I traveled the Lewis and Clark
Trail from Bismarck, North Dakota to Browning, Montana. In Summer 2006 we again
traveled the trail, following Clark’s return route on the Yellowstone River, then joined
the main trail at Three Forks, Montana. From there we traveled the overland and
Columbia River route to the Pacific Ocean ending at Ft. Clatsop, Oregon. With my
parents and 13-year-old son I attended the Currents of Change conference, the final
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official bicentennial event, at St. Louis, Missouri in September 2006. This conference,
hosted by the Osage Nation and the Lewis and Clark bicentennial Committee, explored
the negative and positive impacts brought by exploration and the collision of cultures
over the last 200 years.
As a museum curator and public historian, I was experienced in researching and
presenting the stories of cultural conflict between people of European and Native
American descent. I was a newly minted curator when the Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) was enacted and participated in the early
discussions of repatriation at several museums. NAGPRA also changed the way we
conducted research, wrote publications and designed exhibits, incorporating stronger
Native American participation in the process. This led to sharing multiple, sometimes
conflicting perspectives with the public, a controversial practice for museums in the early
1990s. At the time it was greatly feared by both museum professionals and the general
public that all artifacts associated with Native peoples would no longer be exhibited. We
developed new exhibits and publications to dispel those fears, as well as respect the
deeply held spiritual and cultural beliefs of Native people. I grew in my own
understandings of culture, artifacts, and respect for multiple perspectives of the same
events through this process.
As a quilt artist and member of the Minnesota Folk Artists Roster I had access to
newly produced commemorative prose, poetry, sewing patterns, and music representing
early the 19th century. I saw the first Lewis and Clark bicentennial quilt in the 1990s. The
textile companies offered reproduction Lewis and Clark fabrics in 2003 and I carried
these in my quilt shop. I also experimented with a Lewis and Clark quilt design to reflect
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the changes in the land and people over the last 200 years. On my trips along the Lewis
and Clark Trail I came in contact with many artists and craftspeople. In Browning I met
several members of the Blackfeet Nation, who exhibited their artwork at the federally
supported Indian Art Museum there. I formed a relationship with one of the artists, a
painter, who exhibited work in my Lakeville studio as a result of our meeting and
friendship.
My first professional writings were about the use of folk art and artifacts as an
important method for researching and teaching history. This was a relatively new
understanding of art and artifact when I began my career in the 1980s. Most of my
writing for the last 25 years focused on the stories people, art and artifacts tell. I had long
described how culture and story influenced historical art, but wanted to learn more about
how they influenced contemporary artists, especially in controversial situations.
I was aware this project had many challenges and was concerned about bias. I
knew from experience the potential for misunderstanding of intent was high. I was a
member of the dominant culture, and a descendent of both the Clark family and South
Dakota homesteaders. To the Indian artist I might have appeared only interested in a
shallow manifestation of culture - to interpret without authentic membership in this
community. I wished to avoid multiculturalism as described by Zizek in Racism and
Cultural Studies, “a disavowed, inverted, self-referential form of racism,” simply creating
a new sense of Otherness (as cited in San Juan, 2002, p. 346). I worried the artists of
European descent might feel that as a public historian and artist I was overly critical of
their work, even chastising their participation in controversial events. These thoughts
influenced me to share my potential bias with the artists early in our research relationship
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and create an atmosphere of trust and respect that allowed the artist to note when I might
be speaking and acting within the influence of bias.
What delighted me was the strong bond I felt with each artist as we discovered
people, places, events and beliefs that connected our lives. Like the artists in my study, I
shared an expansive view of world events and personal relationships. I discovered
friends in common with several of the artists. I knew this landscape also, counting Bear
Butte, Devils Tower, and Fort Mandan as favorite sites. One artist and I learned we both
had family members serving in the Navy at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. With
some artists I shared political and spiritual experiences. Most importantly, we all
believed that our artwork could change how others viewed and reacted to the world. The
affinity for each artist created another bias, as I sometimes conflated the artist’s story
with my own. I was therefore continually challenged throughout the research process to
view each artist’s experience as unique and central to the art.
Qualitative Research Methods
Because of my varied background and creative experiences I used a nontraditional
social science methodology to answer the research question: how do cultural memory and
life experiences influence the artwork of public artists participating in the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial exhibitions? The study was grounded in the social socience of
leadership as described by Cresswell (2013), using qualitative methods, with a case study
approach and the narrative tradition. The study was nontraditional in that I employed two
other disciplinary strategies in conducting research: art analysis and historical research. I
practiced both of these strategies in my work as museum curator. The use of art analysis
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in social science research methods was supported by Atkinson and Delamont (2005), and
the use of historical research was supported by Bogdan and Biklen (2007)
The qualitative method describes how people interpret their experiences, construct
their world, and create meaning from those experiences (Merriam, 2009). This is
particularly appropriate for a cultural memory project as individuals reshape their
memories through interaction with society (Coser, 1992). The interaction of artists
occurred at two levels, first through creating commemorative art, and second, in
discussing the process in context with their life experiences. Qualitative method
recognizes there is not one reality, but multiple realities (Merriam, 2009), and each
participant understands the world in a different way. Qualitative research empowers
individuals to tell their stories, be heard, and minimize power relationships (Cresswell,
2013), to create a complex picture of the problem or issue under study.
The process for qualitative methods is diverse, relying on multiple forms of data
(Cresswell, 2013). These include interviews, observations, documents-current and
historical, and in this study, visual art. Data collection predominantly occurs in the field
“at the site where the participants experience the issue or problem under study” (p. 45).
The process is emergent. While initial plans are developed, they may change once the
researcher enters the field (Cresswell, 2013).
The researcher plays a key role in qualitative research. Merriam (2009) described
the researcher as “the primary instrument for data collection and analysis” (p. 15). In this
role the researcher uses his or her strengths of responsiveness, adaptability and ability to
process non-verbal cues. Researchers also must recognize the weakness of bias,
acknowledge and monitor throughout the process. Cresswell (2013) referred to the role of
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the researcher as reflexive, requiring researchers to position themselves within the study
to inform their understanding regarding how experience and social location affect their
interpretation.
Case Study Research and the Narrative Tradition
In this study I delved into the lives of four individuals, selecting the case study
approach as the best approach. Merriam (2009) noted using the case study approach
requires researchers to posess a high “tolerance for ambiguity” (p. 17), as case studies do
not rely on a set of procedures. This aligned well with the subject of creative activity,
which cannot be reduced to a series of steps. Case studies are also particularistic, focused
on a particular question, descriptive, including many variables, and heuristic, allowing for
discovery of new meanings (Merriam, 2009).
I used the narrative tradition described by Creswell (2013). This tradition is based
in the humanities and social sciences, including “literature, history, anthropology,
sociology, sociolinguistics and education” (p. 70). Using the artist’s own stories, I
looked for data describing the artist’s lived experiences, the influence of family and
community traditions on the artist, and the power of regional and national attitudes on
gender, race, history, and art. I analyzed data as Creswell recommended, searching for
stories and themes (p. 75). I used the biographical study approach, which focuses on the
experiences of a person’s life (Creswell, 2013), and wrote the stories in a predominantly
chronological order within identified themes. The stories also include the elements of life
history as defined by Cole and Knowles (2001), occurring “from conceptualization
through to representation and eventual communication of new understandings to others,
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any research project is an expression of elements of a researcher’s life history” (p. 10).
The stories contained recognizable connections to my life story.
Philogene’s (2004) study of the Haitian diaspora and artwork influenced my case
study and narrative approach. His work shed insight into the experiences of displacement
and exile of Indigenous people. I found this useful and appropriate for understanding the
displacement and exile of Native Americans. There were several similarities to the
Haitian experience. European and American governments also subjugated Native
Americans, forcing physical relocation and repression of native culture and language
(Spencer, 2004). Many Native Americans live in a bi-cultural, Indian and White world
(Trahant, 2006). Haitians regained some cultural voice in the mid-20th century, and
expressed it through visual art (Philogene, 2004), Native Americans made the same
demand in the late-20th century (Wagner, 2004). This art may be produced as part of a
personal journey, in the case of Philogene’s (2004) subjects, or in response to an external
stimulus, such as the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. Philogene’s work inspired my
decision to look at both cultural traditions and lived experience to understand the artist’s
artwork, and influenced many of the questions I asked each artist.
In each narrative I first describe the events leading to my discovery of the artwork
and meeting the artist. I follow with a description of the Lewis and Clark artwork and the
artist’s involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. Next I describe other works
in the artist’s portfolio and the workspace. Then I turn to their professional experiences,
including arts-based education, adapting to 21st century methods, and connections to the
art community. I finish with the artist’s personal experiences and relationships to family,
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and ethnic, political, gender, and religious identity. Each story ends with my personal
reflection on the experience.
Setting
Because location is important to the maintenance and expression of cultural
memory (Heller, 2001), these artists lived and worked near the Missouri River from
Chamberlain, SD to Great Falls, MT. This was the geographic location of significant
expedition events: the first meetings with Indians in 1804, the 1804-05 winter campsites
among the Mandan, and the 1806 expedition reunion at the confluence of the
Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers (Ambrose, 1996; DeVoto, 1953).
The observations and interviews took place in studio and personal settings in the
artists’ home communities with the exception of Monte Yellowbird. Since he was an
artist-in-residence at Hawley High School in northwestern Minnesota I conducted the
observations in the school auditorium and a history classroom, and interviewed Monte
Yellowbird in the school library reading room. I describe details of each setting in the
data chapters.
UST Institutional Review Board Permission and Guidelines
In preparing the Institutional Review Board application, I noted that it is
impossible to offer complete confidentiality to participants. These individuals created
artwork on public display with information crediting them as artists. Describing their
work and work process necessarily involved identifying them. As Denzin and Lincoln
(2005) noted, not only are some participants pleased to be identified, it may also be in
their best interests. Such was the case with the artists. As an artist working in the public
sphere, I knew recognition was a planned part of the creative process. Public artists
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expected association with their work and related artistic, political, and social statements.
Properly identifying artists with their artwork also maintained the integrity of United
States copyright laws. These laws protect the artist’s legal rights in the event of
plagiarism or inappropriate use of artwork. Proper identification ensured another artist
could not claim work that is part of this study. The Institutional Review Board (see
Appendix A) required me to include full recognition of the artist as an element in my
Consent Form as described in my proposal.
Recruitment and Selection of Participants
Sample selection in the narrative tradition required finding subjects with
appropriate stories to tell, and featured a limited number of subjects (Cresswell, 2013). I
selected artists whose work was primarily visual and who were publically known through
exhibitions, bicentennial activities, and websites. I worked with state and regional arts
and historical organizations in North Dakota and South Dakota to identify artists. As not
all artists were comfortable talking about their experiences and working with others, I
initially selected and contacted a larger pool of artists to find those best suited for this
project. I sent a recruitment letter via email (see Appendix B), and ultimately selected
four participants who showed a strong interest, willingness, and availability for in-depth
interviews and observation.
Collins’ view of race, class and gender influenced my thinking and recruitment of
participants – these identities are interlinked and affect experience or standpoint (as cited
in Olesen, 2005). Attitudes about race and gender changed significantly during the many
1960s rights movements. White and Indian people, male and female, re-evaluated their
beliefs as well as their historical, social, and political roles. This time period affected
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today’s working artists, including the artists represented in my study. These changes
influenced them, and likely affected how they portrayed their art and conducted
themselves in diverse relationships and settings. To give voice to these issues, I selected
one Indian male, one Indian female, one White male, and one White female. These are
self-identification categories as described in the Definition of Terms.
Ultimately, I selected artists based on their role in creating public artwork
specifically for the Lewis and Clark bicentennial, and content representing bicentennial
themes. To be considered “public,” the artwork had to be exhibited in a museum, gallery
or other venue open to the general population. I recruited the following artists to
participate in my study: Tom Neary, Linda Whitney, Sandy Swallow and Monte
Yellowbird (aka Black Pinto Horse).
The four artists selected obtained their primary income from arts-based activities.
I did not personally know any of the artists prior to beginning of the research, although I
saw the Lewis, Clark, Sheheke and Seaman sculptures at Washburn, North Dakota prior
to the start of the study. One male and one female self-identified as Euro-American,
while one male and one female self-identified as Native American. Their ages ranged
from 43-60 years old during the bicentennial period (2003-2006); and 49-63 years old at
the time of the interviews. Three participants identified themselves politically as liberals,
while the remaining participant identified as politically conservative. Three identified as
strongly religious or spiritual, while one identified as non-religious. All four artists had
lived near and were familiar with the Missouri River Valley in South Dakota and North
Dakota.
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Data Collection
The data collection process included observation, in-depth interviews, and
document study (Cresswell, 2013). This required a high degree of interaction with the
artists to uncover the artists’ conscious interaction with their families, friends, and peers.
I became immersed in the artist’s world, and identification as either an Indian or White
person. A personal relationship with the artists was absolutely essential to the study’s
success. Cresswell (2013), Marshall and Rossman (1999), and Maxwell (2005)
emphasized the process of negotiating an “entry” into the research relationship. In
appealing to the artists I described my career as an artist and writer. As Maxwell (2005)
emphasized, research relationships are complex and ongoing. I spent significant time
with participants.
First I studied each artist’s web presence and printed materials before asking them
to participate. I also viewed Tom Neary’s and Sandy Swallow’s artwork in person prior
to asking them to participate. The artist signed a Consent Form before beginning the
interviews (see Appendix C). Next I interviewed each artist in both work and social
spaces to explore their professional, personal, and cultural experiences. Between the
interviews I observed each artist at work: Tom Neary and Linda Whitney creating art in
the studios, Sandy Swallow exhibiting and selling the artwork in her store, and Monte
Yellowbird teaching both art and history, while serving as an artist in residence at a
Minnesota school. I researched documents and visual materials before, during and after
the interviews to understand historical and cultural influences on their experience.
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Interviews
A primary method of data collection in the narrative tradition is personal
interviews (Cresswell, 2013). Merriam (2009) recommended three different structures
for interviews. The unstructured format uses flexible, conversational and open-ended
question. The standardized format relies on a predetermined set of questions. The semistructured format uses a combination of the two. I used two formats and conducted two
interviews. I conducted the first interview before the observation phase. I used an
unstructured format and asked questions introduced the areas of cultural memory, life
experiences, and the production of art. Through these, I determined each artist’s
willingness to discuss these issues and areas of personal interest to the topics. I
developed an easy connection with each artist during this time. This may be partly
attributed to the fact that I also work as an artist and share some of their challenges and
experiences.
I conducted primary interviews after the observation stage. These were
structured, with formal, yet open-ended questions based on the intersection of the artist’s
life-story with his/her cultural heritage. I developed an interview protocol, using a
limited number of questions as recommended by Cresswell (2013). Interview questions
covered professional experiences, life experiences, and cultural traditions (see Appendix
D.) This protocol facilitated recording artist’s responses, and provided a preliminary
framework for analysis.
Location is important to the concept of cultural memory (Heller, 2001). I
interviewed the artists in the following order: Tom Neary, Linda Whitney, Sandy
Swallow, and Monte Yellowbird. I interviewed Tom Neary, Linda Whitney, and Sandy
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Swallow in their home communities. The fourth participant, Monte Yellowbird, served
as a visiting artist in schools and museums. I visited him on location in northwest
Minnesota. I conducted interviews with Tom Neary and Sandy Swallow in two
locations: the first interview in a work related space and the second interview in personal
space. Complications in Linda Whitney’s and Monte Yellowbird’s schedules resulted in
both interviews being conducted at their work locations, but in different rooms. We
acknowledged this as a deviation from the intended protocol, but this did not seem to
affect the quality of the personal memory. The total time for the two interviews ranged
from six to ten hours. All four artists defined their spaces quite fluidly, work space was
social space and vice versa; they were equally comfortable in each.
Observation
Cresswell (2013) described four types of data collection by observation: acting as
a complete observer, observer as participant, participant as observer, and as a complete
participant. In conducting research I collected dating using the participant as observer
method. Before meeting the artists I first visited exhibition sites and/or public web-sites
to gain a better visual understanding of the artwork created, thus acting as observer.
Visits at each exhibition site or web-site lasted just a few hours. I conducted the formal
observation in between the first and second interviews. I spent time with each artist in
their creative or business work space to develop the relationship and discuss their art
production practice, thus acting as a participant/observer. To gain trust, I kept this part of
the process focused on the artist and his/her work. The length of time for each visit
varied depending on the artist’s medium and availability, but lasted no more than two
days per artist. Tom Neary and Linda Whitney gave me extensive tours of their studios
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and demonstrated their techniques to me with works in progress. Sandy Swallow was not
actively working on an art piece, but gave me a detailed tour of her store, and
demonstrated the activities required to maintain the business end of an arts career. Monte
Yellowbird led me on a tour of the school art studios, and showed me the arts-based
activities he used to teach others. I also sat in on two of his student presentations.
This activity set the stage for the second, more structured interview. It also made
it easier and more acceptable to discuss my biases as a public artist, historian, and Clark
descendent. At the end of each interview and observation I wrote field notes describing
what I heard, saw, experienced, and thought about the collection process as
recommended by Bogdan and Biklen (2007).
Historical Research
According to Bogdan and Biklen (2007), historical research supplements
qualitative research methods. In the past I conducted historical research on the Lewis and
Clark expedition and bicentennial activities. I conducted additional historical research as
it directly pertains to the experiences and beliefs of study participants before, during and
after the interviews. Research materials included family, local and national photos,
letters, documents, and newspapers.
Visual Data Collection
Visual data is crucial to this project, since visual artists live and work in this
realm. Atkinson and Delamont (2005) affirm parts of culture, such as art are
“intrinsically” visual, and social process may be evaluated through visual data. I
collected visual data through websites before the interviews and at studios and exhibition
spaces during the interviews. Visual data included the artwork, the process of creating
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artwork and cultural activities. I collected data using the following tools: a tape recorder
for formal interviews, a digital camera to photograph artwork and the artist, and a videorecorder to record the art process and cultural activities.
Data Analysis
As Bogdan and Biklen (2007) noted, analysis may seem monumental for the
researcher, but it can be managed as a series of decisions. They described two modes,
analysis concurrent with data collection and analysis following data collection. As an
experienced researcher, I used both modes, making initial analysis through observer
comments and memos (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) in the midst of collection activities, and
developing coding categories (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) after all interviews were
completed. My ultimate analysis process reflected the “Data Analysis Spiral” (Cresswell,
2013), which recognizes the interrelationship of data collection, analysis and writing the
spiral moves in analytical circles of (1) data management with files and units, (2)
reading/memoing through writing notes across questions and reflecting, (3) describing,
classifying, and interpreting through looking at context, creating categories, and
comparisons, (4) representing and visualizing through creating a visual image of the data,
leading to (5) the account (p. 183).
I organized my data by participant into audio files on my password protected
computer and placed the physical files in a locked file cabinet. Because I transcribed my
own tapes, I conducted the reading/memoing stage twice. I wrote initial notes regarding
the questions as well as my reflections during the transcription process. More detailed
notes and reflections emerged later after reading the full transcriptions. My choice of
interview questions guided describing, classifying, and interpreting of the data. This led
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to initial coding categories: family, education and training, knowledge of the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial, religion, political identity, ethnic identity, and gender identity.
Additional coding categories developed after considering the transcripts in detail:
other significant artwork, 21st century modifications in process, and adaptations. Denzin
and Lincoln (2005) described the qualitative researcher as a quiltmaker. As a quilter, I
am deeply engaged with visual representation and the physical process of creation. I did
not use research software, but instead treated each data unit as a physical element of the
participant’s story, essentially a piece in a quilt block. I printed each transcript, cut it into
unique, coded data units, moving them around until the artist’s story emerged. This was
a very satisfying experience, as it emulated the artistic process and kept me located
within the participant’s world. As the first account emerged, I created a model for the
remaining three stories. The stories follow in Chapters 4-7.
Validity and Evaluative Criteria for Qualitative Studies
Creswell (2013) defined validation as assessment of “the ‘accuracy’ of the
findings, as best described by the researcher and the participants” (p 249). He argued,
“any report of research is a representation by the author” (p. 250). Validation is a
process, employing a variety of strategies, rather than an attempt to verify, which he
considered representative of quantitative studies. I employed three strategies
recommended by Creswell with regard to validation as a process, including (1) building
trust with participants through prolonged engagement and observation, which allowed me
to check for misinformation and distortions, (2) acknowledging and clarifying my bias as
a researcher early in the study, and (3) providing a thick description of the participant
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experience and setting, which allows readers to understand this within alternate situations
and settings.
The narrative approach in qualitative studies is a type of interpretive biography
(Creswell, 2013). Plummer identified three key elements of validating the account and
analysis: (1) selecting subjects representative of the group under study, allowing them to
serve as reliable witnesses, (2) identifying the sources of bias for both researcher and
subject, and (3) seeking agreement with subjects that the account is valid and consistent
with historical records when compared to accounts from other subjects (as cited in
Creswell, 2013). To determine that the subjects were representative as artists, I relied on
their affiliation with arts-based organizations and public recognition in print and
electronic media that they were indeed artists who had created artwork for the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial.
I safeguarded their reliability as witnesses (Creswell, 2013) by verifying
information against extant records, publications and electronic sources, as well as
crosschecking the accounts for inconsistencies in information. I identified my researcher
bias at various times through the research process, and through my interactions with the
study participants as they noted my viewpoint may hold bias based on age, gender, race
and socio-economic experiences. I anticipated participants may have bias, particularly in
areas of gender and race, as this was a focal point in the study. I designed questions to
allow them to express bias in a safe manner. I checked the validity of the information
through participant review of interviews as well as cross-checking facts with existing
documents, articles, and other data. I evaluated validity of perspectives across accounts
after transcribing all accounts.
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Confidentiality
Ethical issues in data collection are of the utmost importance. (Cresswell, 2013;
Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Merriam, 2009). Privacy is a key ethical issue for both
subject and researcher. No collection of data occurred without the written consent of the
participants. I transcribed all tapes myself. I recorded all video and took photographs
myself. I did not share data between or among the artists or with other parties other than
my dissertation chair. I kept data and files in a locked file cabinet in my home office and
on a password-protected laptop.
I informed artists at the beginning of the study that their anonymity would not be
protected both orally and through the research Consent Form. I selected only from a pool
of subsequently willing artists. The information they received explained the personal
topic areas I intended to research. Each artist then decided if participation was in his or
her best interest.
During the interview process, I often met the artists’ family and colleagues, who
had equally compelling stories. I did not have each sign a Consent Form so maintaining
their privacy was a high priority. In the narrative I have only used their names where my
interaction with them did not require consent. I only referred directly to relationships
when they were an essential part of the creative process.
All data not used in the study is considered completely confidential, and will not
be released without the written permission of the artist. I will destroy all physical and
electronic tapes, photographs, and files six months after the dissertation defense date. The
only exception to this will be the photos in Chapter 4 of the statues of Lewis, Clark,
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Sheheke, and Seaman. These are my family vacation photos, taken in 2004 and 2006,
which preceded my contact with the artist Tom Neary.
Summary
I adopted a case study approach and the narrative tradition within the qualitative
research tradition (Creswell, 2013) to answer the research question: how do cultural
memory and life experiences influence the artwork of the participants in the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial exhibitions? I selected publically known artists who lived or worked
in the Missouri River region between Chamberlain, SD and Great Falls, MT. Data was
collected via interview, observation, and document study of historical records and digital
images. The process involved an immersion into personal and cultural worlds to see how
life experience, culture, and memory influenced their art and identity as Lewis and Clark
bicentennial artists.
Cultural memory is a construct of symbolic interaction as explained by Charon
(2004). Memory, developed through interactions within social settings, focuses on
events, people and places as symbols of cultural values. In this way artists define their
own meanings and location within the culture, which in turn they communicate to the
public through their artwork. In the process the artist becomes the art. The data obtained
through this study was rich and varied, revealing artist’s’ inner life and cultural worlds
and the public display and interpretation of their work. I begin their stories and describe
their art in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4—THE WELDER’S TALE, TOM NEARY OF WASHBURN, NORTH
DAKOTA
“To be able to call myself an artist is still hard, it still is. I do, but it’s still hard.
And I don’t know why, but it just is” (Tom Neary, July 11, 2009).

I first saw the statues in July 2004. There are three of them, rising tall against the
North Dakota sky at the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center. They face inwards,
towards each other, Sheheke on the left, Meriwether Lewis in the center, and William
Clark on the right, his foot resting on a tree stump. None of them were looking at me or
my 11-year-old son. I stood back. Yes, they were just steel, browned and weathering.
But they looked so real, I felt as if I might intrude on a personal conversation. My son
had no such qualms, and ran right in between them. He looked up at the 12-foot men,
giants not just as statues, but in the history of the American West. He hugged me in sheer
joy- these statues spoke to him. It was our first stop on what would become a seven-year
journey to seek the artwork, places, and people of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
In the Interpretive Center I know I asked about the artist. I remember they told
me it was a local man. I probably wrote his name down. I usually do, but that brochure
has long been gone. I picked up another when I visited the Center in July 2006. That one
I kept. And in July 2009, I found myself once again in front of these statues, this time
accompanied by their creator. Tom Neary was known regionally, nationally and
internationally for his metal sculpture for over 20 years. And yet, as a son of North
Dakota, and a pipefitter by trade, he still found it difficult to call himself an artist.
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Figure 1. Sheheke, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark statues.
The Statues
I guess I wanted to show the comfortable relationship that they had… this was a
normal relationship, this was a chance meeting of the three… [who] were
accustomed to being close, to being together. I wanted to show that Sheheke was
part of everyday life at the fort.
Tom Neary, a slight man in his early 60s, had a gentle personality and a happy
laugh. Tom explained his vision behind creating a sculpture that could be viewed
correctly from many directions. (See Figure 1.) By grouping them in a three-quarters
circle he implied an intimate relationship among these three men. Tom’s view was a
party of equals. No man should appear more important than any other. The equality of
Lewis and Clark reflected the practice during the expedition, where despite the fact that
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Lewis outranked Clark, he insisted Clark also be addressed as Captain. The circle created
by the three men is not closed. Visitors may choose to step into it, to become part of the
conversation.
Research was an important part of Tom’s process, and he explained it in great
detail. He talked about the people he met along the way: Stephen Ambrose, author of
Undaunted Courage (1996); the staff of the Knife River Indian Villages National Historic
Site in nearby Stanton; Michael Haynes, renowned Lewis and Clark artist; and the staff at
the Jefferson Expansion Memorial at the St. Louis Arch.
Tom described the situation during the winter of 1804-05. It was a bitterly cold
winter. Great Plains winters would be unknown to anyone from the expedition, and even
the Native people found winter harsh. The expedition built Fort Mandan along the
Missouri River not far from the Mandan winter village. Tom’s research showed each
group found themselves relying on the other for food. The Mandan shared corn and
vegetables. Expedition members, well equipped with guns and ammunition for hunting,
supplied meat to the village.
Tom wanted to dress each man in the appropriate garb for their rank and time
period. Originally he intended to dress Lewis and Clark in buckskins, but the staff at the
Jefferson Expansion Memorial Museum said this was wrong. At this point in the
expedition Lewis and Clark would still wear military uniforms, and they would wear
these until they were unusable. Tom talked with Michael Haynes, the Lewis and Clark
artist known for historical authenticity. Ordinarily Tom avoided using the work of other
artists, as he did not want to be influenced by their interpretations. He described Charles
Russell’s work as an example - a painting of the Expedition traveling in birch bark
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canoes, when they would have traveled in cottonwood dugouts. This time, however,
Tom noted, “I got to the point where I found that these people were the ultimate in the
authority on what would have gone on.”
From Michael he learned many artists used the wrong uniforms, presenting the
expedition in tri-cornered hats from the Revolutionary War fought 25 years earlier. In
fact, very little is known about the military garb of 1800. Each man was issued a uniform
allowance and supplied his own clothing, so Tom took his cues from Michael’s painting,
which showed this diversity. Lewis is dressed in a formal uniform coat and hat with
feather, matching his reputation as a hard-core military man. Clark is clothed in an
informal winter uniform-blanket coat and rolled hat. Both men wear tall boots and carry
swords in scabbards. Sheheke wears traditional Mandan clothing, including a tunic,
leggings, and winter footwear.
For their faces, Tom used Charles Wilson Peale’s 1807 portraits of Lewis and
Clark. This challenged him, as the paintings are two dimensional and he works in three
dimensions. He interpreted Lewis as having a thinner face, and tried to replicate that, as
well as the hairstyle. He used a real life model for Sheheke. The Great Plains
Chautauqua came to town, and he met one of the Native actors who portrayed Tecumseh
and Charles Eastman. Tom thought this actor had the look he wanted for Sheheke, large
with “chubby cheeks.” Tom photographed him from all angles and used those photos to
model Sheheke’s face.
In 2006 Tom created a fourth sculpture, Seaman, the Newfoundland dog who
accompanied the Corps of Discovery. This sculpture was an afterthought. After the
Interpretive Center opening, a member of the community came to Tom and the Board
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President David Borlaug, and asked if they would consider a statue of the dog. This
person offered a large donation, sufficient to get that project started. Located a few miles
away from the Interpretive Center, the statue was installed at the reconstruction of Fort
Mandan right on the Missouri River. Sitting upright, Seaman stands six feet tall and is a
popular sculpture with both children and adults.
Occasionally visitors ask about why there is a statue representing Sheheke instead
of Sakakawea. Tom knew from the beginning that he wanted to feature Lewis, Clark and
one of the Mandan chiefs. The Interpretive Center’s board members suggested Sheheke,
also known as Big White, or another leader, Black Cat. Tom learned from his research
that Sheheke’s relationship to the Captains was strong. It was Sheheke who ensured both
the expedition members and the Mandan shared their food supplied during the harsh
winter. When people ask about Sakakawea, Tom answered that she was not involved
with the expedition until they left the area in the spring 2005. Most people appeared to
accept this answer. A well-known statue of Sakakawea stands in front of the State
Historical Society of North Dakota in Bismarck, and is recommended to visitors.
Tom chose Core-Ten steel as the primary material, which weathers into a rustcolored patina. He included elements of stainless steel, one of his favorite mediums.
While the statues will continue to weather, the handles on the swords, the feather in
Shekeke’s hair and on Lewis’ hat, the tips of spears and scabbards will remain eternally
bright. Originally, they were to be 60 feet tall, standing in the prairie at back of the
visitor’s center where visitors would look out and see them from a second floor balcony.
The location of the statues was reconsidered, and they were redrafted to their current size.
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This was a size that Tom could manage in his home-based studio. If they had been
larger, he would have needed a different studio space.
Like all of his work, Tom created these statues in small pieces. “I’ll do a leg, I’ll
do an arm, I’ll do the head, everything is done in pieces, then the closer I get to getting
done, the pieces start going together.” Final assembly of each sculpture was completed in
his studio, and then installed on site. Tom said that the statue of Sheheke was briefly
installed in front of the Interpretive Center as a preview of the artwork, and to encourage
donations to the Lewis and Clark Fort Mandan Foundation, the organization which
manages the Center.
The statues were permanently installed in June 2004, just a month before my first
visit. A crane was used to erect each statue. A 12-inch peg runs into the concrete from
the feet of each statue. Tom left a small window open in each foot to install a bolt, which
he tightened a day after the installation. The window was sealed with steel and the
statues have required no additional structural support since then. He signed the sculpture
on the top of the tree stump, “Neary 04.”
Visitors to the sites are enamored of his work. I showed Tom two pictures, one
from 2004 as my son throws his arms around me. The other is from 2006, showing my
husband, son and 18-month old daughter in front of Seaman (see Figure 2). It was a
frustrating picture to take as my daughter refused to look at the camera, instead insisting
on petting the dog’s nose. Tom understood this. “When I sit back and watch people
reacting to the sculptures…the little ones when they touch…you can see that’s
something’s going on in their minds when they touch.” He advocated touching the
sculptures, despite a parental culture of “don’t touch.” He liked to see the kids touch
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Seaman, and stand on Clark’s stump. Local residents sent him pictures of their
grandchildren touching the dog’s nose and he described the expressions on their faces.
He smiled as he talked. This was how he wanted his work treated.

Figure 2. Seaman
Involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
“We were all excited about Lewis and Clark ten years, ten years before, and so
when it came, it was old news to us.” Tom’s involvement with the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial began long before 2004. Washburn area residents were well aware of the
importance their region played in the expedition’s story and that of a growing United
States. The local county historical society constructed a replica of Fort Mandan
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sometime in the 1960s or 1970s. State, federal and local historic sites dot the length of
the Missouri River and tell the story of Natives, military, and settlers.
Tom made the planning for the Interpretive Center in the mid-1990s sound
simple. “The way the whole place started was a couple of people in town here came to
me and said, ‘We should build it for the bicentennial, we should get started on that, and
we should build a sculpture.” Mike Nelson, a local realtor, and a former resident, Lyle
Workman, formed a ten-person board of directors with other area residents. Tom was not
part of the first board.
Since the board intended to pay Tom for the sculptures, he had an initial conflict
of interest during the early fundraising period. He joined the Board at a later date,
exactly when he did not remember, but was now on the board for well over a decade.
Early in the planning stages, the board joined forces with the McLean County Historical
Society, owner of Fort Mandan. Sharing board members led to an agreement, the
Historical Society turned Fort Mandan over to the Interpretive Center for management.
By 2009 the board consisted of 15 people, representing regions as far as Grand Forks and
Fargo.
Tom described the board members as an exemplar of community spirit and
tenacity. He spoke with pride about the local commitment to the bicentennial projects.
They obtained an initial 80/20 matching grant of $1,000,000 designated for the building.
“We had to come up with $200,000 for the first part, a match of $200,000 and it was like
we did it overnight.” They were able to tap into plans to reroute the highway to the east
of Washburn through the help of a board member who also worked for the State of North
Dakota. This required a land exchange, which brought the 15 acres north of Washburn
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that now includes the Interpretive Center. The State needed a new 24-hour rest area and
matching funds were available for the work. The board agreed to design the building so
part of it could be open continuously to support travelers.
Tom clearly stated that while the Department of Transportation provided general
suggestions on funds available and how they must be used, it all went through a legal
granting process. Support for the remodeling of the Fort Mandan Visitor’s Center came
later, predominantly from the coal industry. Tom estimated they spent over ten million
dollars on projects so far, with an additional three million raised to expand the Center,
which was completed in 2011. Tom credited this success to the fact that “We got our
ducks in a row early… [and] “we had some really good people involved.”
The Artist and His Workspace
Tom’s workshop, located right behind his house on the north side of Washburn,
looked like an old barn. A large entrance door let him see people as they drove into his
lot. The main floor was divided into two parts by a blue curtain or tarp. The larger
portion to the left was his general workspace, to the right overflow space and a car was
parked inside. The ceiling had a hole towards the center that allowed Tom to suspend
larger pieces while he worked on them. This is how he completed the Lewis and Clark
pieces. The workshop was crowded, tools scattered around.
A tour of the workshop revealed Tom’s genius while creating his space. A coal
boiler was the primary heating source for both workshop and house. A gas furnace sat
next to it. He reworked the interior units and hooked a truck radiator to the top, creating
an air filtering system. If needed, he could switch between the coal boiler and the gas
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furnace for heat. He worked in this studio year round, despite the frigid North Dakota
winters, so a reliable heat source was essential.
His major tools were located in the front of the shop. He preferred his plasma
torch as the primary cutting tool, but he occasionally used an acetylene torch. He
explained the purpose of the blue tarp, which hangs behind his cutting tools. He kept a
vehicle on the other side during the winter. The tarp protected that vehicle from sparks
and flying metal, which stick to and ruin the window glass and paint.
Tom’s welding machine was set up to accommodate a variety of metals: stainless
steel, copper, and brass as well as several welding processes, including stick welding and
wire welding. For the most delicate and presiced welds he used Tungsten Inert Gas
(TIG) welding. The tungsten electrode heats the metal, and the 100% argon gas and
shield provide protection from contaminants (Millerwelds, 2014). Tom’s other process
used a gas mixture of 75% nitrogen and 25% argon, a larger welding arc for less delicate
work. He had some new equipment, which he was just learning to use, as well as drill
presses, inverters, and the standard tools of welding shops.
Several items in production were laid out around the room. These included a
small sculpture in need of repair, a stainless steel angel being made for a cemetery, an
award plaque for trade association, and a sign for a school district. The piece that needed
repair was a series of three copper flames. He showed me how to clamp them together
for welding. Apparently this piece was on display in an architect’s office in town and
was dropped. The architect called him somewhat nervous, but Tom knew it was fragile.
He seldom worked with copper, and felt his inexperience with that type of welding
probably contributed to the fragility.
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The angel represented his collaboration with a friend and commercial artist. Tom
did not draw. He might do a quick sketch if he is sitting down with a customer.
However, if a piece required presentation drawings, he described his vision to his friend,
who then produced the scaled drawings. Tom enlarged the drawings to produce this sixfoot tall cut-out sculpture.
The plaque was a commission piece for the United State Durum Growers
Association, a trade association in Bismarck supporting wheat farmers. An award to a
local flour mill, it featured a wheat field and mill is framed by a cutout of the United
States. On top of the frame was a stylized stalk of wheat. Tom prepared to mount this
inside an oak shadow box with a black velvet background. He frequently had
commissions for awards such as these.
The final piece was a great frustration to Tom. “I’ve been struggling with this for
a long, long time, too long. It’s embarrassing.” It was a wolf, perhaps four feet in width
with layers of rusted steel and stainless steel. Intended for a school, he was disappointed
with its outline and the way it is rusting. Instead of cutting the materials himself, he sent
it out to be cut with a computerized cutting machine. This was supposed to result in fine
detail. Tom felt so disappointed with the process though, he said he may start over.
Other Significant Artwork
Tom created virtually all of his work on commission, he did nothing on
speculation. He created an array of work, from garden art to awards to large-scale
sculptures. He talked about some of his most significant pieces to me, including an eagle
in Bismarck, The Lion and Lamb at Manfred, and the Crucified Christ at Braddock. He
also described some of the frustrations of working on commission.
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Tom referred to the Eagle in Custer Park, Bismarck as his first large-scale piece.
It was commissioned by the City Park District and installed in 1988. It is stainless steel,
with a 32-foot wingspan. Tom said it received a lot of publicity and drew a large crowd
at its installation. The City of Bismarck organized the crane and numerous volunteers to
set it in place. Tom felt that since much of his work is with municipalities and
nonprofits, they are in a better leveraging position to get equipment at an affordable price
than if he negotiated for it. So now every contract stated that it was the purchaser’s
responsibility to arrange for the installation equipment.
One of his favorite pieces, The Lion and Lamb sculpture, marks the grave of a
child near the town of Harvey. The steel lion, about three feet long and 18 inches high,
shelters a little stainless steel lamb. The steel lion will rust, becoming darker with age,
while the lamb will remain bright. It is bolted onto a rock over the grave. Tom struggled
with the lamb’s eyes, trying to create the perfect shape using a small grinder. Eventually
he decided to leave them alone. When it was installed, he discovered the lamb’s leg laid
off the rock. The woman who commissioned it asked him to change that, and he was
able to cut the leg apart and bend it over the edge of the rock, creating a more natural
look.
The Crucified Christ at Braddock was commissioned by the owners of a nearby
ranch. The owners gave him a copy of Mel Gibson’s film The Passion of the Christ for
his research. Tom also researched the practice of crucifixion in the Roman Empire. He
learned that crucifixion was a common method of execution. “So I studied that part a
little bit…the way that they put the nails, what they had to do to his arms.” He also made
another discovery. “And I picked up on the way that the people who crucified him
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enjoyed their work.” Handling emotional issues surrounding history and the art process
became part of the job and Tom understood how to put these aside.
Tom felt that by working solely on commission, he always had plenty of work.
However, some projects became delayed. He talked about The Geese, a sculpture that he
completed at Kenmare. He worked with a friend and presented two designs, one that
Tom called “grandiose” and one with more simplicity. About 35 people attended the
meeting, and Tom felt that they were an energetic crowd, excited about the project.
Then, in the middle of the meeting, “One guy stood up, blew the wind out of everybody’s
sails…We call him ‘Herb’, because ‘Herb’ shows up wherever we go.” He laughed as he
said this, and explained that “Herb” is the name he and his friend gave to the people who
reject art projects based on price. “So anyway, Kenmare died, and you could just feel it
going right down the drain.” However, several years later Tom was called to complete
the project after all. Tom faces the frustration of many artists working with communitybased projects. Often funds have been set aside specifically for art, such as the state’s
“Percentage for Art” program. Yet people do not always understand money cannot be
used for other purposes. These are the people he calls “Herb.” Sometimes these people
stop a project indefinitely. Other times, as at Kenmare, eventually the objections are
removed, and the project moves forward.
The Journey to Artist: Education and Experiences
Tom’s journey to becoming an artist may be best described as an act of
serendipity, making a great discovery by accident. He had no formal art education other
than a high school art course he took because it was fun and easy. He did not attend
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college or take art workshops. He discovered he was an artist through his job as a union
welder at the local power plant.
That took a long, long time. That took forever to consider myself an artist. I just
didn’t, I mean I knew that I was making, building thing[s]. I knew that they were
original…. Some of the very first pieces I knew were originals, and I even gave it
away. That was at work, where I had, there would be people at work that would
see what I had done and they would say, ‘Hmm, I’m going to build one of those’
and I would give them the directions, you know, of how to do it. Which doesn’t
matter, but, anyway. To be able to call myself an artist is still hard, it still is. I
do, but it’s still hard. And I don’t know why, but it just is. It’s hard.
After high school graduation, Tom worked in his father’s farm supply store in
Underwood and helped with the cattle operation on the family farm. His father bought
and sold slaughter and feeder cattle, initially for his own stockyards. Sometime before
Tom graduated, his father sold the stockyards but continued to supply regional
meatpacking plants.
Since Tom decided to stay in Underwood, his father bought a new, possum-belly
cattle truck. Tom worked as an over-the-road hauler for a few years, until his dad had a
stroke and could not operate the business anymore. His father returned to his hometown
of Emmetsburg, Iowa, and Tom worked as a mechanic welder on road construction
projects for several years.
Then in the early 1970s Mason Electric was building a new power plant along the
Missouri River near Washburn. Tom’s father-in-law was a millwright on the
construction crew, which had a steady need for welders. He helped Tom contact the
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Boilermakers Union. Tom passed the welding test and was hired to work on the initial
construction.
Unfortunately, it was here Tom discovered his fear of heights. Only one wall of
the plant was completed, the other three walls had open grating connected with catwalks.
Tom lowered his voice as his talked about it. “Scared, scared, scared…I couldn’t, if I
was walking down a catwalk, I couldn’t let go both rails at the same time. I had to hold
this one to turn around, I couldn’t let go.” At that point he thought he would lose his job.
Fortunately, he impressed the company with his welding skills, and they offered
him a job working on the ground through the Pipefitters Union. He worked on both Unit
1 and Unit 2 of the project, and then continued to work for one of the maintenance
contractors. Tom lauded his work and the experience. “I’ll brag a little bit. I was, my
welding skills were really good.” Excellent skill placed him on a high caliber crew with
good hours and bonus pay. “I couldn’t wait to go to work in the morning…and I never
missed a day because I just enjoyed myself, we had, I had good crews to work with, good
friends.”
Tom sighed as he reminisced about his friends, many now retired, and a few have
died. He talked about the pride they had in their work, and how they knew when a weld
was good. He started to simultaneously cry and laugh. He stopped, blew his nose and
moved on with his story.
Tom made his first piece of artwork around 1982, when he worked the night shift
for Minnkota Power Cooperative. He was on the start-up crew for the new electrical
plant near Washburn. As a pipe-fitter and welder, Tom was required to remain in the
plant’s shop, available on a moment’s notice for any emergencies during the start-up
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phase. In reality there were few emergencies, and he found the time passed slowly. The
plant managers didn’t care what they did with their time, as long as they stayed in the
shop. One night, Tom found some scrap pipe and chain. Using the tools from the shop,
he fashioned a couple of candle holders. He took them home, and as he laughingly said,
“My wife thought they were just super neat.”
From then on, he used his downtime at work to make similar items for his wife
and their friends. “I started carrying a bucket and throwing neat pieces of scrap iron I’d
see.” Taking advantage of the well-stocked shop, he experimented with tools and metals.
One of his next pieces was an owl sitting on a log. Then other original designs caught the
attention of his co-workers. They often stopped by to see what Tom had in his bucket.
Some became involved in the art creation process. At the plant they worked in teams of
two, a welder and a fitter. Sometimes Tom’s teammates cleaned up his finished pieces
while Tom worked on plant projects. Others asked for his help to create their own scrap
metal artworks.
Tom’s family and friends loved his creations. With their encouragement, and
seeking a larger audience, he submitted three pieces to an art show in Dickinson, North
Dakota. He figured no one knew who he was, so if it was not successful, that would be
alright. In fact, one of the women on the committee did know him. His work was
accepted. He sold two pieces and received orders for several more. He said, “Wow, that
just blew me away, so we started looking for other shows.”
An ad in the Minot paper brought him in contact with Bob Leitner, an art gallery
owner planning an art show. By that time Tom’s portfolio included about eight pieces,
including fences, wagon wheels, spears, and tomahawks. Leitner was impressed, and
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asked him to submit a total of ten pieces for the show. Tom and his wife were invited to
the show’s opening night. Not knowing what to expect, they were surprised to find
themselves among the area’s affluent residents, outside his cultural experience. He
described their treatment with some awe, “We were treated so nice and we sold some
work, really did.”
With two successful venues under his belt, Tom and his wife looked for other
shows. The next was an art festival in Minot. This was his first experience setting up a
booth. He brought along works priced from $15 to $200. The most expensive item was a
large wagon, twisted and broken down. Relatives chided him about the price, believing it
too high. Tom responded, “I don’t care if I sell it or not, that’s mine and I like it, and if it
doesn’t go, that’s fine.” Yet he was thrilled to have it sell first and the day was very
successful. As he noted, it was a good thing that Minot was successful, or he might have
quit. He sold almost nothing at the next two shows: Grand Forks, North Dakota and
Sturgis, South Dakota. “Neither one made gas money. By that time Grand Forks was
motel, the food, two kids, so we stayed at a motel with a swimming pool.” Living the life
of an artist was a family affair.
As they became more experienced, Tom and his wife learned which types of
shows would be most profitable. They tried to attend two shows a year. Tom said, “I got
to learn what kind of shows to go to, and I couldn’t go to ‘craft’ shows, I had to go to
‘art’ shows.” He meant shows attracting fine art buyers, who looked for one-of-a-kind
items and were willing to pay the higher prices these pieces commanded.
The art shows led to an atypical venue for Tom’s art, agricultural trade shows.
This opportunity also came through a bit of serendipity the result of a chance meeting at
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an art gallery in Medora, North Dakota, the gateway to Theodore Roosevelt National
Park. Tom was invited one summer to set up an outdoor exhibit of his art and visit with
the tourists.
I went out one hot August miserable day, set up outside, miserable, miserable, just
plain miserable. And I talked to one person, didn’t make gas money, didn’t make
nothing, sold maybe one piece, one small piece is all I sold. And I talked to one
person at that show.
The one person Tom talked to was a member of the United States Durum Growers
Association (USDGA), the wheat growers’ trade association headquartered in Bismarck,
ND. Two years later, this man hired Tom to create awards for their annual convention
and set up a booth at the USDGA convention in Minot. There Tom met a board member
of the North Dakota Winter Show, one of the oldest agricultural shows in the upper
Midwest and held annually in March at Valley City. The event lasted 11 days and
included horse shows, a rodeo, and exhibit halls with agricultural equipment. Tom
reluctantly agreed to set up among the farm machinery. The organizers thought his
artwork would appeal to the predominantly male crowd. To his surprise, he did very well
at Valley City. He booked up his Christmas orders and caught the attention of other trade
association members, leading to additional commissions. Eventually these commissions,
combined with his pipefitting job, left him with little time for art shows. Tom’s advice to
artists who avoid art shows: all it takes is one event and the right person to make your
career take off.
Tom also had a line of Lawn Art and attended some Lawn and Garden Shows to
promote his work. The last show he attended was in the early 2000s in Minneapolis. By
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then he was busy with the near full-time work of the Lewis and Clark statues and found
himself with little time to follow up on show leads. He and his wife talked about going
back on the road and he looked at a few shows. But with plenty of commission work and
retirement from his many years as a union welder and pipefitter that didn’t make sense.
He laughed, and said he just wasn’t “hungry” enough to go on the road.
Keeping Up in the 21st Century
The 21st century posed challenges in using new technologies for both marketing
and sculpting. He managed his own marketing through his website. Tom noted “We did
the website on the cheap to start with” by hiring a part-time web designer whose many
other commitments made it difficult to post updates in a timely manner. So he took over
responsibility for the site. Since he was not a digital native, he sought help from
instructors at United Tribes Technical College in Bismarck. The site was organized by
types of artwork: yard and garden art, commissions and miniatures. It was easily
navigable and includes high quality photos. However many of the photos lacked detailed
descriptions and the viewer did not get a sense of Tom’s rich experience. The News
section was outdated, making it appear that he was an inactive artist.
Tom was concerned with adapting his work to new metalworking technologies.
His recent challenge was learning to use Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC)
machines. These machines, often used in highway signage, produced finer details than
Tom could with his traditional metal working tools. He saw this as one way to stay
competitive or “a step above” other metal artists. The CNC machine required a new set
of computer skills and Tom was not able to work the CNC machine himself. Instead, he
explained his ideas to an experienced machine operator, who tried to reproduce his
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vision. Tom found that while the technology produces fine detail, he could not create the
multi-dimensional look he is after. Often the resulting sculpture pieces just didn’t look
like his work. This was frustrating to him, and he decided to postpone CNC projects.
Connections to the Arts Community
Tom felt his relationships with other artists were limited by the fact that few
people work in his medium. Many, like himself, were self-taught and had their own
methods. Nevertheless, he maintained a few close connections within the North Dakota
arts community.
A close relationship developed with the United Tribes Technical College (UTTC)
in Bismarck, ND, where he taught basic welding in the art department. Several years
previously he was contacted by the department chair, who served as a consultant on
Tom’s eagle project at Custer Park. The department recently purchased welding
equipment for metal art projects. They wanted Tom to spend a week with the students,
teaching them first to weld a seam, then to create a small project. In 2008 Tom coached
them through a major project, an abstract metal eagle called The Keeper. This eagle,
installed in Sertoma Park, was part of an agreement between the Bismarck Parks District
and UTTC to create public art along the Missouri River. The UTTC projects were
controversial, as some of the artwork has “a certain amount of violence in it”. This was
Tom’s way of describing the sculptures as powerful instead of passive. They were also
made of resins and epoxies, which didn’t weather well, causing the public to question the
appropriateness of the project. Tom believed that he was brought onto the 2008 project
partly due to his reputation as a non-controversial artist.
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So I went down here and when they [saw] it was going to be metal sculpture, and
Tom Neary was going to be involved in this metal sculpture, it kind of smoothed
things over a little bit, and we got the sculpture done and everything worked real
well.
Tom was diffident though about how much respect the City of Bismarck may have for
him as an artist. “Well, I don’t want to go too far with that but I have, I’ve got a long list
of commissions, work…I’ve got a good reputation.”
When asked what other North Dakota artists he knows, Tom was momentarily
unable to think of any. Through prompting he remember the sculptor who originated the
Enchangted highway that ine a county road in western North Dakota. The Enchanted
Highway consisted of the largest scrap metal sculptures in the world (as certified in the
Guinness Book of World Records according to a plaque in the gift shop). Tom smiled
and agreed that he does indeed know that artist quite well. They visited each other’s
studios, and also judged an art show called The Art of Scrap, sponsored by an area
vocational school.
Tom choked up with emotion when I mentioned his support of these artists. He
said, “I never felt this way before, so what’s coming out of me now is totally different
then. But when you say ‘supporting’ the different things, that’s purpose, that’s on
purpose. I’m doing that.” Tom feels the community has been supportive of him, and this
is a way to give back.
Cultural Memory and the Intersection of Art
Tom’s artwork and creative experiences are influenced by family relationships,
his political beliefs, gender identity, and religion.
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When first asked about his family, Tom said “I don’t have a family.” What he
meant was he no longer had immediate family living in the Washburn area. Tom’s
parents owned the nearby Underwood stockyards for many years, and while he has
remained in the area, the rest of the family scattered, as many families do. His parents
and sister were dead, one brother lived in Alaska, his children and grandchildren lived in
other parts of the Midwest.
Tom’s wife played a strong role in supporting his creative career. It was his wife
who first noticed his welding was truly an art form, encouraged him to keep designing
and to attend art shows. She was an artist herself, a quilter. While she and Tom did not
directly collaborate on his artwork, he relied on her artistic eye as quality control. Tom
described a piece that he had to recreate based on her observations. It was a gift to one of
North Dakota’s congressional representatives in Washington, DC. Tom used an outline
of the state, and within the frame placed the United States Capitol Building and a
combine to represent the state’s agricultural heritage. When it was nearly finished, she
saw the design differently. The combine looked like an army tank; the turret and gun was
pointed at the Capitol Building! Using her observations as a guide, Tom could see that
too and was forced to redesign and rebuild.
Tom’s emphasis on equality and a just representation in his artwork is partly
influenced by his political identification. Tom described himself as “more on the liberal
side”. Tom’s family was enthusiastic about the Kennedy presidency, which initiated
national discussions of civil rights, social justice and equality. The Sheheke, Lewis and
Clark sculptures exhibit this sense of equality, each with something important to bring to
the table.
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Discussing the state of the environment animated Tom. This is an issue often
associated with a liberal viewpoint. He lived within 20 miles of the Missouri River his
entire life and for the last 45 years within a few blocks of it. “The river was a sewer…it
was a dump ground. And even though you were proud of the river…The older people are
terribly proud of it, and yet they abused it at the same time.” This part of the river was
now predominantly recreational use and managed by the Army Corps of Engineers. He
described the “trash, trash, trash” that accumulated along the bluffs and debris from the
riverboats. The community became more aware of the environment, and has been led by
state and federal laws to clean up the river. A clean environment as important to Tom’s
art, since many of his pieces are outdoor sculptures.
Sometimes political identification can be detrimental to the livelihood of the
artist. Tom no longer actively participated in the political scene other than voting.
Dependent on commissions for his income, he liked to “keep my mouth shut.” He did
feel that he has lost commissions due to his political beliefs. He pointed out that his
brochure clearly stated his involvement as a union construction member, and unions were
associated in people’s mind with liberal politics. Tom actually saw one customer read his
brochure and suddenly understand Tom’s liberal political viewpoint. Having a
conflicting point of view, the customer no longer purchased Tom’s work.
While Tom believed in gender equality, there was an element of gender
identification in his artwork. This came predominantly from his process of welding. He
began as a welder in the 1960s, when it was a man’s world. The co-workers he identified
strongly with were all men, members of the teams working on the power plant projects.
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Religion plays a role in Tom’s artwork, but it is not necessarily his own beliefs
but that of the larger community. Tom was raised in the Catholic tradition, but no longer
practices a formal religion. This was interesting as his portfolio included several
religious pieces, which he enjoyed working on. However, Tom worked strictly on
commissioned pieces, so if that is what is commissioned, that is what he creates. North
Dakota has a large population affiliated with Christian based religions, so religious based
artwork has high appeal. And Tom’s moral and ethical code of equality supports him in
creating the best artwork possible, whether it fits his own personal belief system or not.
Concluding Thoughts
I felt both sadness and excitement upon leaving Washburn. The interview process
was exhausting, lasting longer than I expected. I despaired that I could not do Tom’s
story justice. However, seeing his work and spending time in his creative space was
simultaneously energizing, giving me hope for my own future as an artist.
Two elements of Tom’s story and artwork impressed me. First was the power of
visual historical accuracy. The high level of detail physically drew the visitor into this
circle of equals. The historical accuracy of features and costume created a dialogue,
encouraging the viewer to question their beliefs about the key players in this saga. This
can only be accomplished through diligent research and a willingness to overturn the
conventional narrative.
The second element was the emphasis on equality and exchange. Tom exhibited
this from the moment he welcomed me into his studio. He treated me like a colleague
and good friend. I could see this emphasis in conversations about his co-workers at the
plant, the relationships he developed in the community and his collaborative efforts with
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other artists and students. He visually represented this value in the Sheheke, Lewis and
Clark statues. Tom offered a meeting of equals, each with a skill to share for the good of
the group. These statues model a vision for a better world, one of acceptance and peace as
opposed to intolerance and violence.
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CHAPTER 5—THE PRINTER’S TALE, LINDA WHITNEY OF VALLEY CITY,
NORTH DAKOTA
In sixth grade, and the reason, the reason I was very shy as a kid, I was an
observer um, and I never questioned authority…But I loved art in elementary
school…my sixth grade teacher was Orland O’Rourke. Orland was an artist and
he was just beginning a teaching career…he was just a wonderful human being
and really encouraged us no matter what it was we were into or had talent for or
happened to be interested in he really pulled it out of us…his brother came home
from Korea and together they opened an art gallery called the Rourke…James
taught a print making class…And I was just taken with print making. And
unbeknownst to me at the time I’m dyslexic and I’m directionally dyslexic and
the print making I do you do it backwards and so it totally fits my disability.
(Linda Whitney, July 16, 2009)
Finding Linda Whitney was easy. Her drawing appeared in the North Dakota Art
Gallery Association’s (NDAGA) “Celebrating Explorers” exhibit, an invitation only
exhibition. Each artist visually interpreted an entry from the Lewis and Clark journals.
The exhibit toured the Dakotas and Montana for the duration of the bicentennial. Linda
was also the Chair of the Art Department at Valley City State University, Valley City,
North Dakota.
Getting her on board with this project was even easier. I sent her an email in
April 2009, and within the hour I had her message on my answering machine. Yes, she’d
love to participate in the project. When I returned her call the next day, she
enthusiastically talked for an hour about a wide variety of things professional and
personal. My first concern was that she had not yet signed the Release Form. My second
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concern was she might give me too much information! We decided to get together July
16 and 17, when she was in-between semesters.
I met Linda at Valley City State University, the original “normal” school for the
state of North Dakota, founded as a teachers’ college. It is tucked down along the
Sheyenne River. The art building sits near the back of the university complex, so I
walked up hill through a tree lined set of sidewalks.
The stairs to the third floor Art Department were lined with Grecian style plaster
“carvings. These appeared to be remnants from the original building construction. The
building appeared to be renovated, possibly in the 1970s and 1980s.
At the very top of the stairs I looked to the left and found the Art Department
office. Linda was waiting for me. She smiled, stood to greet me and invited me to sit
down. The room was well-lit, two outside walls, with tall windows, messy, filled with
artwork, papers, desks, tables. It actually looked like my studio-I realized that many
artists need the visual stimulation of “stuff” around. Linda was ready to get started, and
we chatted while I put my materials together. She told me she was prepared to be very
open with me. As we began, I realized Linda thinks in a circular way. Her conversation
was full of connections between ideas and people, touching on a subject, zooming to a far
point in the universe, and suddenly rushing back.
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Figure 3. They came.
The Drawing
Linda was invited to participate in the “Celebrating Explorers” show by another
Linda. Linda Olson, the Director of the NDAGA, was Linda Whitney’s graduate school
classmate and the two worked together on previous projects. Living along the Missouri
River at Cross Ranch, near Sanger during the 1970s and 80s, Linda Whitney watched the
archaeologists excavating that site. She noted archaeology is not history itself, but the
uncovering of history, which is what she found so fascinating.
Linda had a copy of the selected entry from October 23, 1804. This entry did not
appear in the DeVoto abridged version of the Journals, so less commonly known. These
words inspired Linda to create a 22” x 30” colored pencil drawing (see Figure 3):
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a cloudy morning Some Snow Set out early, pass five Lodges (of India) which
was Diserted, the fires yet burning we Suppose those were the Indians who robed
the 2 french Trappers a fiew days ago those 2 men are now with us going up
with a view to get their property from the Indians thro. us. cold & cloudy
camped on the L. S. of the river (Lewis, Clark & Members, 2002).
The process took six to eight weeks. Each artist in the project worked independently and
did not see each other’s work until the exhibit opening.
Linda had conflicted thoughts about this project from the beginning. She was
excited to create a work of art centered on a location she’d lived in during the 1980s. But
as a White woman married to a Native American spiritual leader, she was concerned not
only about how he would see her work, but how it would be perceived by the Arikara,
Hidatsa and Mandan people. Linda asked her husband to take the painting to the elders
of the Three Affiliated Tribes at Fort Berthold. She requested their help in naming the
drawing. Her original thought was to call it They Came. She hoped they would agree,
but knew it was not just the written words that mattered to them, but the verbal
pronunciation, where the emphasis would be.
The elders filled and smoked a pipe. At this point in telling the story Linda
explained that the pipe, which White people often refer to as “peace pipe,” is spiritual, a
prayer, and should never be connected unless it is being used in a ceremony. After the
elders smoked over the drawing and discussed it, they decided it should be called Da
huatis, the same name but the emphasis was on the word “they”-as strangers. This was
very satisfactory to Linda, but in the exhibit the designer used only the English title, They
Came.
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Linda described the journal entry as a story about the theft of the Corps of
Discovery’s goods, and they assumed it was the Hidatsa. Some of the Mandan people
went up the river with Lewis and Clark. They came up to the village, but while they
could see smoke from the fires, no one was there. So it was assumed the villagers left
after the thefts.
Stylistically, she was greatly influenced by the artist Karl Bodmer, who traveled
the region with the Germanic explorer Prince Maximiliann zu Wied during the 1830s.
Linda’s first contact with Bodmer’s work was when she lived along the Missouri. The
book People of the First Man (Thomas, 1976) was just released, telling the history of
Bodmer and Maximilian’s travels. From this Linda learned about the use of watercolors,
how Native people look at regalia and dress, as well as the historical visual
representation. To Linda, this was a narrative and this is the type of artwork she does
best. Bodmer’s work still has great appeal. About 20 miles outside of town, a billboard
along the Interstate for Fort Mandan blazed with the headline “We have Bodmer prints.”
When she was young, she wanted to be a “Native American artist” like Bodmer. This is
a misleading term, Bodmer was really a citizen of Switzerland who created images of
Native Americans. She compared Bodmer’s work to George Catlin’s. Catlin came up
short in her estimation “he felt an affinity with Native Americans, but he couldn’t paint.”
So when Linda created her drawing, she included the story from Lewis and
Clark’s perspective, but incorporated elements of Bodmer’s work including one of his
subjects, Chief Four Bears. She described Four Bears as the hero in all this. He died of
small pox shortly after Bodmer painted him, and as he lay dying he spoke about how he
was kind to the Europeans, and they only brought death to his family. “I pulled together
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a concept of a Mandan village from the Mandan point of view...how they would image
their village with the Ark of the First Man, which is the spiritual center of the village.”
First Man, often referred to as Lone Man, features prominently in the Mandan creation
story. During this stage of her life, Linda was actively involved in her husband’s spiritual
practices, entering the sweat lodge for the first time, preparing for the Sundance and a
vision quest. As she said “That’s all quite a journey.”
The drawing contains all the elements she discussed. The artwork is divided into
half horizontally. The bottom image is of five Mandan or Hidatsa earth lodges. Clearly
visible are the doorways of three lodges and the backs of two others. They appear to be a
circle around the village center. In the center are poles marking the four cardinal
directions. Behind the village are the trees and the rising landscape as it appears moving
away from the river valley. At the very top of the lower half is just glimpse the sun. The
colors are earth tones
The top half of the drawing contains two very different images. On the left twothirds is another village scene. But instead of earth lodges we see five tepees, all facing
towards the viewer. In the center of these tepees is the Ark of the First Man, which also
is aligned with the four cardinal directions. Two circles in shades of red earth tones
radiate from the center. Three blue horses are in the foreground, with a single warrior, in
full Plains headdress, carrying a shield. This represents Four Bears as a young man.
Across the horizon behind the village run five buffalo, two dark brown, two light brown,
and in the center is one white buffalo, a sacred image to many Native people.
Running down the right side of this image is the Missouri River. The line of
buffalo cross the river and become two ghost buffalo. The image to the right side of the
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paper is grim. Six people, four adults and one child lie on mats. They are dead or dying
from small pox, a disease that arrived with the European Americans who followed Lewis
and Clark. Again in full regalia we see Four Bears, but this time he will not be rising.
One blue horse carries a dying man. The images are stark, the upper bodies just triangles,
a wasting away not just of the physical being, but of a way of life.
Linda had a few more thoughts on Lewis and Clark. “I wasn’t trying to
commemorate what they were doing, but yet at the same time I didn’t live either in their
boat or on the shore. But to try to speculate, I guess is probably a good word.” She
likened this speculation to the collective knowledge of aboriginal Australia.
They Came sold early in the show’s run. The owner decided to take immediate
possession, and Linda ended up making a print that toured for the remainder of the
exhibition. Linda wanted to reprint it as a mezzotint, an engraving process using a
burnished copper plate to create tonal images. She made that print the second day of the
interview.
Involvement in the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
Linda’s primary involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial came through
her participation in the “Celebrating Explorers” exhibit. The exhibit toured broadly the
first two years. She and many of the other artists attended openings at each venue.
Through this they developed a camaraderie that persisted to the present. Among the
people she came in contact with was Clay Jenkinson, a North Dakota man who appeared
as Thomas Jefferson at events. What captivated Linda most was his devotion to
researching and recreating Jefferson as a complete person, neither good nor bad, but a
product of his time. She particularly admired how Clay could disagree with Jefferson’s
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behaviors or policies, yet presented these in an unedited version. This seemed to reflect
the tension of the bicentennial. She finished with what I now recognized as her
characteristic understatement, “So the Lewis and Clark Celebration really did bring about
some really interesting things all around.”
The Artist and Her Workspace
The University facilities serve as Linda’s creative space. Here she has office
space for the administrative aspects of her life, including grant writing, which has
become the primary source of income for her department. She also has studio space,
equipment and materials for her prints. She wanted to be sure I have time to see her work
at the press, because as she noted most people really aren’t familiar with the actual
printing process and what an original print looks like. Instead they are more familiar with
reproductions of prints, a less expensive process.
Linda said her favorite piece was always her current one. “And then once I
complete it, is no longer my favorite. Because one, I’m tired of it, two it is just
inventory. And I’m a process artist. It’s the process that is important.” It was the
challenge of the each piece, such as emulating texture, that interests her. Sometime
pieces became problematic for her. The public may interpret it “and it becomes a pain in
the neck,” the technique doesn’t work or she doesn’t like the aesthetics. She did not have
time though to mourn it, just took it as a learning experience for the next piece. She often
ripped the piece up to move on and reconditioned (re-rocked) the plates so that no one
could reprint her mistake.
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The act of artistic creation was a spiritual experience for Linda. She cited
incarcerated AIM activist Leonard Pelletier, who once claimed that prison was his
Sundance.
This is my Sundance. I mean I’ve sun-danced, but that pain and suffering is
focused into a few days, although you prepare for it for a long time. This really is
my sweat lodge I guess. Because there the time along, there’s the thinking, it’s
physically hard, it’s mentally hard, it’s emotionally hard at times, but it’s also,
you know, you come out of it really cleansed.
The activities associated with print making helped her work through difficult decisions,
particularly when I am rocking plates because it doesn’t take super concentration
for the physical act, and that’s when I’m either thinking, designing my next step
beyond the particular plate I am rocking…whether it’s life decisions or worried
about a particular person or health.
She at first likened making art to prayer, but quickly reconsidered. She did not
want to dismiss the power of prayer, and restated it as “an offering of energy, it the best
way to think about it.” Some of her work became gifts, perhaps to a loved one or friend
suffering a loss. Recently an artist friend died of cancer. She came from Hawaii and
loved Hawaiian orchids. Linda created an orchid print, gave the initial print to her
friend’s husband and adopted children. The remaining prints were sold to create a
scholarship in the friend’s name. “I don’t have a lot of money, I can’t give money…but I
feel that this is one thing I do that not everybody can do. So that’s how I do it.”
On the second day Linda demonstrated the printing process. She began in her
workroom, “rocking” the zinc plates that will hold the ink. The tool was a wedge shaped
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serrated blade. She rocked the blade back and forth using both hands to create tiny burrs
in the plate for the ink. The second step was burnishing, creating areas to hold less ink,
producing a lighter part of the image. Linda noted most people wore gloves when doing
this, but she liked the tactile aspect. Overall it was a physically demanding process, and
she felt at the end of a session she had a great workout. Printmaking was expensive, and
she liked the mezzotint process because she could re-rock the plates up to ten times,
creating new images. She preferred copper plates, but her budget could only afford zinc.
She walked down the hall to the printing room. There she used cheesecloth to
spread the ink evenly across the plate. The lab contained many projects representing
various stages stages of the printing process. Linda found design work the most exciting
part of the process, with the preparation for the printing press being what she called
“tediousity.” She coined this word in one of her artist statements a few years back, and
still used it. Linda selected a white paper since she was using a black ink. It took just a
few minutes to prepare the sandwich of plate, paper and padding. This press was not
automated, so Linda cranked a large wheel, which pushed the sandwich through to the
other side of the press. In just a couple of minutes there was a perfect print. She
remarked that this was easy: just one color of ink so there was no need to align the
registration marks. Cleaning the plate was a much longer process, but necessary to
ensure it can be used in the future.
Other Significant Artwork
Linda was a prolific artist. In addition to creating for her own portfolio, she
created art projects along with her students. Often whatever project she assigned to them,
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she also made herself. She saw her students not as competition, but colleagues, including
those she believed were better artists.
Linda’s conversations about her artwork wove back and forth between her own
art, her teaching, and the artwork of her students. Teaching was very much integrated
into her life-not something that she did just for the paycheck. She talked about her art
history teaching methods, which required the students to not just read and discuss, but
create artwork. The creative process was often outside of the experience of the non-art
majors in the class.
A memorable piece of artwork was a 2006 student project from her Tribal Art
History class, a painted buffalo sculpture for a public art exhibit entitled Herd about the
Prairie. They called the piece Art Scholarship, because it was auctioned off at the end of
the show and the funds became scholarships for her students. Linda described the entire
process in detail. She placed the names of a variety of tribal groups into a fishbowl, and
the students pulled one out. From there they were expected to research how that group of
people would document or draw the buffalo in a pictograph or in a historical way.
They treated the students’ side of the buffalo as if it was a map of the United
States today. “If you were researching Mandan and Hidatsa you would be in the middle
but north. If you were looking at Geronimo’s people you would be further south.” So
the placement of each tribal image was in the approximate area of the buffalo that would
match the current United States. Students learned about sacred images, how to treat
images of another people and winter counts. The other side of the buffalo was a canvas
for Linda’s work. She imagined a North Dakota landscape with running buffalo. In
addition to painting, she included beaded elements.
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This artwork stood on the corner of 13th Ave and 50th St. S in Fargo, ND. At the
end of the summer Art Scholarship and the other buffalo were auctioned to the public.
Linda pointed out the exhibit developers called these animals “bison,” their scientifically
correct name, “but because of my Native American viewpoint, I called them buffalo.”
Primarily the statues became backdrops for family photos, just as the Twin Cities Peanuts
statues did during the same time period. She also noted one complication of public art.
Several of the statues, including the Art Scholarship, were damaged in vandalism.
Fortunately it was something she could repair.
The earliest work Linda showed me was from her M.F.A. thesis exhibit. This was
a difficult series to view as it was the story of the emotional destruction of childhood
sexual abuse. Linda was quick to point out that she herself was not abused. “But I did sit
and listen to 30 sexually abused kids in a group for months.” The journey to this topic
was somewhat convoluted. Linda was “investigating nightmares, and how nightmares,
where do they come from…why is that monster always chasing you and slobbering and
running and you’re falling down.” Nightmares became a fascination. Her young
daughter was having regular nightmares. Linda herself had a recurring nightmare on a
common theme; that she was back in Junior High. “I’ve lost my shoes, got to wear my
snow boots in class and I’m going to be embarrassed. Or I’m really in trouble and my
grandmother is talking to me.” She wanted to depict this in her artwork. Her advisor’s
wife, a psychologist, saw Linda’s work and told her “You know, I think I need to
introduce you to some kids.” She took Linda to a group meeting of abuse survivors. At
the time Linda was shocked that there were 30 abused children in her area, but soon
learned that there were many more. She had to tell their stories.
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She took an innovative approach. First she created a series of full color intaglio
prints, almost like circus posters in their design and colors. Next she invited artists to
make dolls representing childhood abuse. “The story is so difficult, and I just couldn’t
tell it fast enough. And so I made 100 Raggedy Ann doll kits and I approached 100
people to make a doll, name the doll, return the doll.” Linda wanted to engage people in
storytelling as an act of responsibility for ignoring the signs of abuse. What she didn’t
consider was nearly one-third of the people she contacted were abuse survivors
themselves. Fifty four dolls came back. She showed two dolls that came from abuse
survivors. Clothed, they look like any other rag doll. However, undressed, the wounds
painted and sewn around what would be the genital area were appalling. Many of the
dolls did not have faces, but did have names. Each of these people told Linda their story
of abuse before they would let her keep the dolls. “And I wasn’t ready.” It was one thing
to work with the children, but another to see how the damage lasted far into adulthood.
The show opened Mother’s Day, 1993 and requests for exhibition have not stopped. “I
still try to close that box, but it’s like Pandora’s box, you can’t quite get it closed.”
Many of the prints from the original show were exhibited in the University
Library. As Linda explained “it’s usually about the perpetrator is a family member, and I
tried to use, I tried to find images of a duality of meaning, dandelions-weeds, but also a
child’s first flower.” A Curtis P-40 Shark was both a vicious image and a flight to safety.
Dolls mouths are temporarily taped shut or more permanently stitched closed in silence.
In every print Linda placed the same mask. As the prints progressed chronologically, the
mask became more abstracted, her statement on how bizarre, how strange the whole story
was to her.
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Her most recent project was Auntie. The aunties represented older women from
various cultures that Linda felt connected with. Clothing was the inspiration for the
design concept, an exploration of how cultures collectively develop their ideas of
appropriate clothing. One of Linda’s own aunts died recently. She was “100%
Norwegian,” so was depicted in traditional Norwegian garb. The Native American
“auntie” will wear traditional native dress. Linda liked chickens, so she decided to put a
chicken on each woman’s shoulder. The Auntie series presented striking, bold looking
women who radiate confidence earned partly through the aging process.
Linda’s creative talents ran to many other art forms. She tried quilting, which she
didn’t really like. She made traditional clothing for her last husband to wear in Native
American spiritual rituals and dances. Instead of beading the clothing, she substituted
Russian needle punch embroidery. This gave the same illusion as the beads, but made
the clothing lighter and easier to move in. She found pleasure in embroidery. It was
something she taught herself when she had a severely ill child and she needed an art form
she could do while she held him around the clock.
Despite her strong reputation as a North Dakota artist, she did not feel that
population accounted for many sales; “one-it’s a print; two-it’s not a duck.” At the same
time, two of her most ardent collectors are North Dakota residents. The rest of her sales
went to collectors outside the state.
The Journey to Artist: Education and Experience
By sixth grade it was clear to Linda she was meant to be an artist. Her teacher
allowed his students a level of creativity unusual for 1950s Fargo, ND. He and his
brother operated an art gallery, where Linda had the opportunity to take classes in art,
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including a brief introduction to printmaking. She felt at home with the process, as it was
easy to do even though she often got things backwards. Linda understood why many
years later when she was diagnosed with dyslexia.
The next few years were unremarkable, but during her senior year in high school
her family moved to Devil’s Lake, ND. There she studied under an excellent teaching
artist, who encouraged her to study art in college. She took a side trip into English at
Lake Regions Junior College as they didn’t offer art. A brief marriage and parenthood
temporarily stalled her education, but a few years later she found herself at University of
North Dakota (UND) in Grand Forks, majoring in English because she loved reading.
And an English teacher she might have become, if it was not for an encounter
with an etching press in an art class her junior year at UND. Linda’s previous
printmaking experience was with wood and linoleum cuts. She studied the etchings of
Rembrandt and other artists
but I didn’t know how they were done and that first print was just “Aha!”. Every
artist I’ve ever met says at one point you know in their career “Well, I’ve found
home”…that’s where I went, “And this is what I want to do for the rest of my life.
She finished college with degrees in both art and English, and took two more years of
printmaking. Despite the coursework, she described herself as “a self-taught
printmaker”. That last year her advisor had limited availability, so she and a small group
of students “just kept teaching each other.” She started her master’s degree, but left
because her preferred advisor was not available. By the late 1970s Linda had remarried
and her family commitments took her to the Cross Ranch, near Sanger, ND, along the
Missouri River, less than 50 miles north of the Bismarck-Mandan area.
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They were drawn to the Sanger area because of its location on the Missouri River
and connections to history. This was a site visited by Lewis and Clark, and previously
owned by a family with business connections to Theodore Roosevelt. The land remained
unplowed and an original 2000 acre stand of cottonwood trees lined the bottomlands.
Archaeologists frequented the location during the summer, but no one lived there year
round. The owner of Cross Ranch lived most of the year in Illinois, and was happy to
lease it to Linda’s family in exchange for some of their artwork.
In addition to maintaining an arts business, they became subsistence farmers.
Linda’s daily chores included milking 20 goats, gardening, installing indoor plumbing
and electrical wiring. They hunted, tanned hides, canned food “anything, we tried to be
as back to the land as possible.” After five years of this, the Nature Conservancy and
State of North Dakota acquired the property, which is now Cross Ranch State Park. The
family bought property in the small town of Peak, where they ran an arts business until
1990.
In 1990, Linda decided to return to school at UND. The University now offered
an M.F.A. and installed a modern printmaking lab. Her old advisor still taught there and
gave her the opportunity to manage the lab and teach silk screen and intaglio classes. She
also worked as an assistant at the school’s art gallery (which would later become the
North Dakota Museum of Art). UND hosted a juried national print and drawing
exhibition, one of the few in the country. Her job was to unpack the prints and drawings
for the jurors, then repack and ship those that were not selected.
But we got really up close and that’s where I think I learned the most. It was
from these visiting artists because they always did demonstrations and then being
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able to look at these other people’s artwork when it was not real common to have
exhibitions.
She also learned from this that “printmakers are an odd lot, in that mostly they don’t
become famous, they don’t get famous like a painter or a sculptor or a videographer,
because when you do printmaking you spend a lot of time alone.”
Linda graduated with her M.F.A. on Mother’s Day, 1993. By then she was
divorced and family commitments kept her in the state, so she came to work at Valley
City State University. The University was generous in letting her use the creative space
as if it was a home studio. In fact Linda referred to it as “home.” Because it is a small
department she taught as many as eight classes a semester. The topics ranged from a
variety of art methods courses to art history. While Linda said her background was not
strong in art history, she thought it was important that her students become well educated
in this area. “When I first came here the students only had two semesters of art history
and I think that’s at least two too few.” To remedy this she added some special topic art
history classes. Her passion was teaching a tribal arts class, which covered the art of
indigenous peoples in the Americas, Africa, and Australia. She also taught summer
workshops for professional and amateur artists.
An increasingly diverse student body challenged her to adapt her methods. More
students arrived from out of state. In the last few years the average age of the students
increased as more “career switchers” took her classes. The university encouraged greater
use of Web 2.0 platforms, and several of their classes converted to online options. She
was quick to note while her experiences with online education were positive, this was not
true for everyone.
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Keeping up in the 21st Century
The modern art world is highly competitive and Linda provided guidance for
climbing to the top. She recommended students begin with local, non-juried exhibitions.
Student work would likely be accepted into non-juried shows and meet with a lower
incidence of harsh critique. “It is really hard the first time that you prepare yourself in a
public manner to be rejected.” Success at this level made it easier to get into a juried
print exhibition, and eventually recognized by print collectors.
Linda reached that stage during the 1990s. Coming to Valley City to teach
changed that. At first the department did not have a real print lab. Her teaching schedule
was a challenge as most semesters she taught six classes, plus advising duties as
department chair and director of the college art gallery. This active schedule often meant
“the last thing that gets attention is artwork”.
While her schedule was still busy, at least she now had the right equipment. For
years new equipment purchases were postponed due to a university laptop initiative. It
was not until a student accidentally, but permanently, damaged the old press that Linda’s
pleas for new equipment were heard. One day the university Vice President stopped her
to say “I’m buying you a press!” Although she created artwork in other media during
that time, Linda had lost her technical and thematic edge in printmaking. It took several
years before she felt her work was up to the standards of juried shows again. In 2008 she
entered and won an award at a show in North Carolina, and was asked to prepare an
exhibit of 20 full color intaglio prints, three of which were complete.
The other challenge she faced was the rising cost of entry fees for exhibitions.
Added into the costs of shipping to and from the exhibition, and insurance, it became
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very expensive to enter. She limited her entries to shows devoted to printmaking or that
offered a specific printmaking category. Her other goal was to find a few stable art
galleries to market her work.
Linda viewed herself as a mid-career artist, even though she was past her 60th
birthday. When she did retire from teaching, perhaps around age 67, her plan was to
build a printing studio in her home, “I like the concept of getting up out of bed and
having a cup of coffee or a cup of tea and in my pajamas just sit and work” until she is so
old she could no longer “rock” the plates.
Connections to the Art Community
Despite Linda’s opinion that printmakers (she doesn’t use the term “printer”) “are
an odd lot” because they spend so much time alone, there seemed to be plenty of
opportunities to connect with each other and other artists. One of her stalwart allies was
the North Dakota Arts and Galleries Association (NDAGA), which had “been really good
to me. They’ve toured a number of my exhibitions…” She was friends with several
artists associated with the association, as well as the Executive Director, and served on
the organization’s Board of Directors. She was also a grant reviewer for the state Arts
Education Task Force, and a visiting artist with the North Dakota Council on the Arts.
She was a member of the National Mezzotint Society. Each year she and the
other members organized an exchange of original prints.
“Fifteen of us every year through out the world, we create an edition…we send all
fifteen to a woman, she’s in Madison WI. She gets all the editions and she deals
them out like cards you know, and we get an impression from everyone back,
which is very cool.”
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Her other national memberships included the MidAmerican Print Council and the
Southern Graphic Council Printmakers. Often the juried art shows required a
membership in one of these organizations.
Locally, she was a member of a group called “Crawling Artists,” which hosted an
annual open studios event. During this event she and her students used the college
studios to demonstrate printmaking and other art processes. And because of her position
as chair of the Art Department she served on many university committees, most recently
an assessment of the entire General Education program.
Cultural Memory and the Intersection of Art
Linda’s artwork and creative experiences are influenced by family
relationships, her ethnic identity, political beliefs, gender identity, and religion
“My family not only includes my blood relatives, but also my students who are
here, some of my peers.” Linda had an expansive view of family, which is not bounded
by genetics and included people that she chose as family. “You can identify, oftentimes
you cannot choose your family that you are born into, but you certainly can add to it by
choosing other people to be part of your family.” As she discussed her family ties, she
wove back and forth between generations, looping in discussion of good friends, former
students, husbands, parents, children, and siblings who she felt touched her and
contributed to her life.
The high level of creativity in the family is evident. All of her siblings were
involved in arts based activities, either as vocation or avocation. This helped keep the
family connected. Her children also had creative careers. One child recently graduated
from Valley State University and started a graduate degree in printmaking. At Valley
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State Linda served as both her advisor and major professor. Her daughter’s influence
was still present in the print lab. Among the many signs posted encouraging students to
take care of the expensive printing lab is one that says “Clean up- Your mother doesn’t
work here!” Some humor on this child’s part, while her mother did work there, as a lab
assistant she was often responsible for cleaning up her own mess and her mother’s.
Linda looked forward to having her child as a colleague in the printer’s world. One
husband was also an artist, and indirectly influenced her bicentennial work. It was with
him that she moved to the Sanger area, which became the focus of her painting They
Came. Linda observed that the artistic process seemed to come quickly to him and
learned that it took tenacity to master her own artwork. This tenacity has remained
throughout her career.
Linda’s complex ethnic identity influenced her work. She was raised believing
that her ethnic background was Dutch and English. As an adult, she learned that she also
had a biological great-grandparent who was Cree. He did not move with the family when
they relocated to the United States. Linda wondered if her lifelong interest in Native
culture might stem from some genetic inheritance. “Growing up I always wanted to be
an Indian.” She had many friends of Native heritage and deeply respected their
traditions. Linda was concerned about the lack of accuracy in how the Native people are
depicted in popular culture, citing the Lone Ranger and the UND Fighting Sioux logo as
examples. This was a driving force behind her cultural statements in They Came and Art
Scholarship. In thinking directly about how her ethnic identification shows up in her
work, she offered “the Dutch were great printmakers…that whole tradition of the way the
Dutch looked at their collections… and they found value in art making that wasn’t
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necessarily connected to the Church like the Italians.” She considered the possibility that
her Native American background influenced her interest in imagery, “but then again I’m
doing it as an observer; I’m not doing it as a Native American.” Is Native heritage more
of an interest then? Linda reflected, and stated that it is also a need. But ultimately her
artwork is the story of those who lose their identity in society. “I’m a storyteller, but I am
not telling my story.”
Linda identified predominantly as a Democrat, but noted she had Independent
leanings, “I hate to be tied to a single system.” Three political issues influenced her
career, the Women’s movement, the American Indian Movement and the environmental
movement. Linda was fortunate to have Judy Chicago as a mentor. Chicago is one of the
best known female artists of the Women’s movement, and the creator of The Dinner
Party, a controversial exhibition consisting of place settings representing female genitalia.
Linda learned much about authentic artistic voice from her. Another deep influence was
music conductor Pauline Oliveras, who she hosted at a UND Women in the Arts festival.
Linda particularly admired Oliveras’ ability to handle an unruly crowd through humorous
comments. This influence appeared in Linda’s conversation and teaching style. Her own
lack of awareness of the American Indian Movement during the early 1970s was
uncomfortable for her. Artists should be keen observers of the world, thus aware of
social issues. In order to emphasize awareness, she adapted her curriculum. Through
student surveys she discovered an absence of knowledge regarding people outside the
dominant culture. So she introduced classroom discussions about the 1960s civil rights
movements and about the poverty at the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. Influenced by
the environmental movement, she moved to Sanger in order to “live off the land.” This
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experience was so powerful that decades later she chose this setting for her painting They
Came.
Linda identified strongly as a feminist, and from her stories there is little doubt
she came from a long line of very strong women. She said she drew much creative
inspiration from their experiences. She cited her Dutch grandmother particularly, who
always found time to work with her hands. At the same time “I was raised a tomboy
though. There was never any ‘you’re a girl’…when I was growing up.” Linda admitted
to more frustration with her female students than her male students. She felt sometimes
her female students needed more empowerment. She remembered going to school full
time, having a full time job and being a full time single parent. Linda used this example
with an older student in an attempt to help her see the possibilities. The student missed
the point, telling her “Oh, you’re a super woman.” Linda countered with “No, I’m not.
I’m just a woman, period.” It was this desire to visually express female empowerment
that led her to start the Auntie print series.
Linda’s religious experience was broad, which left her open to finding deep
meaning beneath the surface of people, places and events. She grew up in Christian
based traditions but by the 1990s she needed a different spiritual path, and came to Native
spirituality almost by accident. The story she told was quite eerie, shiver inducing,
despite the heat of the studio. Linda was seeking a Native American spiritual advisor to
bless a gift for a friend. One of her college classmates, a member of the Hidatsa tribe
offered to have his uncle come to her house that weekend.
there’s a knock on my door and there’s this wizened kind of tiny grandfather, long
white hair and a really skinny young man…the young man explained to me that “I
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understand” that I had something I wanted to have blessed. And I’d had this
dream, and this dream was so real…and I wanted not only to have this blessed but
I wanted to talk about my dream. And the young man said “Grandfather does not
speak English so I’ll interpret. He’d like to see where you dream.”
Linda was a little hesitant to take strangers into her bedroom but her children were also
there, so she agreed. The old man blessed the bedroom and interpreted her dream. Then
old man told her “Do not interpret your own dream. You must sweat and you must pray
and the interpretation will come to you.” A week later she saw her classmate, and
thanked him for sending his uncle over. But there was a complication.
“My uncle didn’t show up.” I said “Excuse me?” “My uncle never showed up. I
was going to call you but I lost track of time.” So I told him what happened and
he said “Huh, my hair is standing up on the back of my neck”. And later on,
years later and talking to a number of people and describing this gentleman, they
said-oh, that’s so and so, he’s been dead for years. And I asked my kids and they
said, “We saw him.”
Linda thought this was a sign to make some changes in her life. So she talked with some
of her Native friends, who suggested she contact a man from the Spirit Lake area who
allowed non-Native people into his sweat lodge. He led her through her first sweat. Her
sensitivity to and understanding of Native religious traditions influenced the creation of
They Came and other artworks.
Linda was honored to be a Pipe Carrier. This required her to merge her spiritual
beliefs with her artistic abilities. A White friend, whose wife was Lakota, gave her a
piece of pipestone just large enough for a woman’s pipe. “It was a flawed piece, and I
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looked at it for a long time, and I finally saw it in the stone, and so I started to carve it.”
When she finished she found someone to make a stem for the pipe. Once the pipe was
complete she took it to the Sundance chief for permission to use it. This was an unusual
situation, as pipes were traditionally passed from one generation to the next. The chief
was surprised that she made her own, but allowed her to use it on both a vision quest and
the Sundance. The responsibility of the pipe carrier were sacred to her. Pipe carriers
were obligated to conduct ceremonies when asked, and she had several opportunities to
help friends and students free themselves from burdensome situations through ceremony.
Linda’s spirituality was also entwined with her need to be attentive to the world
around her. She talked about how she still engaged in dialogue with her deceased Dutch
grandmother.
She talks to me all the time in my dreams, all the time. She’s there and she’ll say
things. She always goes, ‘Now Linda, remember, you have to do this’, whatever
it happens to be and its always something I don’t want to do. And I always do it
because I know I have to. So she’s part of my conscious, keeping me straight.
Linda explained we are all capable of having this type of awareness, if we left behind our
cell phones and other technology, and focused instead on our own thoughts and what we
saw around us. This awareness of hidden stories, the ability to feel relationships across
the traditional boundaries of life facilitated her artistic process and let her create the high
level of detail and symbolism characteristic of her prints.
Concluding Thoughts
My visit with Linda ended at the Library, where her thesis prints were on exhibit.
The juxtaposition of children’s toys and memorabilia with the visual elements of child
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abuse was breathtakingly distressing and I was both relieved and disappointed to leave.
Linda had to return to the art rooms, so we parted ways at the library steps.
I stopped to eat lunch at Medicine Wheel Park, on the southern edge of Valley
City. One of Linda’s colleagues initiated the Medicine Wheel project and Linda was on
the approval committee. The park is situated on the site of an old Native burial ground.
Linda described crawling on her hands and knees looking for bone fragments, before her
committee allowed the project to move forward. Today it is the site of a scale solar
model encircling a 213-foot traditional Medicine Wheel. I walked through the model, as
far as Jupiter. The other planets lay too far away and the wind was picking up. Linda’s
stories engaged my senses, and I felt very aware of my world.
Linda was a master storyteller, who saw connections everywhere. As she said in
the interview, while she identified as a storyteller, it was not her own story she was
telling. She deeply valued the role the artist played in creating social change. Her
artwork offered a counter-narrative to tradition by providing a voice to those who have
lost their story, including children shamed by abuse, women undervalued for their role as
caretaker and provider, and Native voices silenced by a traditional historic narrative.
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CHAPTER 6—THE BUSINESS WOMAN’S TALE, SANDY SWALLOW OF
HILL CITY AND SPEARFISH, SOUTH DAKOTA
I guess that it has to do with the fact that I was more accepted. In the Native
American world the men are generally the artists and when some of the men
started recognizing me and not looking through me. Then I felt I guess a little
more accepted by my peers (Sandy Swallow Morgan, July 5, 2010).
I had trouble finding a female Indian artist for this project. There were very few working
in the upper Midwest, and even fewer were active in the Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
In the midst of this quandary, we decided to take a vacation to the Black Hills. July 2,
2010 found me traveling west across Interstate 90, once again with my husband and
children. I stopped at the first South Dakota Interstate Welcome Center and picked up a
state map and tourist information. Back in the car I read a brochure for Sandy Swallow’s
Native American art gallery in Hill City, South Dakota. The brief biography described
her Oglala heritage. The store was just a few blocks from our motel, and I decided to
visit. Perhaps she knew of an artist I could interview.
On the afternoon of Saturday, July 3 we stopped at her gallery. Located on busy
Main Street in the central tourism district, its inviting storefront opened onto a small
courtyard. It was across the yard from ArtForms, a South Dakota artists consortium
store, and adjacent to other tourism retail establishments. The store itself was 500-750
square feet and well lit. A counter holding jewelry and the cash register was on the right
as you walk in. Sandy exhibited her own artwork, as well as that of several other artists.
The art was grouped along the walls and around several freestanding fixtures. On this
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day a man around age 60 stood at the cash register, and a woman of about the same age
showed a customer around.
I saw Sandy’s work featured strong Native American themes and emphasized the
natural environment. After looking at the work in the gallery, I approached the man, who
introduced the woman as his wife, Sandy “the artist.” There was no mistaking the pride
that he had in saying this. I introduced myself, and explained that I picked up her
brochure at a Welcome Center. We talked briefly about art. Then I said I was working
on my dissertation and asked if she had created any artwork for the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial. She laughed, and said actually she had for an exhibit in
Oacoma/Chamberlain and another for an exhibition in Sioux Falls. One piece was
controversial, about “taking our peace” or perhaps she meant “piece,” and included
grasping hands. She showed me a Pendleton blanket created for commemoration of
Devil’s Tower National Monument as an example of her work. I asked her if she would
be willing to be an interview subject. She looked to her husband. He agreed to watch the
store on Monday, July 5. Sandy gave me her cell phone number, and said to call her that
morning. Her husband laughed and told me not to call before 9:00 a.m. because Sandy
needed several cups of coffee in the morning. I left, feeling a mixture of exhilaration and
relief.
I had not expected this bit of serendipity, so brought none of my recording
equipment with me. Fortunately the Office Max in Rapid City was open on July 4, and I
purchased a recorder, tapes and made copies of the documents I needed. I was ready for
Sandy Swallow.
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Figure 4. They took our peace.
The Painting
And I put “They took our peace.” Now I knew that was a controversial piece and
I did not do it to be mean, I just thought that basically it was a reflection that they
took our way of life. In the respect that when they came through life changed for
everybody.
Sandy Swallow, a petite woman in her late 50s had a quiet, pleasant demeanor. Her full
name was Sandy Swallow Morgan. Swallow was her maiden name and the name she
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used professionally. It was the name of her father’s family and widely recognized in
western South Dakota. Sandy, who usually shied away from controversial work, found
herself mired in controversy through the act of creating one painting called They Took
Our Peace (see Figure 4).
At first glance the acrylic painting was unpretentious, seven tepees at the top, six
hands and a peace pipe in the foreground. Sandy predominantly was a block print artist
who experimented with painting. There was a strong influence of block printing in the
simplistic tepees, which she described as “fundamental” or “little kid’s” tepees. The
seven tepees represented the seven nations of the Sioux. She noted it is not her best
painting in terms of technique as hands were very difficult to paint. Instead it was “a
painting of feeling.” A more detailed look revealed the sun setting behind the tepees, and
the rest of the painting had a black background. Six disembodied hands belonged to three
people. An unidentified Oglala chief held the peace pipe. Reaching out were “two white
hands, one on each side, kind of like grasping, to grab the peace pipe.” These were the
hands of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. They “took” the Oglala’s peace, and the
world changed.
Sandy created this piece specifically for an exhibit called “The Oglala Perspective
of Lewis and Clark” held at the Washington Pavilion Art and Science Center in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota in 2004. Like many of the events associated with the Native
perspective of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial, it was expected to be controversial. Not
all Native Americans believed that this was a celebratory event and many non-Native
curators and visitors were uncomfortable with the sentiments previously expressed in art
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and literature. In addition, this exhibit was limited to only one tribe’s perspective due to
space constraints.
Sandy wanted to create a visual statement about a deep truth. Her only
knowledge of Lewis and Clark came from what she learned in grade school. She talked
to local Lewis and Clark scholars and did research in the library. From this she
discovered the Oglala tribe was one of the few tribes that did not welcome the explorers.
The expedition was confronted by an Oglala chief on horseback, quite angry they would
come onto his land. So this is why Sandy felt that Lewis and Clark expedition took peace
away from the Missouri valley.
Sandy was the only woman to participate in this show. After the Sioux Falls
show, the exhibit traveled to another venue. The response to the Sioux Falls venue was
mild. Therefore Sandy was surprised at the reaction her painting received later in a
community familiar with her work. The painting was not formally exhibited at that
venue as they did not have room for it. When the painting was returned to her, in the
original cardboard box, it was covered with the words “Swallow’s Shit Painting.” This
made Sandy feel bad, the painting was meant as an expression of her feelings, but was
not intended to be mean spirited. She understood though “Art evokes emotion and I
knew it was going to be a controversial piece. And I do not consider myself
prejudiced…but perhaps somebody considered that a prejudiced piece in reverse.”
Involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
Sandy described her grade school education about Lewis and Clark. “What they
taught, that they came through and they explored and that Sacajawea helped them.” The
actual events of the expedition were not was an organizing point in her Native
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community. “I suppose if one of my relatives had been involved it would have been. I
think we are all products of our experiences and I think it probably would have been
more of a pivotal thing.” She acknowledged its role in history, but in discussion
reinforced what some historians suggested, Lewis and Clark’s trip directly affected a
smaller population. However the events that followed affected the lives of the entire
Native population.
Sandy spoke about the bicentennial events from the viewpoint of both artist and
entrepreneur. While Sandy made only one specific piece of art for the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial, she also showed other pieces of her artwork during the years 2004-2006 and
was invited to several Lewis and Clark events. Sandy did not consider the events she
attended as successful. As she noted, before the bicentennial there was a projection of
millions of people following the Lewis and Clark trail up the Missouri, bringing of course
spending money with them. Apparently, the crowds and money did not materialize in
South Dakota the way many had hoped. She described some events as a “dismal failure.”
Her perception came from two events she attended. The first was a show at the
new Cedar Shore Resort, on the Missouri River at Chamberlain, South Dakota.
Organized by the Alliance of Tourism, it was a dinner and auction of Native American
art, not necessarily Lewis and Clark related. Sandy submitted three pieces. This event
was also a fundraiser, and the dinner, while free to the artists, was $100 a person to the
public. A catalogue of the artwork was distributed prior to the event. The event itself
drew few non-artist participants and only two works sold, one of Sandy’s pieces and one
by another artist friend. Sandy’s piece sold through a phone bid to a former magazine
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editor, who had a copy of the catalogue. Sandy felt the event was poorly organized and
publicity did not go out in a timely manner.
The other event was the Willow Tree Festival in Great Falls, Montana. This show
featured Native and non-Native artists as well as vendors of Lewis and Clark
merchandise. The event was poorly attended and sales were low for all vendors,
including Sandy. She remembered verbal complaints from other vendors, some of whom
invested significant money in resale items that remained unsold.
The discussion of the bicentennial ended with a question “Did you personally
have conflicting feelings about the commemoration aspect, the Corps of Discovery.”
Sandy’s response was quick and practical. “No, I didn’t. Because I mean, it happened,
you know.”
The Artist and Her Workspace
Sandy worked in two different places: her studio at her home in Spearfish, and her
gallery on the main street of Hill City.
Sandy’s house sat near the edge of town, at the end of a long road. The lower
level had an office and family room, the main living area was upstairs. The stairway was
lined with family photos. The living room was at the top of the stairs and behind was the
kitchen and dining area. To the left were the bedrooms and her studio. Sandy sat in a
comfortable chair near the windows.
The studio was in the northeast corner of the house. It was well lit with windows
on the north and east sides. On the north side was a counter, with several rolled up works
of art. Older works lined the walls, including They Took Our Peace. The workspace was
strategically arranged with easy access to materials. These materials were currently stored
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away, waiting for her inspiration. She was not working on artwork at the time-she
needed solitude for that.
I can only be charming for about 3 days and that’s it. I get tired of dealing with
the public. And I like people, but I just, I also really like my solitude and that’s
when I like to work. I don’t even like my husband around when I’m doing my
work.
She laughed and was quick to reassure she loved her husband but her work time was
private. Sandy said some of the artists she represented were quite comfortable working
in front of a crowd. She saw the need for solitude as a personal choice, not influenced by
her ethnicity.
The Artist and Her Gallery
Sandy’s gallery on the other hand was quite crowded. She had prime storefront
on the main highway through Hill City, right off a small pedestrian mall. Since she
carried artwork by many Native artists, her own works were exhibited among those of her
friends. The prices in the gallery were quite reasonable. The prints ranged in price from
$50-800 depending on size, print number, format and quality. She also carried pottery by
local artists and her jewelry line. It was not “beading,” a term she reserved for more
traditional detailed designs with small beads, such as found on moccasins and clothing.
Sandy used larger commercial beads to make earrings and necklaces. She also sold tshirts, coffee mugs and notecards with her designs.
Sandy enjoyed her role as businesswoman. The gallery opened in 2006, and was
a seasonal venture, roughly April to October, which matched the tourism season in Hill
City. During the height of the season, June through August, they were open seven days a
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week, often 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. This meant Sandy and her husband worked 12-14
hours a day just in marketing and sales. Sandy affirmed this was her store and her
husband helped and encouraged her. “I have the ideas,” she said. She noted some artists
may find the demands of business management challenging. Sometimes visitors
attributed this to ethnicity as well. Sandy worked hard to overcome the stereotypes about
Native people.
For the first four years they managed the store alone. In the summer of 2010 they
hired local women to help out occasionally. This was a change for her, as she was
accustomed to hands-on management. She laughed and indicated having help gave her
time to come up with new ideas, such as t-shirts and coffee mugs. The biggest challenge
was her desire to accommodate her employees’ schedules, giving the workers holidays
off and working those days herself. “They have other jobs and so we work around their
schedule and that’s why I worked the Fourth of July because we accommodate them and
I appreciate their help.”
The gallery seemd to enjoy active sales. Over 80% of the purchases were made by
people outside of the region, not uncommon in a community dependent on tourism.
Sandy recently developed a strong local audience in Rapid City which led to a few more
local commissions.
In the last several years she noticed a change in the buyer’s habits, possibly
related to the downturn in the economy. “People will come into the gallery, they will
look it over, and then maybe they will come back towards the end of their stay and then
they will purchase it.” While she did not see her art as an impulse buy, she did feel they
are doing well in the gallery. This was because “I have not out-priced myself like some
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other artists.” Sandy felt artists tended to raise their prices as they become better known.
She tried to keep her prices in the range the average person found affordable.
Another reason she thought her art sold well was her emphasis on either earth
tones or home décor colors. Sandy liked to choose her colors by investigating the newest
colors at K-Mart and Penney’s. “I like to see what’s the newest colors because that is
basically, people are people of trends.” Sandy believed that her customers looked for
something that will go well in their homes. She wondered if men were less likely to
understand the colors of home decor, and suggested one artist she represented as a case in
point. “He loves yellow and so many of his paintings are yellow, and yellow is a very
strong color and I think that is sometimes why he doesn’t sell as well.” Sandy’s favorite
colors were blues and maroons, but she found that many customers preferred earth tones.
Other Significant Artwork
Most of Sandy’s artwork followed themes from her Native American heritage.
She discussed five pieces in particular: Knights of the Millenium, Girls’ Night Out, White
House Christmas Ornament, Devil’s Tower Blanket and The Rushville Train Depot.
It was easy to mistake the name of the first piece as Nights of the Millennium. At
first glance it was an image of buffalo standing in front of a landform after dark. But
that would miss the entire point of the print. The word in question was “Knight,” a hero,
champion or protector, not “Night,” the opposite of day. Sandy’s print featured four
large bison standing in front of Bear Butte. A full moon rose behind the butte, turning
the sky shades of orange. Several themes from Sandy’s heritage emerged. The bison, the
life-giving animals of the Lakota, guarded the butte, a revered location within the sacred
Black Hills, and just a few miles from Sandy’s home.
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Bear Butte stands as a sentinel on the northern edge of the Black Hills. Sacred
ground, the high trail originally wound through old growth trees, laden with traditional
offerings of tobacco and prayer cloths. The trail ended at the summit with an awe
inspiring view of three states: Montana, South Dakota, and Wyoming. Sudden summer
thunderstorms bring heavy rains, hail, and lightening strikes to the surrounding hills. For
generations the lightning avoided the butte. Evenually lightning did strike. A raging fire
swept over the butte, destroying everything in its path. Life on the butte started anew,
and it is this butte that Sandy captured.
Her image began as a sketch. “We went to Bear Butte and we stood on the west
side of Bear Butte looking east, because I wanted the moon to come up by the butte and I
sketched it.” Upon returning home, she made a reverse sketch before making her
linoleum block. Normally she would have simply reversed the original sketch during the
carving process. For some unknown reason, she wanted to create a second sketch.
The image of Bear Butte appeared in several of Sandy’s other pieces, including
Knights of the Morning Star, featuring the butte, five buffalo and stars shooting from the
top of the butte. Gathering of the Guardian Nations showcased the butte, seven tepees
and seven phases of the moon. It was Girls Night Out though she called her favorite.
“It’s real bright, a night sky with a lot of colors, that I did with liquid watercolor, and I
did it on a illustration board and I collaged the tepee and collaged stars.” The tepee sat in
front of Bear Butte. Butterflies and dragonflies emerged from the top of the tepee,
forming a circle. These were the “girls”. Sandy kept the original and sold prints in her
gallery. She agreed it may have a limited audience. “It’s called Girls Night Out because
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it is fun, you know it’s a very feminine thing, which consequently limits the salability of
it. But I got that idea and I wanted to do it.”
Another landform loomed large in two pieces of Sandy’s work-Devils Tower in
nearby Wyoming. It was the subject of both her 2007 White House Christmas Ornament
and the 2008 Commemorative Pendleton Blanket. A column of lava from ancient
volcanic activity, it remained when the softer layers of rock around it eroded. It was also
a sacred site to the Lakota, and the United States’ first National Monument.
Sandy described the beginning of these projects in spiritual language. ‘And
through just a kind of strange turn of events I, I feel its blessings…through some
blessings I got acquainted with the superintendent of Devils Tower.” That superintendent
was Dorothy FireCloud, a member of the Rosebud Dakota tribe, lawyer and Native
American activist. Some rangers from Devils Tower picked up Sandy’s business card at
a Spearfish art festival. Dorothy found the card, called Sandy without having seen her
artwork, and asked if she was interested in a secret project. Sandy insisted that Dorothy
come see her work, at which time Dorothy asked her to create a Devils Tower ornament
for the 2007 White House Christmas Tree. First Lady Laura Bush had chosen the theme
“National Parks”.
Six weeks ahead of the deadline each artist was given a standard round, white
Christmas ornament. Sandy painted a summer scene. Devils Tower was prominent, with
billowing storm clouds touched with copper in the background. These were “fire
clouds,” in honor of the park superintendent. Sandy wanted to acknowledge Dorothy
because “it is hard for a Native American woman to achieve very much, and she was in a
similar situation growing up as I was.” Spanning the lower part of the ornament were
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seven tepees, the Seven Council Fires of the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota. Sandy
emphasized that these were the correct names for the group of people the government
derogatorily named “Sioux”. She then created two slightly different versions of the
ornament for Dorothy, since no one was to have exactly the same ornament as the White
House. Sandy attended the opening reception, seeing the 18 foot Christmas tree, where
her ornament was in prime view.
This opportunity led her to the creation of the Devils Tower Pendleton Blanket
and one of her most interesting partnerships. The Japanese artist Junkju Muto created a
sculpture entitled Circle of Sacred Smoke, renamed Wind Circle, which was installed at
Devils Tower as part of an international project celebrating world peace. This white
granite sculpture represented a puff of smoke from a Lakota peace pipe.
The National Park Service commissioned Sandy to work with Mr. Muto on a
commemorative blanket. During their work together they discovered a family story in
common. Sandy’s dad was a young sailor stationed on the Phoenix at Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941. Muto’s father was a kamikaze pilot who dropped bombs on Pearl
Harbor that day. “You know to have learned about that…I just don’t feel that those
things are coincidences.”
Sandy designed the blanket, which depicted Devils Tower superimposed on an
orange and yellow sky. In the foreground were two crossed peace pipes. Above the
pipes hovered the image of the Wind Circle. Just 250 blankets were made, each
numbered as with a print, the lowest number having the greatest value. Sandy gave Muto
the most valuable first blanket out of respect for his work. She took the next six blankets
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for herself and family members. The remaining 243 blankets were sold to raise funds for
projects at the monument.
While Sandy was a very prolific artist, few of her artworks featured her personal
life. The exception was The Rushville Train Depot. Despite its personal significance, it
is one piece that she neglected to photograph when it was sold. The painting depicted her
grandfather, Oliver Swallow as a boy ca. 1880. During the last quarter of the 1800s
Lakota children were shipped to eastern schools, where they became acculturated in
White traditions, and were expected to lose their Native traditions, including language.
Today many Lakota considered this an act of cultural genocide. Sandy painted the train,
billowing smoke, waiting at the Rushville Depot. The children had never seen a train
before and were frightened. Oliver told his family the children scattered like prairie
chickens. Sandy painted the children running away, and in their shadows she painted
prairie chickens. She wrote her grandfather’s story on the painting. She exhibited the
painting at a regional gallery. At the opening reception each artist spoke about the his or
her work. Sandy described her grandfather’s story with deep emotion. After she sat
down, another artist responded with “Oh, boohoo to you Sandy.” As Sandy put it “these
are things I’ve had to face as an artist, that he would mock me and say that.” Was it
professional jealousy, or because art is still a man’s world?
The Journey to Artist: Education and Experiences
Sandy received no professional arts training, and it took many years before she
could truly consider herself an artist. Although she sold her artwork for over 20 years, it
was only in the last 10 years that she felt like an artist. Her turning point was “the fact
that I was more accepted. In the Native American world the men are generally the artists
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and when some of the men started recognizing me and not looking through me. Then I
felt, I guess a little more accepted by my peers.”
Her introduction to the world of artist began in the 1980s when she participated in
craft shows selling small beaded items. She also dabbled in painting and won first place
at the 1984 Fall River County Fair. One day an artist friend looked at the beaded items
and told her “Well, Sandy, you need to work on your pictures, not the keychains.”
Shortly after this she attended an intertribal art show in Bismarck. In the booth next to
her she saw hand pulled block prints. “I had never heard of block prints, and I saw that
they were selling and I looked at them and wondered what was so interesting about it.
And then I thought ‘I could do that.’”
At the time Sandy’s family owned a ranch near Kennebec, South Dakota, which
was about 16 miles from the Missouri River. She found some books on block printing in
the Kennebec library. She discovered that block printing came naturally to her, even
though the technique required the artist to carve the design in reverse. She attributed it to
being a right handed person who writes backhanded which she felt was uniquely suited to
creating block prints.
Sandy’s preferred medium became the block print. She felt strongly that as a
Christian her ideas came from God. Often she laid down for a nap, and “just before I go
to sleep, and idea will come to me.” An example of this was the Kammala butterfly tshirt, which she wore on the first day of the interview. “I was relaxing and I was thinking
about the design of a big K.” The design turned into the shape of wings. When she woke
up she sketched the image and with the help of a graphic artist turned it into a t-shirt
design.
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Keeping Up in the 21st Century
Sandy found keeping up with technology very important for marketing and sales.
She maintained an updated web-site and adapted to internet based sales. She did not
appear to change her art based techniques based on new technology as block printing is
suited best to traditional methods.
Connections to the Art Community
Sandy had some ambivalence regarding her connections to the larger art
community. She was a charter member of the Artists of the Black Hills, a rather
prestigious group of nationally known artists, yet she occasionally felt like an outsider as
the only Native artist involved. This seemed unusual, as there were several Native
American art galleries in the Black Hills. Other Native artists were members in the past,
but were no longer active. And Sandy was busy at her gallery, so it was difficult to give
full attention to that commitment.
Sandy had close connections to the artists associated with her gallery and shows.
She spoke enthusiastically about these relationships.
Yes, we have what’s called an arts circuit, and that’s the same people that go to
the same shows and consequently we’ve been doing it for 20 years, so you get to
know them and some of them are a little closer friendship wise.
At this point she spoke with some sadness, because there are few Lakota women
artists. She described contact with two such artists. One was a friend who lived in the
Black Hills but not as prolific an artist as Sandy. Another artist lived out of state but
Sandy had limited contact with her. When Sandy was starting her arts career she learned
there was a group of male Lakota artists called the Dream Catchers Guild. Thinking it
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would be nice for the women to also have a group she approached this other artist.
Unfortunately the artist was not interested and their paths seldom crossed.
Sandy’s work with the gallery kept her too busy to give lessons, but she worked
with art classes at Black Hills State University in Spearfish once a year. She valued this
opportunity to tell “young people that whatever they do, whatever they have in their
hearts as a desire, then to go for it.” She unabashedly admitted she liked to encourage
young Native Americans, but emphasized her message was for all young people.
Cultural Memory and the Intersection of Art
Sandy’s artwork and creativity are influenced by family relationships, her ethnic
identity, political beliefs, gender identity, and religion.
She talked about the Native American view of family, which she described as
“one step closer” than the traditional White view of family. First cousins were
considered siblings, and the cousin’s children were like nieces and nephews, or perhaps
grandchildren. Sandy had many cousins, as each of her parents was the youngest child in
large families. She lived on the Pine Ridge reservation until she was three and the family
moved to Ogden, Utah. Throughout her childhood she returned to spend summers on her
aunt and uncle’s farm just outside of the reservation at Oelrichs, South Dakota. She
moved there permanently when she was 16. It was through her aunt that she learned the
principles of respect and generosity, essential characteristics of leadership. Her aunt and
uncle were relatively wealthy compared to their neighbors, and often could be found
giving out gas or food to those in need. Her aunt made large batches of Christmas candy
each year and took Sandy along to visit the “great aunts” and share these gifts. The
practices of respect and generosity show in the good relationship Sandy developed with
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the artists in her gallery, her employees, and her customers. Sandy’s immediate family
played an important role in supporting her work. Sandy spoke about her husband and
children with great pride. She and her husband married over 40 years ago. He always
encouraged her creativity and helped her run the gallery. Her children were also
supportive of her career and one of her children was an emerging artist in another state.
Sandy continually negotiated boundaries of race when discussing ethnicity.
Frequently in social settings when something comes up about Native Americans she
noticed people turned to her for an opinion. This sometimes surprised her as ethnicity
might not be important to her then “because you are all just friends together.” Sandy
agreed that she probably does have more insight on some issues than a non-Native
American She was fully identified as Lakota in her gallery and on her website, yet
customers asked her if she was Native American “And that surprises me too because I
don’t think that I don’t look like I’m not.” Her ability to move fluidly from an ethnic
standpoint to one that transcended ethnicity was inspiring.
Sandy felt that her ethnicity played a role in where she chose to live. “I love the
Black Hills. I love South Dakota.” She lived out of state for 13 years, and experienced
discrimination. When she returned to South Dakota in the late 1960s she felt more
accepted. But prejudice still was present and she described one instance. Rapid City had
a large number of homeless Native Americans in the early 2000s. An undercurrent of
prejudice kept some Native people on the street as opposed to in a shelter. She
remembered five or six Native people died on the streets in a short period of time. So
Sandy merged her art and entrepreneurial skills to help with this problem. After 9/11 she
created a print of an Indian wrapped in a U.S. flag, gazing at the Twin Towers. She
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donated $10 to the Cornerstone Mission shelter in Rapid City, which welcomed homeless
Indians. Sandy believed 9/11 was a national tragedy and believed her proceeds should be
shared, not kept to herself.
She related two experiences during her high school and young adult years when
race emerged as an issue. While she was in high school, her father’s cousin died in an
altercation with local law enforcement at the Pine Ridge Reservation border. Later that
summer Sandy and her aunts attended the last rodeo of the season, called The Last
Roundup. Tensions were still high. A group of college students confronted teenagers
from the reservation and a fight ensued. Her aunts left Sandy with instructions to observe
the fight and report back so the aunts could take concerns to the tribe. A few years later in
January 1973 her distant cousin Wesley Bad Heart Bull was stabbed in a bar in Buffalo
Gap. Her aunts went to the wake and funeral in Pine Ridge. The aunts returned with
glowing reports of the charismatic American Indian Movement (AIM) founders Russell
Means and Dennis Banks. Sandy was quick to point out that her family did not become
AIM members, but were deeply sympathetic to the cause. Bad Heart Bull’s murder was
one of the events that escalated into the Lakota occupation of Wounded Knee in February
1973, a protest against tribal corruption and U.S. governmental policy towards Indians.
This was widely broadcast through the national media. Many were less than sympathetic,
and still portrayed Native people as less civilized. Sandy’s artwork provided a
counternarrative to that, offering positive images of Native culture and creating a space
for dialogue about race.
Her political identity changed over time. “Traditionally Indians are Democrats,
traditionally…I have always been a Conservative, I now consider myself an
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Independent.” She changed her political identification when she realized she no longer
completely agreed with either Democrat or Republican agendas. She noted that as both an
artist and a business person she felt it best to avoid political activism. She discretely put
a few statements into her art, such as symbolizing tribal sovereignty in Guardian Nations
at Bear Butte.
The 1990 Indian Arts and Crafts Act (IACA) was a political issue that affected
her daily. IACA required all art claimed as Native made must be accompanied by
documentation of the artist’s tribal identification number. Sandy started her art career
about this same time and said “it highly offends me that for many years you would go to
Mount Rushmore and the gift shops would have dream catchers made in Taiwan.” IACA
was very important for identifying artists in her gallery. While some gallery owners
found it embarrassing to ask an artist for their enrollment number, Sandy just made it an
expectation from the initial contact point. She never had an artist refuse her. She was
proud that 95% of the work in her store was Native American made. The remaining
merchandise was tourism related, mass produced items such as hats, t-shirts, cups, and
postcards.
Sandy experienced a mix of traditional and non-traditional gender roles in her life.
In many regards, her early experiences were traditional female roles. When she was a
child, her father was the head of the household. This was in keeping with the societal
practice of the era in which she grew up. When she moved to her aunt and uncle’s house
to finish high school it was her aunt who made the family decisions. Because her aunt
was busy, the task of child care for her younger cousins fell to Sandy. When Sandy
married shortly after high school graduation, she immersed herself in supporting her
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husband’s goals and raising a family. In many regards, her early experiences were
traditional female roles.
However, as she moved into the art world, she entered territory traditionally held
by men. Early in the interview she said the approval of male artists finally led her to
think of herself as an artist. Instead of featuring the warrior motifs that her male
counterparts used, her work focuses on community and home. Her print Girls Night Out
emphasizes these themes. Sandy’s expanded the role of women in the Native community
when she opened her gallery. She believed strongly that women should have equality
with men. “I feel that I’m a strong woman and I raised my daughter to be strong,
independent. I think that we can choose to love somebody and have them emotionally lift
us up and help us.”
There was no doubt that Sandy’s religious beliefs played a role in every aspect of
her life. She described herself as a Christian, coming to the faith in her teenage years.
Sandy practiced her faith well. Generously, she created artwork specifically to help an
area homeless mission. She believed strongly in prayer as a way to draw closer to God,
and prayed regularly, not for favors, but for strength and guidance. She spoke of
“Blessings,” those fortunate opportunities that come in both career and personal life.
Sandy truly appreciated them as gifts from God.
Ultimately Sandy found harmony between her ethnicity as a Native American and
her Christianity. Her work often featured sacred sites of Plains Indian spirituality such as
Bear Butte and Devils Tower. These were sites where “I personally feel is the beauty and
the spirituality that God made our earth, and that’s what God made.” Likewise, she
found the Lakota cultural practices of generosity and respect related to the “biblically
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sound” practice of treating the poor as well as the rich. While she believed that some
people are poor because of poor decisions, it was “up to us to help them and help uplift
them”. She practiced this at her store. Respecting the needs of “Some little old Grandma
with some badly made earrings”, Sandy bought enough earrings so the woman had the
gas money to get home.
Concluding thoughts
At the end of my time with Sandy, I felt like I had been in the presence of quiet
and innate wisdom. I was so pleased that she hugged me before we parted, as I felt a
strong connection. I was deeply grateful for the blessing leading me to pick up Sandy’s
brochure at the Welcome Center.
The next day the weather cleared and I was greeted by the blue skies only the high
plains could produce. I drove north from the Black Hills and rounded Bear Butte. The
buffalo herd grazed alongside the Butte. I saw them now not just as powerful animals, an
enduring presence despite 19th century efforts to annihilate them, but also as caretakers,
or to use museum terminology, curators of a way of life, and guardians of histories yet to
be shared.
I viewed Sandy’s career and artwork as analogous to the buffalo. She had a quiet
yet persevering power. Through her artwork she ensured the visibility of Native
American stories, symbols and values. In her gallery she brought the contemporary voice
of Native America to tourists from around the United States and the world. She offered
an alternate view Native Americans to people whose knowledge came from outdated
images and incomplete histories.
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CHAPTER 7—THE PAINTER’S TALE MONTE YELLOWBIRD, AKA BLACK
PINTO HORSE OF GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

I think the point that I really seen myself as I reflect back in life is probably when
I was about in kindergarten….I should say in a way, I really was back in that early
stage was doing warrior art as a young child, and it wasn’t until of course after I
graduated college and became the full time artist that I really looked back and said
that’s when I really was an artist (Monte Yellow Bird, October 28, 2010).
I felt like a stalker. I accessed Monte Yellowbird’s website dozens of times in the past
few months, checking his schedule. From the beginning of my project I wanted to
contact him for an interview. At that time he lived in New Town, North Dakota, just a
nine hour drive from my home. By the time my proposal was approved Monte moved to
Great Falls, Montana, making it unlikely I could travel to see him. Complicating this
Monte participated in Artist-in-Residency programs all over the country, making it even
harder to coordinate with my schedule. From his website it looked like he was on the
road more than he was home.
Suddenly, I noticed a new item on his calendar. He was doing a one week
residency at Hawley High School in northwest Minnesota the last week of October.
Clicking on the email link, I composed a request to meet him. The next day I received a
very cheery response back from his wife, Emily, saying they would absolutely love to
meet with me and he would have time on Thursday, October 28, 2010.
Hawley High School was a typical small town school, set in the center of town
and served grades 7-12. I met a cheery and helpful student, who guided me through a
maze of halls to a classroom. Emily Yellowbird greeted me with a kind smile. Emily
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introduced me to the Advanced Placement (AP) history teacher, and then to Monte. He
was dressed in traditional Arikara clothing, and had just finished meeting with the AP
class. He was ready for a break.
Monte showed me to the art and photography room on the first floor. There we
met the art teacher who coordinated his residency. The classroom was full of teenagers
creating clay sculptures of horses. Earlier in the week Monte told them about how Native
people view the horse as sacred, and they designed their own horses in response to that.
They were excited to show him, crowding around both of us.
Finding a quiet place in this busy school was a challenge, and the art teacher
finally sent us to the Reading Room in the school library. It was about 15’ by 25’;
shelves lined the walls. In the center was a conference table with chairs. Monte and I sat
across from each other, trying to chat a little while I set up my recorder.
Monte initially spoke to me without making much eye contact. He was an
experienced public speaker, so I was not sure if this reluctance to look at me was cultural,
or just shyness. However, I sensed he wanted to negotiate boundaries right away, so I
began by letting him know about my potential bias. Monte seemed to accept this as a fact
of history, so I moved on to the easy questions about his professional training. During
this time he sat with his left side towards me, looking predominantly at the bookshelves
across the room, only occasionally making eye contact. However, he was an excellent
story teller and very quickly moved into a conversation about spirituality. He turned to
look directly at me, engaging me in this discussion. I took this as a sign he trusted and
respected me. We took our first break at noon, when we finally both realized we were
hungry.
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Figure 5. The flogging of John Newman.
The Painting
Monte’s painting was created for the North Dakota Art Gallery Association’s
exhibit Celebrating Explorers. This was the same exhibit that Linda Whitney, the artist
from Valley City, participated in as an invited artist.
Monte was invited to participate by one of his professors at Minot State
University in the early 2000s. He described himself as “kind of emerging as a young
artist” at the time, after several other careers. Monte understood the assignment as an
opportunity to go through the journals, select an incident that resonated with him, and
create his own version of the event through his painting (see Figure 5).
Monte was drawn to the account of John Newman, originally a permanent
member of the Corps of Discovery. Newman was charged with insubordination during
the Fall of 1804. The journals did not mention his exact offenses and the official account
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stated only that he made various mutinous remarks. He was sentenced to 75 lashes,
ordered to return to St. Louis to be mustered out of the army. According to Monte’s
research this was the last time a member of the Corps received this type of discipline.
The lashes were used as immediate punishment. The onset of winter weather delayed his
return to St. Louis, and he was given hard labor in Camp Mandan until the spring when
the river thawed (Ambrose, 1996).
It was not Newman’s fate that intrigued Monte, but an Arikara chief’s response to
the punishment. DeVoto (1953) recorded the excerpt from the journal:
The punishment of this day allarmd. the Indian Chief very much, he cried aloud
(or effected to cry) I explained the Cause of the punishment and the necessity (of
it) which he thought examples were also necessary, & he himself had made them
by Death, his nation never whiped even their Children, from their burth. (p. 51)
As Monte explained, “One of our chiefs, his name is Eagle Feather was actually on the
travels of Lewis and Clark and he was taking them further up and he actually witnessed”
what became known as the flogging of John Newman. This also determined the name of
Monte’s painting. Eagle Feather saw the Corps members incarcerate Newman and
watched the trial. Monte delved into reading the law at the time, and questioned whether
the trial and punishment was legally sound, although certainly not by modern standards.
So according to Monte, Newman was
pulled over on the sandbar and of course they tied him and they began to whip
him. And as they began to whip him then this, our chief Eagle Feather started to
cry. Now the way that it describes to me is that he made a cry, made a sound like
a cry, and so the way I interpret it was that those were tears, heartfelt tears…
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In Monte’s vision of events Eagle Feather questioned the process and received the
response this was normal punishment for the offense. In this same vision, the chief
replied:
We would never humiliate our warriors like that if they were misbehaving, we
would never humiliate him in front of his peers. We would give him his honor,
when we punished him we would just kill him and be done with it.
Monte explained while this sounded shocking, the punishment happened quickly. There
was admiration for a man who would die in honor, but at the same time Monte wondered
how much a man would accept immediate death as a punishment.
The painting itself uses dramatic, yet simple color and images. Cutting from near
the upper right corner to the lower left corner is a blue, meandering Missouri River,
setting the location of the event. Below the river, taking almost two-thirds of the painting
is the figure of John Newman. His back is visible and he is stripped to the waist. Long
blonde hair is tied at the nape of the neck, head slightly bent forward, perhaps in
exhaustion or bowed in shame. His arms, partially raised, appear to be bound to two
slender brown-gray trees. Across the pale shoulder blades run long gashes from the
whip, blood dripping down his back. In the upper left corner Eagle Feather’s head
dominates the painting. He wears a headdress signifying leadership in the Arikara tribe.
The head is tilted with his eyes toward the gashes on Newman’s back. Deep grooves of
sadness etch his face, his eyes weep and his generous mouth curves down in grief. The
overall scene is one of despair, not of punishment justly deserved and honorably
accepted. The remaining portions of the canvas include blocks of red and yellow, the
colors commonly found in Monte’s work.
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Not surprisingly, the painting sold during the show’s tour. It would be a proud,
perhaps defiant addition to any collection, daring the viewer to question its signficance.
The new owner was University of Arkansas, which had a prominent collection of Native
American art.
Involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
Monte was very open about his work and his perceptions regarding the totality of
artwork created for the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. “I think it really romanticized the
great things that White America was bringing to the world, and I think it really leads up
to where we are in society, you know.” Not perhaps in keeping with the original intent,
as publicity for the bicentennial emphasized the effects of a changing world on the
indigenous population. This was meant to be a contrast to glorification of White society
that the 1904 Lewis and Clark centennial featured.
Monte compared the artwork to the famous image of Manifest Destiny, “the
beautiful non-native woman, of course, that’s floating in the air the book of justice and
bringing light to the darkness.” For him it was an image of arrogance. He described how
he interpreted the American flag in his school programs. He encouraged the students to
think beyond the 50 stars for 50 states, and consider the colors. He began with a
traditional view, white is for innocence, blue for courage. Red represented the blood
shed to create the United States. But he added that “a lot of the blood that was shed was
Native American, First Nation, tribal blood.” In saying this, he noted the governmental
removal of Indians from their homelands was the most humane treatment of the
population, the other practice “was dead genocide. These are creatures and we need to
wipe them out and use the resources.”
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Monte understood that people come with their own perspectives, and suggested
they use those perspectives to create a positive change. He said “I can see it from their
perspectives, it is really a glorious thing because they were getting to see mountainous
country and getting to meet tribes they’ve never even heard of,” it was good for them,
and it was an exploration, but “in the other sense it was almost a darkness that was
coming rather than the light for indigenous tribes”. He picked up on people’s mixed
feelings about the event-how thrilling and terrifying the journey, but with drastic
consequences, both intended and unintended.
The Lewis and Clark bicentennial must be observed through the lens of ethnicity.
It was not Monte’s celebration, “it really symbolizes the idea of survival” from disease
and cultural genocide.
No matter what they do to us, no matter what they do to me, I should say in that
reference, how they try to destroy me, how they try to do all these things, I’m still
going to be there, you know, I’m the one that’s going to determine when I’m
ready to go.
He acknowledged the hard feelings, the loss of elders who “never really got their chance
to really say or be a part of the bigger change that is happening.” Many times throughout
the day Monte talked about change coming. He exhorted students to be part of it, not to
let it pass them by. He shared a crucial lesson learned from generations of
marginalization.
Commemorative art played an important role in documenting change. He had
only positive things to say about the commemorative element. It showed the inevitable
change to all people, the “past sins of the father so to speak and where we led up to
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today.” His role in this change was to tell stories, stir up memories, so those who have
passed on still live and can share their message.
The Artist and his Workspace
Monte’s creative space was located in his apartment in Montana. He talked a
little bit about it, but did not elaborate regarding the details.
He clearly viewed the classroom as his workspace, and was very comfortable in
front of his audience, whether it was seventh graders hanging on his every word, or 12th
graders texting each other. One student asked what his daily life was like. Monte sang,
“the best part of waking up is…” and the kids responded “Folgers in your cup!” Coffee
really was the first order of the day, followed by the television news. Art work began as
early as 3:00AM if a deadline was imminent. While Monte did the primary painting and
design, his wife was responsible for computer work and research.
Monte’s venues often came through a series of networking experiences. He
originally visited Hawley after a Minnesota woman saw him speak to a group in Fargo,
North Dakota. She introduced him to the art teacher in Pelican Rapids, who introduced
him to the art teacher in Hawley. From there they developed a residency that
encompassed Pelican Rapids, Hawley, Barnesville, Detroit Lakes, and Fergus Falls. It
was paid for with state money for diversity in the arts. He returned to Hawley because of
the positive response from both teachers and students. His artist-in-residency experiences
included other schools, colleges, Wells Fargo, and Easter Seals. In November and
December he would travel to Indianapolis for a five week residency at the Eiteljorg
Museum, a prominent Native American museum. They also attended the Indian Art
Show and Markets in Phoenix, Arizona and Santa Fe, New Mexico each year, as well as
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other major Native American shows. Some of Monte’s excitement about these
opportunities came from the juried shows, not just the visual aspect of the work, but the
symbolic meaning behind it and the process.
One group he seldom worked with was the tribal colleges. This seemed
surprising, as certainly Monte would be considered a good role model. However, he felt
the colleges wanted to empower their local community, as opposed to visiting artists.
Monte hoped the tribal colleges would reconsider this practice.
Other Significant Artwork
Monte was such a prolific artist that it was be difficult to select the most
significant works. He said he created paintings in a series, with each piece of artwork
like a chapter in a book. He often referred to each series as a “book.” On this day he
shared his “books” entitled Buffalo Path, Calling the Ponies, and Blankets.
The Buffalo Path paintings feature the buffalo as a symbol of both spiritual and
subsistence significance, especially to indigenous people of the Central Plains region.
Monte explained how Native people used the horns for utensils, gall bladder for paint,
and the bladders served to carry water and became cooking pots, when suspended from a
tripod and filled with hot stones. The skull was used in spiritual ceremonies. Monte’s
sense of humor showed through, as he told the students that buffalo “patties” (manure)
were used to make cookies. He quickly exclaimed he was just kidding, they were really
used for fuel.
Monte described the Calling the Ponies series as a depiction of diversity and
hope. The variety of ponies represented diverse groups of people coming together for the
same hope. “We are all kind of different, even in the same race we are different, different
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sizes and shapes and so on, so forth. But we are all to have hope.” Although he did not
state exactly what he meant by hope, it seemed to be peace and understanding.
The students asked a lot of questions about these two series, especially the
symbols of feathers, lightning bolts, and circles of crops. Monte liked their questions,
and he explained that he used a lot of symbols in his work. The feathers were hawk
feathers, commemorating Joseph Young Hawk, a member of the Arikara, who served
with distinction in the military. He was captured and later escaped Germany during
World War I. The feather also had spiritual significance. The quill represented “our
compassionate father, our father in heaven, the chief that sits above is how we would call
him” and the call to make him part of life to achieve balance. The feathers, open on one
or two sides, not only represented the balance achieved, but also human imperfections.
Lightning bolts represented strength and power through calling to the divinity. Using
them on a horse going into battle might be a request to make the horse like the elements
of thunder and lightning, so the elements would strike the enemy. Circles were
commonly found in Native American art, and represented the universe. The four colors
of white, black, red, and yellow indicated the four cardinal directions, the four seasons,
the four colors of human beings. If the feather was put into the center of the circle, such
as for rites of passage, it represented responsibility to a greater order.
The last series he showed was the Blanket group. These were different from his
other work as they featured geometric images as opposed to people and animals.
Blankets represented comfort and the maternal, mothers and grandmothers reaching their
arms out for an embrace.
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On this day, he also had one last piece of artwork to show, his clothing. While
most of the week he wore “modern” clothing, on this day he wore traditional Arikara
clothing: a war shirt, vest, pants, and headdress. He encouraged students to ask questions
about these. The students were curious, especially about symbols present. “Square C
things” turned out to represent horse hoofs, as Monte has spent most of his life around
horses, and traditionally his family was responsible for the horse bundle medicine. Two
animal pelts were stitched to the war shirt. One student asked if they were muskrats.
Monte told him no, they used to have twin cats and since he traveled so much, this was
the easiest way to care for them! The students looked at each other. It was just another
of Monte’s jokes. They were weasel pelts. The spirit of this animal represented
sneakiness, the ability to find one’s enemy. The strands of leather hanging from the
sleeves represented the grass. He wore shells in his hair and from his ears. These were
trade items representing the ocean, the maternal part of life, holy water. He talked about
how people take water for granted today, for example spitting it out during tooth
brushing. But water regenerates and was to be respected.
All of Monte’s work, those he showed and those on his website, were vibrant in
color. “My first love was art, being able to use color.” Yet he was quick to say, “Not my
color. People say ‘I really love your color.’ It’s not my color, I just got to be there and
push it around the way I did.” He was especially drawn to red, white, yellow, blue, and
black. The red stood for blood, protection, anger and passion. The white wass for purity,
the yellow for enlightenment, and the blue for holiness. Black indicated mystery, the
unknown. Again, a joke, “I always wear blue socks, because I have holes in them.”
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These discussions led the students to ask about how the Arikara painted their
horses. Certain designs helped call the elements to protect the horse and rider.
Lightening helped them to be fast and strong. White circles indicated hailstones and the
destruction they left behind. Paint around the eyes helped the horse be brave in the face
of the enemy. Wrapping the tails with blue or red (sometimes called ‘bobbing’ the tail)
also invoked power.
He described his artwork in ethnic terms: “mother clay,” “creator’s feathers,”
each told stories of tragedy, success, victory, and failure of Native people. He talked
about the historical eras of Native people in terms of their art production: the pictographic
era, winter count/hide paintings era, and the ledger era.
The Journey to Artist: Education and Experience
It was possible that Monte had always thought about himself as an artist. Giving
it more thought, he suggested it was in kindergarten, which was in the mid-1960s. He
cited the changing social and political environment as influences.
[During] the time of the Vietnam Era … I was really being exposed to, you know,
the world in a completely different way. So when I was drawing, I was actually
drawing what I seen and how I viewed life, you know.
These drawings consisted of soldiers in battle, complete with helmets and guns.
This war came right into the living rooms through the technology of television, and
influenced a new generation’s beliefs. He described his artwork from this time as
reminiscent of the ledger art developed in the mid-1800s, sometimes called warrior art.
The purpose of this style was to “illustrate the feats that they did, fighting against the
enemy, striking the enemy, the hunt, you know the romance.” However, he quickly
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followed this up with by noting that it was not until he was in college that he reflected in
this manner. And he also noted that his work today was again a type of ledger art.
He sold his first piece of art when he was about ten years old. It was a pencil
drawing of a little wolf standing out in the snow near a little house with a stream by it.
He submitted it to the North Dakota State Fair where it won a blue ribbon. “Actually I
sold the piece for just a few dollars. But I got to sell it.”
Monte’s journey to artist was full of twists and turns, like a suspense novel.
When asked if he had other work experience or careers, he smiled, cleared his throat and
said, “Wow, yes, quite a few.” He began by talking about a celebrated polymath,
Michelangelo, “kind of the Renaissance guys, you know, and they dabbled in different
areas and different things, and I think I had to go through a lot of growth in different
ways to finally realize who I was.”
Who Monte was: a certified carpenter, an auto mechanic, sports coach, martial
arts trainer, professional horse trainer, teacher and motivational speaker, and a visual
artist. He completed carpentry school, but only builds stretcher bars for his paintings
now. He did not complete his auto mechanics training. While his father was an auto
mechanic and wanted his son to join him, “I just couldn’t complete it. It just wasn’t in
my heart.” He coached baseball, track and cross country, and taught martial arts. His art
website linked to his horse training website. He spent several years working with
adjudicated youth at social service organization in the Midwest. The work was fulfilling,
but he found the organization’s rules difficult to follow.
“Different parts helped me become who I am, I think. Working with kids,
working with people was something that was always my passion.” He described his
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audience as “from changing diapers to changing diapers,” meaning that he worked in
organizations from pre-schools to nursing homes, and babies to the elderly to persons
with disabilities. “I just think that people have so much to offer, their energy and their
love, and it’s just like you want to soak it all up and just make it a part of your life
somehow.” When teaching, he used art as a springboard to share his other skills. Many
of his presentations began with a discussion of his experiences, positive and negative, and
how they formed his beliefs. “I do kind of keep those alive. They are still a part of me
all the time.”
The decision to leave regular, paid work for the life of a somewhat itinerant artist
was difficult. This would have to be a family decision. Monte’s Native spirituality
played a role here. He trusted this was what the Creator wanted him to do with his gifts,
and all would be provided. When it became difficult to see the way forward, Monte
knew they were not looking through the right eyes; they needed to see the possibilities
offered by the Creator.
His wife took on the difficult job of marketing and sales. She was an excellent
face of their team, very positive, upbeat, and detailed. Monte agreed, and said that their
goal was to pass that positive energy back and forth, even if it sometimes led to closed
doors. The next door that opened will be something they need. They both saw much of
marketing as simply building confidence in their product, reaching not just the students,
but also people who made the spending decisions for education.
Monte also had formal arts training and this experience played a strong role in his
life and career path. His training began in the 1970s when he was 16 years old, and
attended the prestigious Institute of American Indian Arts (IAIA) in Santa Fe, New
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Mexico. There he studied with premier Native artists, including abstract artist John
Boylin and Crow artist Kevin Red Star.
His referral to IAIA came from a surprising source, his junior high math teacher.
Instead of working on equations, Monte often spent class time drawing, “because it was
comfortable for me, something that I felt good about, something that nobody could take
away from me, you know.” When his math teacher caught him, instead of taking his
paper away, she commented upon the quality of the artwork. She told him, “You know,
there’s a school that I read about, for Native American people that have the talent like
you that maybe you should really consider.” She offered to get him the materials. What
Monte remembered was that she never told him to put his paper away, but after she
moved on, he voluntarily pushed it aside and finished his math. She followed through
with her promise to find materials, and it was with her support he applied and was
ultimately accepted.
As an adult he studied art at North Dakota University in Fargo, and later
graduated from Minot State University. In addition to art he also took a significant
number of history courses, but did not count that as one of his degrees.
Keeping Up in the 21st Century
For Monte, keeping up had little to do with technology or money. It was about
raising the next generation to reach their full potential. He described the importance of
leadership, rites of passage, and responsibility.in his talks. “You have this time, from
here to the end of graduation time to leave your mark, to leave your impression, to leave
something behind for the others to follow.” He told the students they should ask
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themselves how to be more productive, a better influence, and how they might create a
better world.
Monte urged the students to use this time in school to open their minds. He
advocated for teachers, encouraging students to respect and remember them, and to take
the knowledge offered. He compared the students’ behavior to his beloved horses. He
knew when they were listening, and when they “are hoping that this class is getting over
pretty quick.” He told them that working with horses gave him new ways to
communicate with people. These were rural students, used to animals, and they seemed
to understand this.
Monte also talked about his martial arts experience, including winning several
titles in the 1980s and 1990s. He talked about hours of training, an attitude of dedication,
“no time for foolishness,” knowing what the goal is, and being determined to reach that
goal. Heartache, loss, and abuse were important memories, “not so they torture us, but
we learn to accept them, we learn to use them as tools and help other people, and to
remind us about how our life is special in the world to our families.”
Monte’s presentations were rich in detail and sensory description. He explained
his mission:
These are real stories, and they are honest stories, they’re stories to invite them to
be human. To share their things that they’ve experienced to whatever level they
want to, but also [to] use them as a teaching tool, to not only benefit themselves
and others, but [also] to heal as well.
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Connections to the Art Community
Monte was well connected in the arts community regionally and nationally. He
was a member of the North Dakota Artists in Residency program, connected to the North
Dakota Art Galleries Association, and held a two-year residency at the Paris Gibson
Square Museum of Art in Great Falls, Montana. His work was featured at arts festivals
and in galleries around the United States.
Cultural Memory and the Intersection of Art
Monte’s artwork and creativity are influenced by family relationships, his ethnic
identity, political beliefs, gender identity, and religion.
Monte’s family relationships set the stage for the creativity required in his arts
career. His parents had 15 children who survived to adulthood; he was in the middle.
Monte told students he grew up poor. Their toys were things they found, bones or sticks,
which they might make into bows and arrows. They each had just one pair of shoes and
often went barefoot. Horses were their primary transportation. “We were creative
people. We were poor, very, very poor, but we learned how to survive; we learned how
to make the best of the things we have.”
Sharing such personal stories with students is a deeply generous practice. He
learned generosity from his mother. “Her compassion and love for people…She’s just a
beautiful woman…she’s really taught us a lot.” His mom maintained the memory of
Arikara life before the damming of the Missouri River. His father shared stories of
Monte’s grandfathers. When Monte talked about his grandfathers these words were
obviously deeply etched in his memory. One grandfather told him the reason he was so
influenced by the Vietnam War was that he was different from the other children.
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“Things are going to change for you. You’re not going to be like everybody else…you’re
the seventh son of the seventh son. There’s a power that’s associated with your
existence.” These stories influenced Monte’s artwork through his confident use of color
and unflinching choice of subject matter.
An older brother also encouraged Monte’s creative talents. An art teacher, he
would let Monte sneak into his classroom and draw at the end of the day. This gave
Monte a sense of freedom missing from his education, as well as some positive critiques
of his work. Monte’s wife became his champion, muse and fellow artist. He considered
himself lucky to be married to his best friend. They traveled the country together,
creating art and sharing it with others. He told the students “the neat part is we can do it
as a team, a partner team. Most of the time we complement each other.”
Monte identified very strongly with his ethnicity as a member of the Three
Affiliated Tribes: the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara. His website specified his ethnicity
as Arikara-Hidatsa, the people Lewis and Clark met after they wintered with the Mandan.
He grew up in the small North Dakota town of White Shield, on what is commonly called
the Fort Berthoud Reservation. He introduced himself with “My English name is Monte,
my family name is Yellowbird…My spiritual name, of course they refer to it as an Indian
name, is Black Pinto Horse.” He pronounced the name again in Arikara. Later, he
explained to the students this name was a gift to him. The horse was highly prized by
indigenous people, and this particular horse represented leadership and guardianship of
the people. Much of his artwork featured symbols associated with the horse and
leadership, including the project students were working on during the residency and his
series Calling the Ponies.
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Monte referred to “Native” and “non-Native” people. He explained his
terminology to the students, “A big part of it is we hear ‘Indian’ this, ‘Indian’ this,
‘Indian this’. All we hear is ‘Indian’ culture, or we learned ‘Indian’ history today.”
Monte said “Indian” is the correct name for people from India, not the indigenous
population of the Americas. He shared stories of how ethnicity influenced his life and
career. He told the students he was very proud of his Native identity, lucky to be “born a
human being, or of The People”. Putting himself in the public eye results in him
becoming “a target of ignorance and inappropriateness,” ridiculed for his manner of
dress, and how he looks and understands the world. His acquired confidence allows him
to educate others about who he is, and “in another light be able to shine back to them and
say, ‘Look at who you are, look at where you come from, look at your beginning, look at
your present and future.’”
Some of Monte’s stories were about insensitivity or abusiveness of people in
power. He attended school with both Native and non-Native students, and “we were just
children, nothing but children, kids, to us.” However, some of the teachers emphasized
the difference. In one case, he accidentally left his math flashcards on the bus. He was
afraid to tell his teacher and cried. She grabbed his ear, deeply scratching it, and pulled
him to the front of the room. He remembers her saying, “You’ll never amount to
anything. You’ll never be anything. You’re going to be like the rest of these Indian
boys; you’re going to be nothing.” Monte told the students that he still had the scar on
his ear. But his grandfather supported him, “Don’t you ever let anybody tell you who
you are going to be. You’re the only one who can tell you or determine how you’re
going to be when you grow up.”
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The next story showed the value of humor in the face of adversity. “We still
found time to laugh at some of the terrible things that happened. We laughed about them;
we made fun of them.” When the snow melted in spring, the boys in the class had a
snowball fight, getting very wet in the process. Three of the boys were Native, three
were non-Native. When the teacher called them in, she noticed all six children wore wet
clothing. She sent the non-Native boys to change their pants, but the Native boys were
punished. One boy was forced to kneel on the floor with his nose on it, and stay until his
clothes were dry. Another was shut in the classroom closet. Monte was forced to stand
in the trash can. At noon Monte and the boy on the floor were allowed to take lunch,
where they became instant celebrities. When they returned to the room they were sent
back to the trashcan and the floor. At the end of the day, the teacher took them out to the
bus. But one person was missing. She had forgotten about the child in the closet, who
had fallen asleep cold and hungry. Monte finished with the moral of the story: the
teacher never got her way - he had amounted to something. Now, an internationally
recognized Native artist, his artwork is an enduring statement of his self-worth and the
persistence of Native people.
Monte encouraged students to think about their own ethnicity. He asked “What
tribe are you from?” I could see this confused the students and one responded “I’m not
from a tribe!” Monte did not let this pass unchallenged. “Yes, you are…Where do your
people come from?” A student suggested America. Monte said “America is way later.
Where are your people from, what tribe are you? Where are your ancestors from?”
Finally a student said “Norway.” This was the identification Monte sought with his
questions. “Norway, so you’re Norwegian, right? See, what happens here in America is
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you forget who you are. You forget where you really come from.” The student was
uncomfortable with this thought, and shook his head.
Monte reassured him, saying “I’m glad that you are shaking your head ‘no’
because that’s a good thing to do, to shake your head ‘no’, because you know who you
are, that’s important.” Monte pressed the issue of how we remember. “In the Americas a
lot of people have lost who they are. They look at themselves as Americans, U.S.
citizens.” He used questions and answers, the Socratic method, to ask the children about
how old the U.S. was versus the culture and the land. Culture is our “traditional tribe”
and the land is “our mother,” existing since the beginning of time. In his residencies he
helps students create artwork to represent their cultural and deep family traditions.
Monte finished his talk with how people use ethnic terms in broad ways. Often in
high school settings, he was asked “Do Native Americans smoke marijuana?” He
responded affirmatively, and that “to this day Native Americans are probably the main
producers of marijuana in the United States.” He then asked “How many of you guys
were born in America?” Most students raised their hands. “You guys are ‘Native
Americans’ by that title, so it is your people, you know?” Students looked around selfconsciously and laughed. He made his point. You cannot pin all “bad” behavior on one
ethnic group. “Sometimes we really put labels on people, and not just people, but
cultures.” He placed marijuana, also known as hemp, in historical and creative context.
It was a cash crop in England, Holland and the Americas. The paper used for 18th
century artwork and documents, including the Declaration of Independence had a high
hemp content. “It’s been around a long time, so hey!” Genuine laughter exploded from
the entire group.
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Privately, he shared other thoughts about his ethnicity. He would spend
November and December as artist-in-residence at the Eiteljorg Museum of American
Indians and Western Art, located in Indianapolis. His wife traveled to Pennsylvania to
have Thanksgiving with her family. Monte did not celebrate Thanksgiving. He thought
it was important to send the message that his people were still not really free. Many
Native people died because of colonization and this needed to be acknowledged. He
supported his wife’s right to celebrate, and knew this was his personal choice. During
this time, he practiced ceremonies that emphasized freedom of the spirit and the burdens
we each carry.
He talked about how colonization destroyed traditions, language, and customs,
including “core values [that] were highly prized and utilized on a really high level.”
Assimilation and the rules of missionary schools took their toll, and parents “forgot how
to raise their kids because they were still struggling with their own selves.”
He alluded to many horror stories, citing the mid-20th century flooding of the
Missouri River as an example. This was a federal project which built dams to control
flooding and improve navigation on the river. Native people and low-income non-Native
people living along the river were displaced. The Missouri River still had not lived up to
the economic potential hyped as part of the project, and the negative effects this had on
the ecology of the area. Monte also mourned the many Native graves and sacred sites
that were flooded by the project.
Monte talked about the psychology of place, and “displacement” which promoted
abuse and mistrust. An entire generation lost their place, hence their traditions, and the
losses built upon each other. It was his responsibility to help people become “more
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responsive to our traditions, and say that ‘this is who you are and this is how you’ll
always be.’” His artworkwais part of his personal and social response, particularly the
Buffalo Path series and The Flogging of John Newman, which were rich in native
tradition and symbolism.
Monte talked about how politics influenced the social issues in his world. He
used a philosophical approach to the civil rights movements. He considered the rights
movements of both African Americans and Native people. The 1960s led to an evolution
of “capacity” for African Americans to define and redefine themselves, gain political
strength, culminating in the election of an African American president. He felt
indigenous people also struggled for their rights, but without the same level of success.
The American Indian Movement made positive changes, but lacked the power or
influence of other rights movements. He did not think “mainstream” America was ready
for a Native person as President. It might be a long time before the general population
would accept a President who looked, sounded, acted, and thought like an indigenous
person. This was partly due to mass media, which reinforced images of indigenous
people as “American Savages.” There was also what he called the “Indian in the
Cupboard” syndrome. Native spiritual life was considered special and wonderful, but
“when you’re done doing your powwows and dancing and doing your spiritual things
we’re going to put you back in the cupboard, and that’s where you need to be because the
rest of the world works on.”
Monte was referring to the popular book childrens book series, which treated
Native people and rituals as something rarified, instead of a normal aspect of daily life.
Monte recognized the attraction and significance though of Native culture to non-Natives.
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“The mainstream part of our traditions belong to everybody in a sense, you know.” He
finished by talking about the continued need for change and acceptance, which may still
not compensate for the devastation. The influence of these ideas are prevalent in his art
and presentations, where he offers an intimate and positive representation of Native
beliefs and activities to educate the non-Native audience.
Political legislation also impacted Monte’s life and work through the American
Indian Citizenship Act, Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA), and the Indian Arts and Crafts Act. Monte referred to Joseph Young Hawk,
the World War I soldier of the Arikara tribe for the first act. When Joseph entered the
military in 1917, he did so because of his family tradition as warriors. His father served
with the 7th Cavalry in the Battle of the Little Big Horn. He also represented the Arikara
people to a new world. He came home a decorated soldier, but still did not have the
rights or respect granted to a U.S. citizen, including the right to vote. These were not
granted until 1924 through the American Indian Citizenship Act. Monte often included
hawk feathers in his paintings as homage to Young Hawk’s achievements.
Monte asked for clarification about NAGPRA, to be sure he was talking about the
act of repatriating artifacts. He stated, “I want to go on record saying that there should
never had to be any such legislation. I think when you look at the corpse of the dead or
sacred objects there should be no question.” He was clear these were not spoils of war,
but sacred and due the respect to the individuals who owned them and their spirits. “It is
really sad that we have to make a law to say what’s right and wrong, and have to amend it
so people can’t find holes in it.” A personal story put the legislation into perspective.
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“When I was a young boy, we used to have…groups coming and trying to save
us.” He described many as good people who treated them well. However, two of these
people asked him to do a “horrific” and “disrespectful” thing. They asked Monte to show
them where the old graves were. Monte and another child, “we were little guys then,”
obliged. When they reached the graves, these people took out shovels and began to dig.
Monte remembered seeing unearthed women’s moccasins and bodies. The children
begged to go home. He has only one term for them, “grave robbers,” which is considered
a felony, but not if you claimed to be an archaeologist. He felt that some archaeologists
think Natives should be grateful for the uncovering and research. Monte conceded some
of that may be true, but Native people should never have to beg for these rights. Much of
Monte’s art work as an opportunity to place artifacts in context with life, to elevate them
beyond the financial value they represent when simply considered “grave goods.”
His response to the Indian and Crafts Act was similar. “Again, let me go on
record to say there never should have had to be legislation to make indigenous people
fight for their identity or authenticity.” He admired the skill of non-Native people who
created Native art, but thought the work was a hollow image because it was not created in
the spiritual way that many, but not all, indigenous people create. He says “we’re a
people of manipulation,” and sees this as similar to the treaties of the 1800s, something
that will be changed if it is to someone's advantage.
He also spoke about the changes happening with his current art style, ledger art.
It was traditionally the work of warrior males, but today both Native females and nonNative people create in this style. Monte was concerned about integrity of the tradition.
Some markets, including the Santa Fe Indian Market, tightened their regulations
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regarding non-Native work. They instituted significant fines, but in many markets it was
still just a “hand slap,” leaving Native people “ten steps behind” and having to always
beg for their rights.
Monte had a strong concept of gender and gender roles. In the presentations
before students, Monte attempted a balanced discussion, demonstrating what he has
learned as a model for others. He talked about the earth as Mother, the creator as Father.
At one point he told the boys they should hold women up, as a special part of society. It
was the men’s role to protect the women, the villages, homes, old people, and children.
He warned them though that in doing so, sometimes “our head gets big, and it gets air in
it, and the girls come back and put it in place.” He exhorted them to “take care of our
moms and our aunties, grandmas. Always be good to them the same way we’re going to
treat our female friends as well as our partners in life.”
When discussing the symbolism of water in his work and clothing, Monte talked
about the most sacred water: the water in our mother’s womb before our birth. Water in
his work invoked maternal-ness. He described both males and females as influences in
his life. Teachers, including the helpful and the cruel, were women; most elementary and
junior high teachers were female during that time period. But he also talked about his
father, brother, buddies, and other male role models. Often his reminiscences were about
doing “boy” things, playing with bows and arrows, horse training, martial arts, common
in the Midwest during his childhood. Images of these often appear in his artwork. Even
his career choice as artist was within the realm of tradition, as in many Native groups the
artists were males.
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Monte identified strongly with his spiritual life. He noted he did not like to label
his beliefs, but they were aligned with Native American religions. Despite his growing
up in a Christian home, Monte knew as a child he would follow a different spiritual path.
“I thought I was going crazy, I see things you know, dead relatives and different things
ever since I was a child, and so I’ve been part of that spiritual realm ever since I was a
young boy.”
He accepted his realm, “aware of the energies and the understanding of the
universe around you,” which led him to this day. The symbols of Native spirituality
abound in his artwork. Feathers and quills represent the heavenly Father, lightning bolts
the power of calling to the divinity, and circles representing the Native universe.
His spirituality has been part of his career, leading him to a job as liaison between
tribal youth and a social service organization. One element of the organization’s success
was the regimented system, including spiritual practice. Native American religious
traditions were a new experience. There were contradictions. His role was to teach
Native youth to pray in traditional methods, which included smoking a pipe during
prayer. But it was a tobacco-free facility. He taught the students about the ritual of
building the pipe and the prayers going to heaven. He did not allow them to smoke the
pipe at the facility. However, he took several groups on overnight camping trips. He told
the students “I’m going to smoke my pipe early in the morning when the sun’s coming
up.” The dawn is the most powerful part of the day. The Creator has given the
opportunity to live one more day, a better day. Sometimes these “tough” boys were seen
crying at the ceremony. Monte told them it was “because the spirits are smiling upon you
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right now…all those hurts inside your heart and your spirit are being cleansed right now.”
This seemed to resonate with the youth.
To increase the retention of Native students the organization created a Native
“home,” a dormitory for Native students, male and female. Monte felt particularly
responsible for one young lady, who recently lost her mother. Since no parents were
available to give her a naming ceremony, Monte requested and received permission from
the organization to “adopt” her, to pray for each other and bestow her Native spiritual
name. The ceremony was held, and the name given and accepted. Monte saw in that
moment a woman came up to him, say “Thank you” and then disappear. He shared with
his new daughter that her mother had come, and he could feel the energy between the
two. He extended this same energy to his audience on this day, never holding back, but
drawing them into an eternal circle of discovery and creativity.
Concluding Thoughts
We finished our talk about an hour after school let out. Monte and I stepped out
to where Emily waited. They were headed back to their hotel and I was returning to the
Twin Cities. As we said our goodbyes, Monte stepped forward and gave me a strong
hug. He and Emily said they hoped to visit me in Minneapolis one day. I looked forward
to seeing them again soon. I felt energized and creative.
Several elements of Monte’s life and work stood out. First, in everything he said
and created he re-visioned the common narrative provided by the dominant culture. He
told a candid history of Native America from his own experience and tribal culture.
These stories were uncomfortable as they reveal the horror of cultural conflict and
disruption of Native life. Monte understood well the value of humor to hold the
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audience’s attention, and encouraged people to question their own narratives. Last, he
did not reproach, but guided children and adults to a more enlightened state, about the
past, the present, and the future.
This was the last of my interviews for this project. I interviewed two White
artists, and two Native artists. I initially selected each based on their artwork, but it was
their life stories and intentions to improve society through their talents that kept me
enthralled.
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CHAPTER 8—CULTURAL MEMORY, LIFE STORY AND ART ANALYSIS
Introduction
Interviewing the four artists was intellectually and creatively stimulating. Their
life stories blended elements of ancestral drama, creative exploration and personal
discovery. In essence, the twenty-first century artist’s narrative paralleled the nineteenth
century chronicle of the Corps of Discovery. Meriwether Lewis and William Clark are
commonly considered the heroes of the Corp chronicles, the leaders (architects or artists)
of the expedition. The bicentennial commemorative artists, as Lewis and Clark’s modern
day equivalent, can therefore be considered the hero of their own story. I chose Joseph
Campbell’s hero’s journey to analyze the process of creative exploration. The term
“hero” is considered synonymous with the term “leader”. Artists can be influential
leaders, using their creativity to transform and support societal changes.
The Artist is The Hero with a Thousand Faces
In the literature review for this study I described the work of Joseph Campbell
(1973), and the archetypal hero myth. At that time I associated the hero with the
members of the Corps of Discovery, at least as they have emerged in the public mind.
But the hero archetype may also be applied to the work of artists engaged in
commemorative art creation. Campbell acknowledged arts and other tangible cultural
output in his introduction:
[M]yth is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible energies of the
cosmos pour into human cultural manifestation. Religions, philosophies, arts, the
social forms of primitive and historic man, prime discoveries in science and
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technology, the very dreams that blister sleep, boil up from the basic, magic ring
of myth. (p. 3)
The hero myth is appropriate here as being an artist in today’s society requires
courage and the ability to set oneself apart from the crowd. The artist must be willing to
reject the conventional wisdom that “the arts” are frivolous, and therefore not a
remunerative career path. The pressure to earn and live on large sums of money is
pervasive in the United States. Artists are also open to harsh criticism about their talent,
style, and content of their work. In creating commemorative art, the hero artist must
resist the influence to sublimate his or her own cultural, societal and political beliefs in
favor of the common or more assertive culture. Artists must also be willing to allow their
experiences to transform their work and future.
The hero’s journey or adventure is composed of three phases: departure,
initiation, and return (Campbell, 1973). Each of these stages is composed of multiple
experiences. The hero is given a charm or talisman as protection along the journey.
Companions and guides join the hero and offer support during the journey (Campbell,
1973).
The First Stage-Departure
The first stage is departure, which includes four experiences (Campbell, 1973).
The hero receives a call to adventure, which introduces the goal. The first encounter is
with a “supernatural” being, which provides the charm or talisman. The hero is then
prepared for crossing of the first threshold, representing the step into the unknown. This
step takes him or her into the “belly of the whale,” described as that place of rebirth
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(Campbell, 1973). The artist as hero must hear and respond to the call to adventure to
begin the journey.
Call to adventure. The call to adventure comes at two separate points for the
artists creating commemorative artwork. First, artists must have the realization that s/he
is indeed an artist. Until they identify in this way, it is not possible for them to recognize
the second call, which is to make artwork specifically for commemoration.
Artists receive the first call to adventure in two different life stages, in childhood
or in adulthood while pursuing other vocations. Linda Whitney and Monte Yellowbird
both received their call in childhood. Linda recalled her realization as coming in 6th
grade when she had an exceptional teacher who took an interest in her creative abilities
and introduced her to the printmaking style that was perfectly suited for her undiagnosed
dyslexia. Monte’s identification came even earlier in his life, by kindergarten, when he is
absorbed by drawing war scenes based on the images of Vietnam in the media, possibly
influenced by the tradition of warrior art among the Arikara and Mandan. Common for
both was that the identification came first and foremost from their personal response to
the act of creating art.
Tom Neary and Sandy Swallow received their calls as adults after other life and
career experiences. Tom’s interests developed from his occupation as a welder, taking
advantage of scrap pipe and downtime at his construction sites to make his first artworks.
Sandy’s serious experiences as an artist began while she was a ranch owner and mother
to young children, developing her block print skills after seeing work by other printers
and making the conscious decision to try that technique. For both Tom and Sandy, the
identification as artist was harder, and partially dependent on how other people viewed
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them. Tom still found it difficult to say he is an artist, even though it had been nearly 30
years and his work was widely recognized by people around the country. Sandy
described her experience through the traditional Native American male artists
“recognizing me and not looking through me.” It should be noted here that the artist
receiving the call in childhood may resist or ignore the call for some time. Linda and
Monte each had other vocations and educational experiences before answering the call to
becoming and being full time artists.
The second call to adventure comes with the specific occasion for the
commemorative artwork. In the case of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial this was the
time period from 1998-2004. All four artists received the call as a formal request, to
produce artwork for specific venues. Tom’s call came the earliest (late 1990s) and
required a permanent installation near his hometown of Washburn, North Dakota. This
was also a paid commission, meaning that upon accepting there was a promise of a
tangible reward. Refusing the call to adventure would mean refusing the income. Linda,
Monte and Sandy received their calls a few years later, as temporary and traveling
exhibits were being organized. While the artworks were for sale, there was no guarantee
of tangible reward. The artists’ choice to answer the call therefore carried a greater risk
to their financial well-being. Each artist sold artwork during the exhibition periods, so
they received some tangible reward. All four artists believed they received intangible
rewards from the experience, including exposure to broader audiences, creative
satisfaction, and new relationships.
The supernatural being and the talisman. The term “supernatural” usually
refers to things that transcend the laws of nature, and are considered magical or
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associated with a deity. The supernatural might take a concrete, communicative form, or
“being.” This entity often brings the call to adventure as well as provides a charm,
mantra or object to protect the hero.
The Lewis and Clark bicentennial, which as a commemorative event spawned
innumerable committees, boards, activities, and creative endeavors, played the role of
the supernatural being. Many a joke has been made about boards and committees,
indicating they represented forces not following the laws of nature or any comprehensible
set of rules. Commemorative events develop a set of followers, and can be quite
charismatic in the way some religious leaders are, drawing new people into the fold, but
also creating resistance to the event, or a group of “non-believers.”
The boards and committees act as the supernatural being’s emissaries, and deliver
the contract or agreement to produce art for the event. They act as a talisman because
their existence protects the artist during the production and exhibition period. Just like
the magical talisman of myth, the agreement has limitations. The artist must abide by
these limitations to maintain protection. For the exhibition Celebrating Explorers Linda
Whitney and Monte Yellowbird were given a choice of excerpts from William Clark’s
journals as their talisman’s limitations. Tom Neary and Sandy Swallow’s talisman was
rooted in a specific place. For Tom it was the site of the first winter, for Sandy, the site
where the expedition encountered the first Plains tribes.
But the artist has an additional talisman that not all who follow the hero’s path
possess: the artist is a creator, or in 2015 terminology, “a maker.” Their call to adventure
requires they also make their own talisman in the form of their artwork. The artwork
exhibits the elements of a supernatural being. It takes on a life of its own, guided and
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protected by the artist, while also providing guidance and protection back to the artist.
The artist may become reluctant to part with the artwork, because it becomes an
important manifestation not just of the commemorative event, but representative of the
artist. Sandy Swallow still owned They Took Our Peace, kept in her home studio. Tom
Neary lived just a few blocks from his statues, and visited them often, watching the
reactions of the tourists, especially the children. Monte Yellowbird and Linda Whitney
no longer owned their original pieces, but Monte includeed its image in his presentations
and on his website, while Linda had prints of the original in her office at the University.
Crossing the first threshold. The hero crosses the first threshold by taking steps
into the unknown (Campbell, 1973). The unknown holds both dangers and rewards.
This crossing may be dramatic or understated, taken with much thought and care, or with
a sense of abandon. No matter how the hero approaches the first threshold, it is the point
at which they commit to completing the adventure and achieving their objective.
The artist crosses that first threshold when they sign the agreements and begin to
compose the artwork. Linda Whitney and Monte Yellowbird first threshold was to select
a journal entry. Linda chose her entry based on personal experience living at Sanger,
ND, while Monte selected his based on cultural experience as an Arikara. Tom Neary’s
first threshold was a decision of the Washburn Interpretive Center board of directors in
the 1990s to include a work by a local artist. Sandy Swallow crossed her threshold with
some reluctance, as she was accustomed to avoiding controversial subjects. But the call
to adventure, to be able to share her understanding of the story was too strong to resist.
The belly of the whale. The term “the belly of the whale” refers to the biblical
story of Jonah, who became a hero by requesting he be sacrificed during a storm at sea to
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save the ship he traveled on. Jonah was swallowed by a whale (or a large fish), spending
three days in its stomach. Under God’s command, the whale expelled him back onto the
shore so he could begin the journey God assigned him. Campbell (1973) used the term to
describe a place or time of rebirth. “The hero, instead of conquering or conciliating the
power of the threshold, is swallowed into the unknown, and would appear to have died”
(p. 90).
Artists also spend time in the belly of the whale as they go through the research
process preceding the creative event. This research process is as individual as the artist.
Sandy Swallow learned about the Oglala resistance to the expedition from her discussions
with local Lewis and Clark scholars. Knowing the culture of the Oglala from her life
experiences, she formed an image of hands, the Oglala giving reluctantly and Americans
taking greedily. Monte Yellowbird selected the flogging of John Newman as his journal
entry. Monte found himself immersed in reading military and civil law of the 1800s to
explain how a punishment so antithetical to the practices in Arikara culture could be
acceptable in American culture. Linda Whitney struggled with a dual interpretation, how
to show the Sanger journal entry from both the Mandan point of view while maintaining
the essence of Clark’s very American and expansionist writing. Tom Neary needed to
merge the classic artistic works of Charles Russell and official 19th century U.S.
government artists with new research by popular author Stephen Ambrose, artist Michael
Haynes, and the historians at the Jefferson Memorial Expansion Museum. Whether the
research experience took days, weeks or months, the artists could not truly begin the
creative process until they emerged with a new understanding of the journey they must
complete.
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The Second Stage- Initiation
The second stage of the journey is initiation. The hero must follow the road of
trials, a path of challenges and frustrations. They interact with higher powers, meeting
the Goddess and atoning with the Father. The hero reaches apotheosis (high point) and
must determine the ultimate noon (Campbell, 1973).
The road of trials. To be considered a heroic adventure, the journey must
include experiences of confusion, frustration, and danger, punctuated with moments of
clarity and success. Campbell (1973) described it as “a dream landscape of curiously
fluid, ambiguous forms” (p. 97). The hero will depend on the powers of the talisman, the
support of companions and to succeed, must not lose sight of the goal.
The creative process emulates the road of trials in many ways, but each instance
has its own unique path. Linda Whitney’s drawing They Came represented both her
journey and showed the effects of change following the arrival of the Corps of Discovery.
While the actual drawing process was less than eight weeks, Linda’s path to creation
truly took more than 20 years. It wound through her life near Sanger, career changes,
loss of one husband, relocation, advanced education, spiritual renewal, and gaining a new
husband. In addition, the drawing itself was a process map, forcing the viewer to contrast
the well-being of the Native people on the left (west) side of the Missouri River before
the arrival of the White man, with the despair and illness of the Native people on the right
(east) side of river. Monte Yellowbird’s painting also represented his journey to accept
himself as a Native person in an occupied country but was also a physical representation
of trials. He painted a map of the Missouri River, and showed the physicality of John
Newman’s flogging on the right (east) side, the Americanized side, and the emotional
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display of tears by Eagle Feather on the left (west), Native side. Sandy Swallow’s road
of trials began with the name of the exhibit. The Oglala Perspective of Lewis and Clark
suggested there was a counter narrative to the traditional “American” view of the
explorers. Counter narratives are by their nature controversial, and controversy was
something Sandy had tried to avoid. Sandy had to transcend her reluctance to engage in
this type of discourse. She also had the trial of working outside her usual artistic medium
and the challenge of successfully painting human hands, not something even the most
experienced of painters always do well.
Tom Neary’s journey included the search for authenticity of the visual elements,
needing to find what he calls “the ultimate authority on what would have gone on.” He
made the conscious decision to exclude the expected statues of Sacajawea, and followed
up his artwork with another labor intensive piece in the statue of Seaman, the Corp’s dog
mascot. Of the four artists, Tom is the one who had the most support along the way in
the form of guidance from the Interpretive Center Board Members and the historians he
mets.
Meeting the goddess. “Woman, in the picture language of mythology, represents
the totality of what can be known” (Campbell, 1973, p. 116). The Goddess in hero theory
is therefore life itself. In physical form she may become wife, sister, friend, or if the
adventurer is female, an incarnation of the self. Uniting with the Goddess, or recognizing
the Goddess within, represents mastery of life and attainment of ultimate wisdom.
Linda Whitney and Sandy Swallow were both incarnations of the Goddess within.
I was struck by the internal wisdom and strength radiating from them. These women
deeply lived their lives filled with great joy and sorrow, drawin on the wisdom gained
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from experience for their creations. Linda also found elements of the Goddess within her
daughter, who was additionally a colleague and good friend. In a more literal sense, the
Goddess was also in the form of her grandmother, who was often a part of her dreams.
Sandy’s world was filled with extended family in the form of aunts, who intervened to
support her education and protected her from danger during the turbulent years on the
reservation.
Tom Neary and Monte Yellowbird found the Goddess in their wives, who not
only supported their husbands’ creative endeavors, but also identified as artists in their
own right. Tom’s wife was a quilter as well as his art critic. Monte’s wife managed his
schedule, coordinated his publicity and sales, all the while doing her own painting. Tom
Neary’s decision to exclude Sacajawea, who represented the Goddess in the Lewis and
Clark mythology, could be interpreted as a rejection of the Goddess. However as he
pointed out, at the physical location of the statues and the point in time they represent,
she simply has not appeared to the explorers yet.
Atoning with the father. The Father represents law, justice, and the superego.
The Father may be seen as terrible, frightening, an ogre. The hero does not yet see the
importance of the role of the Father compliments the role of the Mother (Goddess), and
how they oversee the initiation into maturity-the experience of moving past one’s
egocentric world. Campbell (1973) described atonement as “at-one-ment,” (p. 130)
meaning the point where the hero sees the Father’s mercy and support.
Linda Whitney clearly exhibited this process of atonement when she asked her
husband to take her drawing before the elders of the Three Affiliated Tribes at Fort
Berthold. Certainly, as an artist charged with visually interpreting an event, she was
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within her rights to create and exhibit as she pleased. By approaching the elders in a
traditional manner, requesting not just their assistance, but offering them the ultimate
right-naming her creation (essentially naming her child), she created unity where division
existed. Monte Yellowbird and Sandy Swallow created “at-one-ment” through selecting
histories involving specific male tribal ancestors. Monte personalized his art by painting
the face of Eagle Feather in an emotional moment. Sandy’s atonement was perhaps
hindered by the fact that the actual identity of the chief is unknown, so she painted just
his hands. Tom Neary’s statues created “at-one-ment” by modeling the three men who
signified the meeting of two worlds and evolution of a new one. He called it “a party of
equals.” At this new world’s inception there was the opportunity for peace, acceptance,
and a sharing of ways. The moment did exist, but was not the course that the rest of
history took. Tom’s artwork showed the promise of what might have been, while Linda,
Monte and Sandy used their artwork to show the reality of what transpired.
Apotheosis. In the hero’s journey, apotheosis represents the high point, or the
climax of the experience (Campbell, 1973). This can be the moment of transformation,
perhaps merging the elements of the Goddess and the Father, a change in perspective,
healing, or finding ultimate peace.
For artists creating commemorative artwork, apotheosis is best represented
through the acceptance of their artwork for both its creative and visual qualities, and also
the message. The most obvious way the artist receives this is by the purchase of the
artwork during the exhibition stage. Linda Whitney’s drawing They Came was purchased
very early in the exhibition tour by a private individual. The buyer desired the drawing
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so much they took immediate possession, and Linda ended up making a print of the
original to exhibit in the remainder of the tour.
Monte Yellowbird’s painting also sold early in the show’s run, although the buyer
took possession at the end of the exhibition tour. The University of Arkansas purchased
the work to become part of a larger collection of modern Native American art, making, a
statement that Native artists are not just remnants of the past, but living and creating with
an eye to the present and future.
Tom Neary’s creations were publically unveiled at the Interpretive Center
opening, to general acclaim, and were popular enough that the Center asked him to create
the statue of Seaman for the Ft. Mandan reconstruction.
Apotheosis for an artist does not necessarily mean a positive reception, simply the
peak of an experience, the point at which the artist understands how things are to be.
Sandy Swallow’s painting They Took Our Peace did not receive the accolades of the
other artwork. Apotheosis for her came when the painting was returned in the original
box, marked “Swallow’s Shit Painting.” Sandy was strengthened by the experience
though, as she noted that some people may have seen her deepest feelings as a type of
prejudice that she did not intend.
Ultimate boon. A boon can be a favor, a benefit to oneself or a blessing. The
ultimate boon in Campbell’s (1973) theory is the transcendence of the spirit, mind or
body to a higher plane, essentially breaking mortal boundaries and achieving immortality.
The ultimate boon came both professionally and personally for all of the artists.
Professionally, they thrived as artists and benefitted from new opportunities brought by
the exhibition of their artwork. They achieved immortality as their artwork was viewed
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by thousands of people and became part of the bicentennial’s history. On a personal
level, the intellectual and emotional energy each artist invested in their work was returned
through a greater understanding of what they were capable of achieving and how they
wished to navigate their world. I was flattered that during the interviews, each artist
mentioned to me that visiting with me gave them a new perspective on their work.
The Third Stage - Return
The third and last stage of the journey is return (Campbell, 1973). The options for
return include refusal, magic flight or rescue, followed by crossing of the return
threshold, where the hero becomes master of the two worlds, that of the known and
previously unknown. Finally, the hero is free to live his life.
Refusal, magic flight, and rescue. Ultimately the heroes face the return to the
realm of the human or everyday world, bringing with them their trophy or new
knowledge (Campbell, 1973). They can of course refuse the return, by launching
themselves into greater adventures or choosing isolation from the world. Commonly the
return is aided by the supernatural entity or talisman (magic), or if the hero has gone
against the entity’s wishes, a chase ensues. Either way, the hero returns voluntarily.
Occasionally the hero is trapped, physically or by circumstances, and must be rescued.
Mid-career artists, who depend on their artwork for their financial support, have
no choice but to return to their usual world following the creation and exhibition of their
artwork. Following the adventure, all four artists voluntarily returned with either their
artwork or the protection of accolades to support them. The return journey was quite
mundane compared to the traditional hero story. Sandy Swallow cleaned her studio.
Linda Whitney engageed in the process of packing and shipping. Tom Neary and Monte
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Yellowbird collected viewer response and exhibition reviews since the artist needs this
proof for a portfolio.
Crossing the return threshold. Campbell (1973) refers to crossing the return
threshold as “the final crisis of the round” (p. 216). The hero is challenged to accept the
reality of the return and how to explain their transformation to the world they left. They
may have missed many worldly experiences during the journey. They may feel
disillusioned and struggle to reconcile the two worlds. This return does not preclude
them launching into new adventures, but instead may represent a time of considering new
options.
The return threshold for the artist may come in two stages. The first stage is that
point at which the artwork is finished. This is usually followed by a feeling of
accomplishment tempered by concern about the artwork’s quality. Some artists find it
difficult to part with their artwork. Tom Neary visited his sculptures on a regular basis.
Sandy Swallow kept hers in a prominent location in her studio. If an artwork is on
exhibit or tours for a period of time, the true return threshold is not reached until the end
of the tour. Sandy Swallow, Linda Whitney and Monte Yellowbird all attended events
during the exhibition runs, so they were still engaged in the journey until their artwork
was either returned or delivered to the buyer. The advantage the working artist has over
the traditional hero is the artist knows there will be a new adventure. The new adventure
is essential to their very existence. So crossing the return threshold may cause them to
struggle with the need to launch into immediate creative endeavor, even when they really
would prefer to take time off.
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Master of the two worlds and freedom to live. The master of two worlds has
the “freedom to pass back and forth the across the world division…not contaminating the
principles of the one with those of the other, yet permitting the mind to know the one by
virtue of the other - is the talent of the master” (Campbell, 1973, p. 229). The hero no
longer feels rooted in just one existence or understanding and strives to share their
understanding with others through witnessing or teaching. They faced trials, moved past
their egos, and gained understanding regarding their place in the totality of the universe.
This sets them free to live a fuller earthly existence, less fearful of the next moment in the
future. They created a world for the next generation, achieving a timelessness by their
very existence. “The hero is the champion of things becoming, not of things become,
because he is” (Campbell, 1973, p. 243).
Ultimately, the artist is a different person at the end of the journey. They have
outgrown their previous lives and roles, seeking new opportunities, especially in service
to others. Tom Neary finished one set of statues and was asked to recreate a much
beloved icon. He was also called to serve as a member of the Interpretive Center Board
of Directors by the same board who originally hired him. This invitation to serve would
play a very important role for the future. The Board guided the Center’s success when
the interest in the Corps of Discovery waned following the bicentennial years.
Sandy Swallow was catapulted into the national art scene. Her work was noticed
by the Superintendent of Devils Tower National Monument in Wyoming and she was
asked to produce the park’s ornament for the 2007 White House Christmas Tree. This
led to collaboration with an internationally known Japanese artist to create another
commemorative artwork, this time for the anniversary of the monument in 2008. Sandy
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also answered an internal call to provide a service to Native artists through her gallery in
Hill City, representing both known and emerging artists in a respectful and encouraging
environment.
Linda Whitney continued to teach and create, and found new ways to incorporate
Native points of view into Euro-American teaching formats. Monte Yellowbird relocated
further up the Missouri River to Great Falls, Montana, pursuing the life of an artist-inresidence in galleries, museums, and schools. His mission was to share the complexities
of Native people and Native art with the broader American population, shattering myths
and creating bridges along the way.
Conclusion
The artist is the embodiment of hero and leader. Embodying the hero requires
that the artist understand the creative process as a “voyage of discovery,” where the path
is not always clear and which may eternally alter their beliefs and practices. Neither the
artist nor hero survive this journey unchanged. The hero’s journey provides the
knowledge and capacity for the artist to become a leader. To lead successfully the artist
must recognize the importance of the artistic product as a conduit for communication.
The artist guides the viewer by communicating memory, values and knowledge. This is
both a privilege and a responsibility, something the artist must must appreciate to achieve
success.
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CHAPTER 9—SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Study
I examined the lives and artwork of four artists who created art for the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial in the years 2003 to 2006. The purpose of my study was to understand
artists’ lived experience, including how the deep cultural structures of family and society
(gender, ethnicity, religion and political beliefs) played in the creation of commemorative
artwork and their development as artists in a leadership role. The research process
involved traveling to interview artists and spending time with them in both work and
social settings. The artists were generous in describing the details of their lives as well as
their artwork. They were deeply interested in shedding light on how they view the world
through creative expression.
Data Analysis
I analyzed the data using Joseph Campbell’s (1973) theory of the hero’s journey
The journey unfolds in three phases: departure, initiation and return. Departure includes
the call to adventure, crossing the threshold, finding a talisman and spending time in the
belly of the whale or the wilderness. Initiation involves a road of trials, meeting with the
sacred feminine and the patriarchal masculine, and the apotheosis and boon, or moment
of transformation. Finally, upon return the hero must again cross a threshold, and live as
a changed person in a complex world.
In creating commemorative artwork the artist becomes a hero. The artists accept
the call to adventure in two parts, when they first recognize they are an artist and the call
to create a commemorative piece of artwork. When artists accept the call to adventure,
they cross the first threshold to create a visual and lasting statement about an event
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essential to the cultural memory of society, which becomes the talisman. During the
research process they spend time “in the belly of the whale.” The path to creation, or
Initiation, is a road of trials, both internal and external. Creative activity takes artists into
unknown territory, forcing them to navigate their needs and desires with the expectations
of the greater society. They receive support from the females in their lives and seek the
acceptance of the males. The public reception of their artwork (apotheosis) may be very
positive, as experienced by Tom Neary, Linda Whitney and Monte Yellowbird, or
negative, as experienced by Sandy Swallow. Artists’ experiences change along the
journey, and must relocate themselves within their career and personal lives as a result of
their transformation. The artist returns in two stages: when the artwork is completed and
when the exhibition period is over. Their ultimate transformation may result in new
creative and leadership opportunities, or a refined sense of mission.
The Performance of Leadership
Halbwachs stated that “our recollections, each taken in itself, belong to
everybody; but the coherence or arrangement of our recollections belongs only to
ourselves-we alone are capable of knowing and calling them to mind” (Coser, 1992, p.
171). He questioned whether society intervenes in that recollection. I agree with
Halbwachs in that society helps us develop and frame our memories, yet society is just
one component and doesn’t account for that coherence and arrangement of memory.
I created a quilt to visually summarize this study and the performance of
leadership. It is set in context with one of my favorite poems, Max Ehrmann’s
Desiderata. The quilt is based on the Mariner’s Compass pattern, which I renamed the
Leadership Compass. It is divided into four directions, which are the four relationships
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in which the artist performs leadership. Each direction is associated with a color:
family/friends (red), social community (purple), physical world (green) and
spiritual/moral concept (gold). The blue points to the cardinal directions (north, south,
east and west) and represents the artist as the leader. This places the artist within the art,
a reminder that the two are actually one. Halbwachs was correct, we form our memories
through a hierarchy of four social relationships, we “perform” (recall and act on) these
memories through synergy of four relationships that have shifting, yet constant
importance in supporting us, while sometimes creating deep and lasting divides.

Figure 6. Leadership compass.
Performing with family and friends. “Be yourself. Especially, do not feign
affection. Neither be cynical about love; for in the face of all aridity & disenchantment it
is perennial as the grass” (Ehrmann, 1927).
According to Halbwachs (Coser, 1992) family provides the very first experiences
with society, and are therefore are primary conduits for creating and acting on memories.
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Friends are an extension of family, and in later life, may take the place of the original
family. Family and friends support, comfort, cheer, and provide a reason for living,
hence for the artist a reason for creating. Because the lives of family and friends are so
intimately entwined, they are also the forces that create the most tension, sometimes
tearing the artist apart instead of healing.
Three of the artists in the study, Tom Neary, Linda Whitney and Monte
Yellowbird had close relationships with their parents and siblings, and described their
parents and grandparents as the foundation for their beliefs, attitudes and practices in
general. Sandy Swallow’s extended family of aunts, uncles and cousins provided a
strong foundation for her beliefs, attitudes and practices.
The artist’s spouse is often the first line of support in creative endeavors. Tom’s
wife first encouraged him to make small sculptures during his downtime as a welder,
noting that they were “super neat” and became his business associate in the early years
when they traveled for craft shows. A quilter with a keen eye for design, Tom depended
on her as a “second eye” when completing a piece. Sandy Swallow’s husband radiated
with pride each time he referred to her as “the artist”. College sweethearts, they married
over 40 years ago. Together they operated the gallery in Hill City, her husband often in
charge of the sales desk while Sandy creates or traveles. Monte’s wife was a dynamo.
An artist herself, she was the public relations and sales arm of their business. She
initially was reluctant to pursue the path of full time artist, which its inconsistent income
and somewhat itinerant lifestyle. However, through discussion and prayer she was able
to agree to try this, and now it is second nature. Linda Whitney’s second husband was
also an artist. Together they lived in Sanger, managing an arts-based lifestyle and
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business. Sanger became focus of her drawing for the “Celebrating Explorers” exhibit.
Linda finds creative support and encouragement from her daughter, who followed in her
mother’s footsteps as an artist.
Friendships are equally important in sustaining the artistic lifestyle. Since Tom
Neary did not draw, he relied on a friend to produce detailed presentation drawings.
They worked so closely together that Tom needed to only describe his vision to get
exactly the illustrations he needs. It is with him that Tom shared the joke about “Herb,”
the person in many groups who rejects a project solely based on expenses. And
discussing his welding co-workers, many of whom are now dead, still brought a tear to
his eyes. Linda Whitney found friendships and family relationships in her students, as
well as colleagues at the University and various arts organizations around North Dakota.
The death of a friend led to the creation of an orchid print, which was sold to fund a
scholarship in the friend’s name. It was by invitation from another friend, the director of
the North Dakota Art Gallery Association, that Linda participated in the Celebrating
Explorers exhibit. Sandy Swallow solidified her friendship with Native American
Activist Dorothy FireCloud by honoring her on the White House Christmas Tree
ornament with images of storm clouds.
Sometimes the close personal relationships that we develop create tension and
stress in our lives. As Sandy Swallow told me the first day we met, she did not want to
talk about her parents. One of the few times she mentioned them was when she told me
her father thought she was extravagant. And perhaps it was that memory that influenced
her to conserve and reuse her art materials. She was also stunned to have an artist friend
disparage her representation of Oliver Swallow’s removal from the Lakota lands with a
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dismissive “Oh, boohoo to you Sandy.” Monte Yellowbird’s work to encourage the
native practices of his students at the social services organization ultimately led to his
separation from that institution. Linda Whitney found both creative support and strife in
her marriages, but was able to use the strife to fuel her artistic production, as when she
decided to return to art school following one ending.
Performing with community. “As far as possible, without surrender, be on good
terms with all persons. Speak you truth quietly & clearly; and listen to others, even the
dull & ignorant; they too have their story” (Ehrmann, 1927).
The term “community” is complex, and refers to those people who are not our
intimate associates, but with whom we have a commitment or relationship. This could be
a long standing social commitment that spans generations, such as identifying in terms of
race, gender, ethnicity or political affiliation. It could be a time-sensitive commitment,
such as a business relationship. For the artist, the term “community” also includes the
audience for their work, who are potential buyers and donors.
Because all four artists depended on public acquisition of their work for financial
support, meeting audience expectations was an important part of their performance. Tom
Neary managed this by only creating on commission and working closely with the
individual or group initiating that commission to ensure that his work met their
expectations. Sandy Swallow estimated that at least 80% of her sales come from tourists
visiting her shop in the Black Hills. She used two strategies to meet those expectations.
The first was in her color choices. Earth tones sell well throughout the year. She also
stayed current in home décor trends, as many of her customers sought to complement
what they already owned. Her second strategy was price point. Instead of pricing at the
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top of the market, she kept her prices so the average person could afford her work.
Monte Yellowbird kept current on buying trends through research into the market and
marketing workshops. He emphasized meeting audience expectations by instilling
confidence in the product, similar to the rhetoric of creating oneself as a brand. Linda
Whitney, like many artists, created prints in a series. These appealed especially to
collectors, a primary audience for her. She did however follow her own interests in
subject matter instead of the trends popular in North Dakota. This meant that many of
her collectors reside outside of the state.
Communities are also represented by ethnicity, gender and political beliefs.
Linda Whitney linked her preferred medium, printmaking to her Dutch heritage with
“The Dutch were great printmakers.” She was torn as to whether her interest in imagery
and her observation skills are the result of an inherited genetic ability from her Native
ancestry or some other influence. Linda came from a long line of strong female figures.
She found her gender influenced her most in her teaching, when she became frustrated by
female students who don’t realize their potential as women. Politically she identified as a
Democrat and a feminist. The latter influenced her deeply as one of her mentors was
Judy Chicago, an artist long known for creating controversial, feminist art.
Ethnicity and gender both played important roles for Sandy Swallow. Often her
artwork depicted the tepees of the Seven Council Fires of the Lakota or the buffalo so
very important to both Lakota spirituality and survival on the Plains. Sandy specifically
linked her ethnicity and gender in her print Girls Night Out. Emerging from the top of
the tepee are the “girls,” dragonflies and butterflies and Sandy says “it is fun, you know
it’s a very feminine thing.” It was her favorite work of art, even though its feminine
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subject matter limits its salability. Gender and ethnicity were also entwined in the very
fact she is an artist, challenging the Lakota tradition that only men were artists. It meant
she had few peers, and she did sometimes find it isolating. Sandy’s proximity to Native
activist events of the 1960s and 1970s may not be directly depicted in her work, but she
was keenly aware of tribal politics, and tried to stay neutral because of her role as both
business person and artist.
Monte Yellowbird’s art was deeply influenced by his identification as Arikara,
and a member of the Three Affiliated Tribe at Fort Berthold. Traditional imagery
abounds, circles representing the Universe, horses representing his family’s role in tribal
society as the caretakers of horse bundle medicine, and his understanding of Native art
history from the type of art production: pictographic era, winter count era, ledger era. His
gender was also reflected, particularly in the creation of ledger art, which was the realm
of males. The social connotation behind politics, national or tribal, also appeared in his
art, such as his inclusion of the feathers representing Joseph Young Hawk. Monte found
it ironic that Young Hawk, who served the U.S. Army with distinction in World War I,
did not even have the right to vote in the United States. Citizenship was not granted to
Native people until 1924. Now, Monte’s art work was protected in part by the Indian
Arts and Crafts Act of 1990. He sums up his feelings succinctly with “there never should
have had to be legislation to make indigenous people fight for their identity or
authenticity.”
Tom Neary did not make a strong connection between his artwork and ethnicity
(Irish) and gender, other than the fact that it was metalwork and requires welding,
something that is traditionally considered a man’s job. He noted that this might be partly
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due to the fact that he worked by commission, so adapted his artwork to the views of the
buyer. Tom cited the need for commissions as the reason he was no longer politically
active other than voting in every election. Like Sandy Swallow, he felt the need to stay
quiet about his beliefs in order to keep customers. The only inkling of his liberal roots
was that he listed his union membership in his brochure, and he knows he lost at least one
customer because of that. But one artwork in particular shows his egalitarian beliefs,
often associated with liberalism. The statues of Sheheke, Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark were created as a team of equals despite their differences in social standing or
ethnicity.
An important role for all community members, especially in creating cultural
memory, is that of raising and educating the next generation. All four of the artists found
ways to do that. Linda Whitney was formally charged with this in her role as college
instructor and department chair. She not only taught her students the knowledge and
skills required to be a successful artist, but also took the role of parent, remembering
birthdays and special events, and was spiritual advisor to her Native students. Monte
Yellowbird was deeply dedicated to the success of his Native students, and applied those
same principles to the students he meets in artist residencies. He worried that younger
Native people were afraid of practicing their traditions and he wanted to make them more
accessible. Tom Neary also found time to teach welding in the Art Department of United
Tribes Technical College, supporting his students in developing some controversial
public art pieces. Tom was also an advocate of active responses to his sculptures,
reveling in the fact that people were drawn to touch them as opposed to viewing them
passively. Sandy Swallow also made time to speak to art classes at her local college
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sending the message to “young people that whatever they do, whatever they have in their
hearts as a desire, then to go for it.” While she thought it was a message especially for
young Native Americans, she believed it should be heard by all young people.
Finally, community centered artists have a thirst for social justice-the desire to
create a better world for themselves and future generations. For Monte Yellowbird, an
important part of creating this better world was dispelling stereotypes that constrained the
understanding of others. He talked to students about their culture, their “traditional
tribe”-the people in their families and communities that came before them. He taught
about unfairness through stories of the inequities and sometimes brutality of the school
system in which he grew up. He challenged students about “Native Americans” and drug
use, reminding students that if they were born in the United States, they should all
consider themselves Native Americans. He tried to gently, but firmly educate older
generations to cease thinking in terms of “Indian” and instead “call me by my name, but
if you want to refer to my tribe, this is my tribe,” Arikara-Hidatsa.
Sandy Swallow believed in paying it forward. She had great respect for the
women who worked in their store and tried to make their work experience pleasant.
“They have other jobs and so we work around their schedule and that’s why I worked the
Fourth of July because we accommodate them and I appreciate their help.” Connecting
the national tragedy of the attacks on 9/11 with a local problem of prejudice, she created
a print of an Indian wrapped in a flag, looking at the Twin Towers. Proceeds from the
sale of this print went to a homeless shelter that openly welcomes Native people. Linda
Whitney used her artistic talents to help heal those physically, emotionally and spiritually
injured. Her M.F.A. prints depicted the sexual abuse of children metamorphosed into a
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doll project for adult survivors of abuse. This deeply charged exhibit has toured for 20
years, reaching second and third generations of survivors. “I still try to close that box,
but it’s like Pandora’s box, you can’t quite get it closed.” Creating and maintaining a
sense of community identity and spirit was Tom Neary’s vision. He has served for over a
decade on the Interpretive Center/McLean County Museum Board of Directors. In this
role he is able to promote public works projects, maintain the historical essence of the
area and bring much needed financial support to the Washburn area.
Performing with the physical world. “You are a child of the universe, no less
than the tress and the stars; you have a right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to
you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should” (Ehrmann, 1927).
In his work Metaphysics Aristotle (350 BCE) wrote, “All men by nature desire to
know. An indication of this is the delight we take in our senses” (Aristotle, 1952, p. 499).
Aristotle then links the senses with memory production. He follows that memory
produces experiences, and from experience the artist produces art. The physical world,
encompassing geography, climate, geology, zoology, botany, and architecture, is the most
sensory of all memory stimulation. The physical world excites the eyes, ears, nose,
tongue and hands. It is therefore natural that the environment, both build and natural,
plays a strong role in creating commemorative artwork.
Of all four artists, the one bound the most by the physical world was Tom Neary.
His sculptures at Washburn were commissioned specifically to fit into the landscape and
climate of the Missouri River and the northern plains, as well as complement the
Visitor’s Center (Lewis, Clark and Sheheke), and Fort Mandan (Seaman the Dog). The
statues of the three men were originally to be placed in the tall grasses at the back of the
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Visitor’s Center, invoking a memory of these men climbing the hills up from the river.
When they were moved to the front of the center and the first thing the visitor would see,
Tom recreated them into a type of welcoming committee, beckoning the visitor into their
circle. Visitor stepped into a different world where automobiles, cell phones, radios don’t
exist. Likewise, locating the statue of the dog at the river bank and next to the
reconstructed fort invoked a sense of warmth, home, and safety in what seemed to be a
forsaken, isolated part of the country.
Tom knew his region well as a climate of extremes. Heat in the summer time can
reach 100 degrees, while winter brings temperatures in the -20s. The statues must
survive high winds, hail, driving rain, unrelenting sun, snow and sleet, not to mention
being touched by thousands of people per year. He chose his materials carefully, CoreTen steel, very sturdy, will rust into an aged patina and for a few elements stainless steel,
non-rusting, are a reminder of the enduring influence of this Corp of Discovery.
Linda Whitney’s memories of life on the land at Cross Ranch near Sanger
determined her Journal entry selection. Linda created the drawing using the written
description and knowledge gained from the archaeologists she met at Cross Ranch during
the 1970s excavations, as well as the oral stories of the Native people she knew.
Consequently her five lodges were joined by five tepees, activity surrounding them. The
buffalo crossed the river to the east-the side of White occupation, where they became
skeletons. The native people on the east side were dying from disease brought to them
through “civilization.” The Missouri River became a protective barrier for both humans
and animals.
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Much of Sandy Swallow’s work emphasized the environment of western South
Dakota and northeastern Wyoming. Bear Butte and Devil’s Tower featured prominently
in both commissioned pieces and those she created for her own enjoyment. Buffalo
appeared frequently as the native wildlife, as well as butterflies and birds. Her color
choices reflected her view of those in the land around her, simple yet dramatic and bold.
They Took Our Peace was probably of the four artworks studied the least situated within
the physical world as the focus is on the hands and the peace pipe, yet nevertheless, the
tepees and the horizon line of the setting sun create context for the land.
Sandy’s work was also deeply influenced by the memories, or expected memories
of the tourists visiting the Black Hills. For many, this was a nostalgia trip, returning to a
location they visited as children or as young adults with small children. They saw Bear
Butte when it still had trees and watched sunsets in the Badlands. The artwork they are
most likely to buy reflected these images.
Monte Yellowbird’s painting also came from a passage in the Lewis and Clark
Journals. While he chose his passage based on the social context, his painting focused
significantly on the physical world of the event. The trees to which John Newman was
tied are those found along the Missouri River in North Dakota. The river itself is a key
element of the painting, slicing almost diagonally through the canvas, every oxbow and
island clearly outlined. The canvas becomes divided into the east or White side on the
right, where the flogging of Newman takes place, and the west, or Indian side on the left,
where the face of Eagle Feather dominates
Monte defined the earliest parts of his life by the physical boundaries of Indian
reservations. While he was not old enough to remember a time when Indians were
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legally confined to the reservation, his parents and grandparents knew that time and it
was imprinted on their memories. The memories of some of his family members
extended to the time before reservations. It was his mother who linked the land with
behavior, recalling that when the Three Tribes were allowed to live on the bottomlands
they behaved in a socially acceptable manner. It wasn’t until they were relocated when
the U.S. government flooded the valley to create Lake Sakakawea that behaviors
changed. And Monte was haunted by his memories of not just disclosing the location of
grave sites to the Mormons, but acting as their guide, thus complicit in the desecration.
Performing with the spiritual world. “Therefore be at Peace with God,
whatever you conceive Him to be, and whatever your labors & aspirations, in the noisy
confusion of life keep peace with your soul” (Ehrmann, 1927).
Spiritual beliefs are associated with deepest thoughts and are exceptionally
personal. The artist may believe exclusively in a higher power or God that directs
behavior. The artist may reject a formal deity, and instead rely on an internal moral
compass. And of course beliefs may be some combination of the two. For the artist,
their ability to create is often considered a gift, either bestowed by a higher power, or the
result of the deep introspection that comes from the internal compass.
Sandy Swallow made a clear connection between her art and her religion,
believing that as a Christian her ideas came directly from God. Her practice of mid-day
napping, then creating from her dreams is reminiscent of several biblical figures,
including Joseph, Jacob and Naomi. She spoke often in terms of “blessings,” which led
her to exceptional opportunities such as the White House Christmas Tree Ornament and
the Devils Tower Blanket. Her family considered themselves Christian for several
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generations, encouraged by the Christian missions in South Dakota and the Christian
Indian boarding schools in the East. Her artwork was often rooted in the landforms of
Black Hills, long sacred in traditional Native spiritual beliefs. She united this with
Christian belief as these locations invoke in her “the beauty and spirituality that God
made our earth.” Likewise in her business practice Sandy incorporated teachings from
the Beatitudes, buying the poorly made earrings from “little old Grandma” so that she
would have enough gas money to get home. Her willingness to follow God’s plan is
most evident in how she refers to who we both are “My view is that God made you, he
didn’t make a mistake when he made you a Clark, he didn’t make a mistake when he
made me Native American. We are the way we are made because God made us that
way.”
Linda Whitney was raised as a Lutheran, but explored Catholicism and other
Christian religions. For over 20 years she practiced Native spirituality, introduced to her
by several friends and students. She emphasized the need for attentiveness to the details
of the world around her, and meticulous preparation for rituals. This mirrors the world of
the printmaker. The final product must include minute detail and the preparation for
printing requires an intricate process, that could easily be described as a ritual. Indeed,
during our conversation she likened the plate rocking process to prayer, or “an offering of
energy.” Her desire to have the Three Affiliated Tribes smoke ceremonially over the
naming of her drawing They Came reflects her world view as a Pipe Carrier.
Monte Yellowbird was raised by a Christian mother. As a young boy, who could
sense the presence of dead relatives and other energies, he knew his spiritual path lay in
traditional Native religions. He was devoted to helping native students reconnect with
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their traditional spiritual heritage, as evidenced by his dedication to creating ceremonies
for Native students, despite occasional opposition from the administration. Monte started
his day sometimes as early as 3:00 AM. While he did not correlate it directly to rising at
dawn, he believed the dawn is the most powerful part of the day, and a gift from the
Creator. Monte’s art teemede with symbols of Native religion. Feathers represented the
father in heaven, or “the chief who sits above us.” Lightning bolts invoked the power of
the divinity, a prayer for strength. He generously used brilliant color, each imbued with a
meaning: red for protections, white for purity, yellow for enlightenment, blue for holiness
and black for the unknown mystery. He believed that the creative process for indigenous
people is deeply rooted in a spiritual process, and while he has great respect for the skills
of non-native artists creating native art, he describes the work as a “hollow image.”
While Tom Neary was raised in the Catholic Church, he became disassociated
from organized religion. “My questioning of God has gotten to the point where I’m a
totally non-believer.” His practices came from having a strong internal moral compass
focused on fairness and equality. This was evident in the rigorous research process he
engaged in for each piece, going not just from his own feelings, but incorporating the
knowledge of experts and views of many people. His sculpture of Lewis, Clark and
Sheheke showed the three as equals, comfortable in each other’s presence because it was
an everyday occurrence. Tom took as much pleasure in creating sacred works, such as
the Lion and Lamb sculpture, as his secular pieces. This may be just practical for a man
who worked only through commission in a state where the population is predominantly
Christian, but it also was evidence of a deep respect for diverse belief systems, consistent
with an ethic of fairness and generosity.
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These four dimensions (1) family and friends, (2) community, (3) physical world,
and (4) spiritual world provide the support the artist needs to follow the Hero’s journey.
They influence how the artist navigates the complexity of art as a vocation, the
controversial nature of commemorative artwork, and assist the artist in maintaining an
authentic voice.
Implications
This study has lasting implications for both those who perform creative activity
(artists) and those who witness creative activity (society).
Understanding the Complexity of the Artist’s Vocation
The professional artist’s vocation is laden with complexity. The artists must find
adequate creative space, meet tight exhibition criteria and schedules, stay informed of
changing aesthetic trends and art production methods, and develop a market for their art.
The profession of “artist” is a journey, rife with beginnings and endings, subject to
unexpected changes, and not one to be taken on lightly.
This study shows that artists are more than purveyors of aesthetics. They can be
accomplished educational leaders on a par with leaders from business and technology.
All four artists in this study have a deep commitment to creating a healthier society.
Their artwork is designed to reveal personal truths, and encourage the audiences to set
this in context with their own experiences. The artist can lead the dialogue of change
through the lens of culture. The artists in this study already do that through public
presentations and teaching projects. Artists need however to develop confidence in what
they bring to society, crafting carefully their communication skills and proactively
seeking collaborative opportunities.
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The art community should therefore engage with communities in other disciplines
that enjoy a high profile in today’s educational climate such as the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) community. The STEM community can improve
leadership opportunities for artists by embracing them as colleagues in problem solving
and advocating for access to creative activity opportunities in K-12 and higher education.
The Rhode Island School of Design has renewed the deep relationship between arts and
sciences recognized throughout history in individuals such as Leonardo DaVinci. “The
similarities between how artists and scientists work far outweigh their stereotypical
differences. Both are dedicated to asking the big questions placed before us: ‘What is
true? Why does it matter? How can we move society forward?’ (Maeda, 2013).” In a
time of increasing social and political angst there is a greater need for creative thought
and open ended inquiry (Maeda, 2013). The STEM community and the art community
can be powerful allies in creating a just and humane society.
The implications for the audience, or society, are equally extensive. First, this
study shows that rather than being frivolous and irresponsible, living and working as an
artist is thoughtful and painstaking. While the artist may be deeply passionate about
his/her work, which is “nice,” s/he must make conscious, often difficult choices in
determining content, particularly when working with controversial subject matter. They
balance their own values and aesthetics with the beliefs and tastes of the public. The
artist’s very livelihood lies in finding a receptive audience, and audiences may be
capricious in their support. Society should promote artists as a model for resilience; they
learn to navigate criticism and obstacles to thrive. By understanding the life experiences
of artist the audience can have deeper respect for their creations.
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The Controversial Nature of Commemorative Art
Commemorative artwork was once the realm of either the solemn, or the
romantic. During the Lewis and Clark Centennial (1904-1906) idealized images
abounded of the two Captains boldly going forth, dressed in military regalia, and
Sacajawea pointing into the wind, baby on her back. This met the conventions of a
country of European-Americans still deeply engaged in the practice of manifest destiny.
Commemorative artwork for the Lewis and Clark bicentennial pushed conventional
boundaries, presenting subject matter previously considered off-limits: collision of Native
and White ethical practice, destruction of the environment, introduction of disease and
the realistic portrayal of Corps members.
Because people hold differing views and values, publically exhibited art may
provoke a variety of reactions. Commemorative art is particularly emotional as the event
or person being commemorated may stir deep pride in some viewers and intense pain in
others. In creating commemorative pieces, the artist needs to deeply own the message of
his/her artwork, and respect that not all viewers will appreciate that message. The artist
isn’t responsible for the viewer’s opinion, but is responsible for his/her own reaction to
that opinion. The artist should study and understand the underlying causes of the
emotional response. The artistic statement for each piece should be carefully prepared
and anticipate common public reaction. Above all, the artist should not allow his/her
feelings to be hurt by the response. The artist can use the controversy as an opportunity
to open public dialogue and lead the viewers to deeper understanding of the event and
themselves.
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The audience should recognize that art is experience based and reflective of the
artist’s experiences and opinions, which may not be congruent with their own. Therefore
the audience should use controversial art as an opportunity to reflect on their own values
and relationships. The audience should remember that art is a mode of communication
and their response is essential to sustain the conversation. The audience should
appreciate the artist’s courage in presenting a controversial subject, and use respectful
language and behavior when responding with their own opinion.
Maintaining the Authentic Creative Voice
The artistic process and exhibition period requires awareness in two spheres-the
private and the public. In the private sphere the artists must have a deep awareness of
intent, to commit an act of leadership through revealing a suppressed narrative. They
must appreciate the role of their own cultural background in developing their beliefs and
behaviors. Ultimately, they must experience the creative process as a spiritual process in
the broadest sense, combining elements of the ethical and wondrous. Each artist in this
study was clear in his or her mission to present historical events from a complex
perspective, using personal cultural experiences as a roadmap. Although not all of the
artists identified as religious, they all understand their creative process as an essential part
of their existence, a way to shape a better world, and the finished result as sometimes
unexpectedly awe-inspiring.
In the public sphere artists learn to recognize the power of their art to influence
viewers’ understandings and possibly behaviors. They must respect that their audiences
comes from diverse cultural backgrounds that affect their interpretation of art. Finally,
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they must appreciate this as an opportunity to help the audience view art as a spiritual
practice, uniting social ethics and aesthetic wonder.
This study is a call to artists to understand the power they have within society.
This lies in the community point of the leadership compass. Arts of all kinds have the
capacity to deeply influence societal behavior. Artists have the capacity to encourage
acceptance of the status quo, urge resistance or incite rebellion. These are very emotional
experiences, and can create a lasting impact on social and political landscapes. Therefore
the artist needs to understand that power also requires accountability, which is centered in
the spiritual/moral point of the leadership compass. All four artists in this study are
excellent models for understanding the interplay of creative power and responsibility.
For artists to develop and maintain leadership roles in society they must
understand their own motivations and harness the energy to make a difference. Artists
should view themselves as a hero in the story, understand how journeys proceed and
sometimes end, and be well prepared to evaluate obstacles and transform them into
opportunities. Because artists often work alone, they may feel isolated from society,
misunderstood or underappreciated. Like Campbell’s archetypes they may find centering
themselves through the support of family, friends and other artists as essential to
sustaining energy. So too they may find support in the natural and built environment, as
all journeys happen not just in “some time,” but in “some place.” Finally, as a hero,
artists must be vulnerable to changes in their beliefs and practices that may result from
taking the journey. Self-reflection at the end of the journey will help them identify new
personal and professional directions. Ultimately the artist can take pleasure, or solace in
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the fact they are continuing a millennia long tradition of moving society through creative
expression.
The audience should understand that this study informs current issues and
movements in today’s society. There is renewed interest in creativity in general, with an
associated body of literature, websites and tablet apps. These sometimes explain the
development of creativity as a simple series of habits. The case studies here are models
for how genuinely creative people order and sustain that creativity. These models apply
to all careers and vocations. Additionally, in reaction to an increasingly virtual and
information based society, there is a renewed interest in creating objects and
manufacturing, often referred to as the “Maker” movement. This study sheds light on
how people dedicate themselves to making objects, and the learning process associated
with it. Those associated with the Maker movement understand that we all have a
creative voice to maintain and the role relationships play in maintaining that voice
provides better support to the movement.
Recommendations for Future Research
This case study approach was tightly limited in time, place and number of artists.
Therefore there are many opportunities for future research.
I recommend a study of additional artists of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial.
Despite some controversial aspects of the bicentennial, it was intended as a celebration
and reconciliation experience. The artwork in this study was created in the spirit of
sharing perspectives, and intended to enlighten the audience on broader historical
viewpoints than those they may have encountered in their education. I did not include
artists whose artwork reflected a more traditional narrative, or whose artwork may have
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been considered disrespectful to the event’s intent. But these are also important
narratives to a very complex understanding of this specific event. Likewise, research into
commemorative artwork needs to be done into many more events, and not just limited to
those in the United States where artwork generally falls into the realm of freedom of
speech, and is therefore legally protected.
More research needs to be completed as to how gender and ethnicity influences
the artist’s experience and the visual narrative they create. This is significant in
understanding how much of their artwork reflects expected dominant societal norms and
how they develop a counter narrative that may be difficult to speak to directly, therefore
presented through the symbolism of art. This is particular important to artists who have a
complex definition of their ethnicity and gender, something more acceptable in modern
society, yet little understood.
I conducted this study strictly from the artist’s point of view and experiences in
creating commemorative art. The next step is to look at how the audience interacts with
artists and the commemorative art. The study should incorporate the deep structures of
race, gender, religion and politics, looking at how the viewer perceives the narrative and
shares it with others. It allows the audience to take back the world of art from the art
critics that have dominated western cultural aesthetics and sensibilities, giving creative
production populist appeal.
Lastly, the term “art” in this study was only applied to those participating in
visual arts. This term can be applied broadly and encompasses many vocations.
Research into occupations commonly considered technical, service related or blue-collar
can be conducted using the same cultural criteria, to identify areas of agreement and
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disagreement. This can then be used in preparing children and adults for complex
workplace relationships.
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APPENDIX A

From: Waldner, Lisa K. <LKWALDNER@stthomas.edu>
[ add to contacts ]
To: 'elise@schebler-roberts.com' <elise@schebler-roberts.com>
Cc: Maciej, Jeffrey D. <jdmaciej@stthomas.edu>
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2009 03:47 pm
Subject: RE: IRB b08-099-2 9

Elsie,
Since you have made the changes that we requested and have submitted a signed copy of your
revised protocol, on behalf of the IRB at the University of St. Thomas, you are approved to begin
your project “Art, Life Story and Cultural Memory: The World of the Artists of Lewis and Clark”
IRB b08-099-29. Best of luck with your research.
Jeff, I will bring Elsie’s paperwork to the next IRB meeting for our records. Lisa
Lisa K. Waldner, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology and Chair
Department of Sociology & Criminal Justice
University of St. Thomas
2115 Summit Avenue
Mail # 4160
St. Paul, MN 55105
http://courseweb.stthomas.edu/lkwaldner
lkwaldner@stthomas.edu
651-962-5699 (Voice)
651-962-5682 (Fax)
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APPENDIX B
Recruitment Letter
I’m Elise Schebler Roberts, a fiber artist and a doctoral student in the School of
Education, University of St. Thomas, Minneapolis, Minnesota. I am conducting research
for my dissertation about the influence of community/family traditions and personal
experiences on artists.
The title of this study is Art, Life Story and Cultural Memory: The World of the
Artists of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. I plan to explore how cultural connections
with family and community combine with life experiences in creating commemorative
artwork. My goal is to show the complexity and diversity of the artist’s world, and dispel
the myths of art as an easy or safe career choice. You were selected as a possible
participant because you have exhibited artwork for the Lewis and Clark bicentennial,
(Insert name of artwork and exhibitions).
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things: allow
me to observe you at work in your studios or galleries and participate in interviews at two
locations: one personal and the other professional. You will be asked to answer questions
about your career, creation of Lewis and Clark related works, family and community
stories and traditions, and your life experiences, including questions of a social, political
and spiritual nature. I may ask questions about gender and racial identification because
personal and community experiences are often linked to these issues. I will be working
with four artists, a White female, White Male, Indian female and Indian male.
Participation in the study for each artist will last approximately three days, which may be
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divided over a period of five months between February and June 2009. I will collect your
stories by audio and videotaping, and traditional written notes.
The study carries both risk and benefit to you. You will be identified fully in the
study, associated with your artwork, personal experiences and thoughts. This is
necessary to protect you and your work under federal copyright laws. However, it may
negatively influence potential customers and exhibition opportunities. You have the right
to decline individual questions which you feel may adversely affect your career. As a
benefit to you, this study becomes a permanent part of your credentials, which can be
emphasized when submitting work to exhibition, and applying for grants, scholarships
and academic positions. Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and will not
affect your relationship with the researcher or the University of St. Thomas.
I would like to further discuss this study with you, and will call to set up a
meeting. If you have any immediate questions, you may contact me at 763/432-7024 or
elise@schebler-roberts.com. My academic advisor is Dr. Sarah J. Noonan. She may be
reached at 651/ 962-4897 if you have questions I am not able to answer.
Thank you for your consideration,
Elise Schebler Roberts
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C ONSENT F ORM
U NIVERSITY OF S T . T HOMAS

Art, Life Story and Cultural Memory:
The Artists of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
IRB b08-099-2 9

I am conducting a study about the influence of community/family traditions and
personal experiences on artists. I invite you to participate in this research. You were
selected as a possible participant because you have exhibited artwork for the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial.. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before
agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by: Elise Schebler Roberts, under the advisement of Dr.
Sarah J. Noonan, Department of Leadership, Policy and Administration.
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is to explore how cultural connections with family and
community combine with life experiences in creating commemorative artwork. I will look
specifically at art created as part of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial. My goal is to show the
complexity and diversity of the artists’ world, and dispel the myths of art as an easy or safe career
choice.
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Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things: allow me to
observe you at work in your studios or galleries and participate in interviews at two locations: one
personal and the other professional. You will be asked to answer questions about your career,
creation of Lewis and Clark related works, family and community stories and traditions, and your
life experiences, including questions of a social, political and spiritual nature.

I may ask

questions about gender and racial identification because personal and community experiences are
often linked to these issues. I will be working with four artists, a White female, White Male,
Indian female and Indian male. Participation in the study for each artist will last approximately
three days, which may be divided over a period of five months between July and November 2010.
I will collect your stories by audio and videotaping, and traditional written notes.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study carries the following risk: You will be identified fully in the study, associated
with your artwork, personal experiences and thoughts. This may negatively influence potential
customers and exhibition opportunities. You have the right to decline individual questions which
you feel may adversely affect your career.
The direct benefit for participating is: this study becomes a permanent part of your
credentials, which can be emphasized when submitting work to exhibition, and applying for
grants, scholarships and academic positions.
Confidentiality:
It will be necessary to fully identify you in this study for the following reasons: your
artwork is publically exhibited, therefore publically associated with you. Proper identification of
you as the artist maintains the integrity of federal copyright laws, enacted to protect you from
misappropriation and theft of your artwork. Research information other than that required to
complete this project will not be released without your written consent. The records of this study
will be kept private. Research records will be kept in a locked file at my home office; I am the
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only person who will have access to the records. No part of the recordings will be released
without your written permission. They will be kept in a locked file, and destroyed after two
years.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to
participate will not affect your current or future relations with the researcher or the University of
St. Thomas. You have the right to decline individual questions which you feel may adversely
affect your career. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw before the third
interview without penalty. Should you decide to withdraw data already collected about you may
be used with your written permission.
Contacts and Questions
My name is Elise Schebler Roberts. You may ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later, you may contact me at 763/559-6573. My academic advisor is Dr. Sarah J.
Noonan. She may be reached at 651/ 962-4897.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction.
I consent to participate in the study, study video and audiotaping, and photography

______________________________

________________

Signature of Study Participant

Date

______________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
______________________________
Signature of Researcher

________________
Date
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APPENDIX D
Early Interview Questions:
Topic One: Art Career
At what point in your life did you consider yourself an Artist?
What was your work experience prior to that time?
How did you transition from that work experience to your current work?
Describe your professional arts education and training.
Describe mentoring or apprenticeship experiences.
How do you select public exhibition opportunities?
How do you select teaching opportunities?
Who manages your marketing and sales?
How effectively do you reach your intended audience?
What would you like to do differently?
Why do you belong to [insert name of professional art organization]?

Topic Two: The Art Creation Process
What is your preferred artistic medium?
Why did you choose that particular artistic medium?
How do you use color, design, and size to create your message?
Do you feel your art is more traditional or inspired by more recent artists
or events?
How would you describe the saleability of your art?
Who purchases or exhibits your artwork?
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How have other artists reacted to your art?
Is there any type of art or medium you refuse to involve yourself in, or
simply do not want to do?
If so, why do you avoid that particular art or medium.
How would you describe your Creative Space?
Do you have a favorite piece from your body of work?
What is it about this piece that makes it your favorite?
Do you have a least favorite piece from your body of work?
What is it about this piece that makes it your least favorite?
Can you share your experiences and thoughts on life as an artist?

Topic Three: The Public’s Role in Art Creation
How does the public influence your art creation?
How are you influenced by artwork of others?
In general, what do you think about art created for the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial?
How do people react to your Lewis and Clark bicentennial art?
What does the term “commemorative art” mean to you?

Topic Four: Involvement with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial
How have you been involved with the Lewis and Clark bicentennial?
What do you see as the significance of the Lewis and Clark bicentennial to
yourself?
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To your community?
To the country?
How did you become interested in the history of the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial?
e.g. School, community, family, society at large?

Do you have any conflicting feelings regarding the Lewis and Clark
bicentennial? Describe these conflicts.

Can you describe the creative process you used to create your Lewis and
Clark bicentennial artwork?
Who or what influenced your artwork created for the bicentennial?
Middle Interview Questions
Topic One: Family
How do you define family? Who constitutes your family?
Describe the areas (spiritual, political, social) does your family agree?
Describe the areas of conflict?
Can you describe your support network?
How do people support you and how do you support others?
In what ways, if any, do you feel you make compromises in your artistic
goals?
Are there aspects of your life as an artist where you feel you receive no
support?
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Are there aspects of your life as an artist where you feel you are unable to
provide support?
What family history information has followed you?
Topic Two: Social/Ethnic Identification
Describe how you identify yourself within society: socially and ethnically.
How does this compare to your community?
How do others react to this identification?
How do you use your identification within your artwork?
What role does your ethnicity play in making decisions?
Topic Three: Gender Identification
Growing up, when where your family’s expectations of you as a boy
(girl)?
What were your own expectations?
How did you respond to your family’s expectations?
What were the responsibilities of men and women in your family?
What were the responsibilities of men and women in your community?
What were the privileges of men and women?
How did these expectations, responsibilities, and roles change as you
became an adult?
How does your art reflect your perception of women/men’s (roles) in
family?
How does your art reflect your perception of womens/men’s (roles) in
Society?
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Late Interview Questions:
Topic One: Political Identification
Describe your community political traditions?
Expectations?
Participation?
Describe your family political traditions.
Expectations?
Participation?
Describe your personal political beliefs.
Participation?
What do you know/remember about the following political
movements and legislation?
Civil rights of the 1960s
Women’s Movements of the 1960’s/1970’s
American Indian Legislation
Environmental legislation
How has political association/lack of association affected you?
What are your main political concerns?
How are your concerns reflected in your artwork?

Topic Two: Spiritual Identification
Describe your spiritual journey.
Community Traditions/Expectations
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How did your community explain their spiritual or religious
traditions?
What stories from your community experience have followed you?
Family Traditions/Expectations
How did you family explain their spiritual or religious
traditions?
What stories from your family experiences have followed
you?
Can you describe some of your personal spiritual experiences?
Where do you find Spiritual Space?
What were some publications, documents, and authority figures
that influenced your beliefs?
How do spiritual beliefs influence your artwork?

